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THE DECEMBER EMPLOYMENT SITUATION
Friday, January 10, 1997

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Hinchey, and Maloney, and
Senator Robb.

Staff Present: Christopher Frenze, Juanita Morgan, Mary Hewitt,
Meredith Aber, Andrew Quinlan, Bill Spriggs, Roni Singleton, and Amy
Pardo.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. It is a pleasure to be here
this morning and to be able to welcome Commissioner Abraham before
the Joint Economic Committee (JEC) once again. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) is one of the most objective, professional, and respected
statistical agencies, I was going to say in the country, but I think I want
to say in the world.

I want to thank the BLS for maintaining its high standards of
objectivity and for its assistance in the work of this Committee over the
years I have been here and, of course, many years before that. We have
forged a great relationship that will continue to be strengthened this year
and in the years ahead.

I am pleased to announce that yesterday the Speaker of the House
designated me as the Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee for the
105th Congress, the first Republican House Member to hold this position
in over 40 years. It is a responsibility I take very seriously and look
forward to working with the Joint Economic Committee Members from
both sides of the aisle over the next two years. I am confident that
together with the Ranking Minority Member, Senator Bingaman, we will
be able to move the Committee forward.
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I would like to welcome Mrs. Maloney and Senator Robb here this
morning as well, and I would like to say that I am hopeful that other
Members will be appearing as we move through this hearing.

The employment-data relation this morning shows that the
unemployment rate was unchanged, while payroll employment posted a
solid increase of 262,000. The December payroll employment increase
should be viewed in the context of a very modest rise in the previous
month. Despite an increase in employment for the month of December,
manufacturing employment over the 12 months of 1996 actually declined
by 94,000.

Turning to another issue among the important economic statistics
provided by the BLS is the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The CPI is a
fairly old statistic. In fact, I am told that it was first adopted during
World War I in order to provide for salary increases among workers in
Naval shipyards. A committee headed by George Stigler reported to the
JEC, in 1961, its findings on issues related to the Index involving
substitution, quality changes, updating market baskets, treatment of new
products and other issues.

More recently, the Boskin Commission report reviewed many of the
same issues, and this report sparked considerable controversy. I think it
is fair to say that there is a consensus that, although the CPI may
overstate inflation, the extent of this overstatement is at least debatable.
It is also worthwhile to note that Congress rightly or wrongly chose to
index a variety of Federal benefits and tax provisions after the Stigler
Committee issued its report in 1961.

There would seem to be ample reason for Congress to examine this
issue carefully before making any hasty decisions with regard to it. After
all, the policy decisions made with regard to the CPI would affect many
millions of Americans over time.

According to the recent JEC analysis, which we published late last
year, about 40 percent of the direct effects of the legislated reductions in
the CPI would comprise tax increases on a variety of middle class
taxpayers, while the remainder, 60 percent, would fall on entitlement
beneficiaries. Congress should consider whether this mix of policy and
deficit reduction achieves the desired results in the best way.

Finally, I would like to say that I look forward to working with my
Joint Economic Committee colleagues on both sides of the aisle and with
officials from the BLS and other agencies over the next two years.
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At this time I would like to invite any other opening statements.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE CAROLYN MALONEY
Representative Maloney. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I

congratulate you on your employment hearing and I look forward to
working with you and the other Members of the Committee in a
bipartisan spirit.

Since the last meeting of this Committee, the economy has
continued to grow stronger. An expanded economy is the best way to
offer opportunities to America's citizens. The Wall Street Journal just
completed its closely followed "Semiannual Look Ahead" and its survey
of "57 Prominent Economists." The consensus is for another year of, and
I quote: "An expanding economy with low inflation."

Today, we will receive job growth numbers for the month of
December. We already know that our economy grew at, roughly, over
2 percent rate for the past year. This expanding economy has already
produced over 10 million new jobs, held unemployment down between
5.2 and 5.6 percent, and kept inflation low, averaging 3.6 percent in

1996.
This strong growth is reflected in many ways, new business and

corporations are running at record highs, the highest level since World
War II; job-creating exports have increased by one-third; mortgage rates

are at their lowest levels in 30 years; and the level of home ownership is
at a 15-year high.

Alan Greenspan has consistently cited President Clinton's 1993
deficit package as, and I quote, "an unquestioned factor in contributing
to the improvement in economic activity that occurred thereafter,"
unquote. The lower deficit and fiscal discipline has helped to lower
inflation, create new jobs and higher wages.

In this month's Bureau of Labor Statistics' report, they reported
record adult female employment at 57.3 percent, the highest female
employment-to-population ratios ever. Another significant accomplish-
ment is a record low black-adult unemployment level, we have had 31
straight months of below 10 percent since June of 1994.
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I am pleased that in the last Congress we passed two bills that will
make a difference to millions and millions of Americans. The
Kennedy-Kassenbaum bill will give millions of Americans access to
health care, and the minimum wage bill not only increases the minimum
wage, but also helps small businesses invest more in their businesses that
helps both the employers and their employees.

I look forward to this new Congress for expanding opportunities for
millions of American and hopefully an expanding economy.

I thank you.
I yield back my time.
Representative Saxton. Senator Robb.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES ROBB
Senator Robb. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I welcome your opening

statement as well as your chairmanship of this Committee during the next
Congress.

I am here at the request of the new Ranking Member, Senator Jeff
Bingaman, who was unable to be in Washington today. He asked me if
I could sit in for him, and I am very happy to do that.

I won't repeat all the statistics that Congresswoman Maloney just
reiterated, but I think it is important that the report remains positive, and
I hope that that will continue, and I have a couple of questions,
particularly as it relates to CPI, but I will wait until the appropriate point
in the program.

I look forward to working with you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
We will turn to Dr. Abraham's comments.

STATEMENT OF THE
HONORABLE KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM, COMMISSIONER,

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE

COMMISSIONER FOR PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND PHIL
RONES, CHIEF, DIVISION OF FORCE LABOR STATISTICS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee. I appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning and
comment on the labor market data we have to release.
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Nonfarm payroll employment increased by 262,000 in December,
with the gains widespread across the major industries. Average hourly
earnings rose six cents over the month, following a nine-cent gain in
November. The unemployment rate was unchanged in December at 5.3
percent.

The services industry added 112,000 jobs in December; between May
and November, monthly job growth in services averaged 81,000. Health
services added 16,000 jobs; and computer and data processing services,
which grew by a robust 11 percent over the year, added 15,000 jobs.

In amusement and recreation services, employment was up by 12,000
in December and by 87,000 through the year as a whole. Employment
in help supply services increased by 12,000 in December, following a
decline of 30,000 in November and little change in September and
October. Even with this recent weakness, this industry, help supply, was
one of the largest job gainers over the year.

Retail trade employment increased by 48,000 in December. This
increase was about the same as the average monthly gain for all of 1996,
although month-to-month changes were erratic during the year. This
volatility was, to a large degree, tied to swings in employment in eating
and drinking places.

Employment in miscellaneous retail establishments, such as
drugstores, gift shops, and catalog retailers, rose by 15,000 in December;
job gains in this diverse industry have totaled 77,000 since May. Jobs
were added over the month both in furniture and home furnishings stores
and in building and garden supply stores. These industries were among
the fastest growing in 1996.

Turning to the goods-producing sector, the construction industry
added 23,000 jobs for the second straight month in December, boosted
in part by milder-than-usual weather across most of the country.
Employment in construction was strong in 1996, rising by 287,000, more
than two and one-half times the 1995 increase.

Manufacturing added 19,000 jobs in December, following no change
in November and a gain of 13,000 in October. Despite this modest
resurgence, the industry ended 1996 with, as you noted, 94,000 fewer
jobs than at year-end 1995. The over-the-year declines were concen-
trated in three nondurable goods industries: Apparel, which lost 61,000
jobs; food products, which lost 22,000; and textiles, which lost 22,000.
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In durable goods manufacturing, employment in aircraft and parts
increased by 5,000 in December and has risen by 28,000 since June.
Instruments and related products also experienced job gains over the
month. Employment in electronic equipment declined by 4,000 in
December. This industry has lost 14,000 jobs since its most recent peak
in July, after being one of the few manufacturing industries to experience
steady job growth during 1995 and early 1996.

Government employment increased by 31,000 in December, even as
declines in employment continued at the Federal level. Most of the
seasonally-adjusted increase in December resulted from the change in
employment pattern for election workers this year; fewer than normal
were reported on payrolls in November, so fewer were subsequently let
go.

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers in
the private sector rose six cents in December, reaching $12.05 per hour.
This follows an even larger gain of nine cents per hour in November.
Over the year, average hourly earnings rose by 44 cents, or 3.8 percent.
This compares with increases of 3.2 percent in 1995 and 2.7 percent in
1994.

Average weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers rose
one-third hour in December to 34.8 hours. Month-to-month changes in
weekly hours have varied widely in 1996. Average hours in manu-
facturing also rose one-third hours in December, reaching 42.0 hours.
Factory overtime rose .2 to 4.7 hours. In 1996, these factory workweek
measures recouped most of the losses they had sustained in 1995 and
have returned to near-record levels.

Turning now to our survey of households, the unemployment rate
was unchanged in December at 5.3 percent. Unemployment rates for the
major demographic groups showed little or no change. The total civilian
employment level also was little changed over the month, although it
increased by 2.8 million over the year. The number of persons at work
part time for economic reasons increased by 355,000 in December,
reversing a similar decline in November.

Before concluding, I should perhaps note that this is the month in
which we update our seasonal adjustment factors and make annual
revisions to previously published seasonally adjusted household survey
estimates to reflect an additional year's information on seasonal
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variations in labor market activity. All the seasonally adjusted data in
today's news reflect these revisions.

In summary, nonfarm payroll employment continued to expand in
December, and unemployment was unchanged. Average hourly earnings
showed a sizeable increase for the second straight month. For all of
1996, payroll employment rose by 2.6 million, compared with an
increase of 2.2 million in 1995. The unemployment rate edged down
somewhat in the second half of 1996 and, at 5.3 percent, was three-tenths
of a percentage point lower in December than it had been a year earlier.

My colleagues, Mr. Dalton, who is the Associate Commissioner for
Prices and Living Conditions, and Phil Rones, who is the Chief of our
Division of Labor Force Statistics, and I, of course, will be happy to
answer any questions you might wish to depose.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham appears in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
I am curious. There seems to be a mixed bag here as we compare

December numbers with annual numbers. I believe that you said
manufacturing jobs actually decreased 94,000 for the year 1996? Is that
correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Representative Saxton. And if manufacturing jobs decreased and

the unemployment rate remained relatively steady throughout the year,
then it would mean that job increases that occurred must have occurred
in other sectors of the economy Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. It is correct that we saw declines in manufacturing
employment that were more than offset by increases elsewhere in the
economy.

Representative Saxton. This would be in the service sector,
basically?

Ms. Abraham. Well, there were sizeable increases in, as I noted,
construction employment over the year; construction employment was up
by 287,000. But taking a look down at where are the biggest increases
in employment, looking from December of 1995 to December of 1996,
the biggest gainers in absolute terms, in addition to special trade
contractors, which is the biggest hunk of construction, business services
grew by 363,000; help services were a big gainer with 265,000; local
government education was up; engineering and management services
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was up; eating and drinking places were up. So those are the six largest
gainers in terms of, roughly, our two-digit industries, all of which added
more than 100,000 jobs over the year.

Representative Saxton. Dr. Abraham, what proportion of job
growth was in the service-producing sector?

Ms. Abraham. I don't know if that is a figure that I have readily at
hand.

Representative Saxton. Let me ask this while you are looking for
those numbers. The discussion about job growth over the last several
years has included a discussion about part-time employment, and that
more and more people appear for economic reasons - as you, I believe,
suggested in your statement - more and more people find it necessary
or advantageous to have more than a single job.

The numbers that you recited earlier relating to job growth for the
month of December, obviously, take into account those part-time jobs.
How are part-time jobs calculated and reported in your statement?

In other words, if a person has gained a second job or even a third
job, are those numbers reported as part of the job growth numbers?

Ms. Abraham. Just to answer the question you had posed
previously, 93 percent of the job growth over the year occurred in the
service-producing sector.

But with respect to the question you have just posed, we, as you
know, have two different surveys, the household survey and the payroll
employment survey. When we talk about job growth and look at how the
number ofjobs added on net is broken out by industry and so on, we are
referring to data from the payroll survey, which we think are the best for
tracking that. Those are jobs, not employed people. So if there is a
person who holds two separate jobs, that would get counted twice in the
payroll survey.

We have from the household survey a little bit of information on
what has happened to the proportion of the work force that holds more
than one job; that currently stands at 6.4 percent of employed persons
who hold more than one job. That may be two part-time jobs, it may be
a full-time job and a part-time job, in a few cases it is even two full-time
jobs. That compared to 6.2 percent a year earlier.

Representative Saxton. So for the current year the percentage
was-
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Ms. Abraham. Well, for December of 1996, it was 6.4 percent. The
annual average figure we could calculate.

Representative Saxton. Let me just ask, can you reach a

conclusion on any kind of a trend that is occurring with regard to
multiple jobs?

Ms. Abraham. This is something that we used to ask about only at
relatively infrequent intervals. Beginning in January of 1994, we started
asking about this every month, so that is the only period over which we
have continuous data. The numbers are-have been-a little bit higher
over the past quarter than they were in the prior two years.

Over the past quarter, October, November, and December, the pro-
portion of the work force holding more than one job has averaged 6.5
percent, compared with an average of 6.2 percent for the last quarter of
1995 and an average of slightly over 6 percent in the last quarter of 1994.
These numbers are also a little bit higher than numbers we observed
during the late 1970s, for example, when the figure, if I am remembering
it correctly, was more like 5 percent. I can get you the exact figure, I
don't have it. (The Bureau of Labor Statistics response: In 1977, the rate
was 5.0 percent, in 1978, 4.8 percent, and in 1979, 4.9 percent.)

Representative Saxton. Okay, thank you.
Let me just ask a question about the Consumer Price Index. The

Boskin report made a rather startling suggestion, and that was, of course,
that we somehow regulate a reduction to the Consumer Price Index.
Would you comment on the practical effects of that?

First let me ask you, does the Bureau of Labor Statistics compute the
CPI?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct. We have had that responsibility for
some time.

Representative Saxton. Now, it is the Congress, however, which
has chosen to use the CPI for a variety of purposes. Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Absolutely. Ourjob, as you well know, is to provide
information, and it is the prerogative and responsibility of the Congress
to determine whether and how to use it.

Representative Saxton. The Congress has chosen to adopt the CPI
as an instrument to adjust such things as taxes and benefits.

Ms. Abraham. That is correct. We actually produce, at this point,

two separate CPIs, one for the all urban consumers population and one
for urban wage and clerical workers, and both of those are used.
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The Boskin report, as I understand it, has suggested, then, that
Congress use its prerogative to adjust the CPI for purposes of adjusting
a variety of Federal programs?

Ms. Abraham. The Boskin report has done a number of things: The
report contains a set of recommendations for us with regard to ways that
we might improve the measure that we are producing, which we of
course are taking a very careful look at. The report also does suggest that
the Congress may wish to look at this.

Representative Saxton. As-
Ms. Abraham. As to how the measure is used.
Representative Saxton. Has Congress historically-or maybe that

is not the right word-has Congress from time to time made legislative
adjustments in the CPI itself or the method that you use to compute the
CPI?

Ms. Abraham. No. I am very happy to say that Congress has not
done that. The production of that statistic is and has always been viewed
as a technical matter, and I am confident that will continue.

Representative Saxton. Now, if Congress adopted the suggestions
or the recommendations in the Boskin report, we would then be treading
on new territory that we have not entered upon before?

Ms. Abraham. Well, yes and no, I think. It has always been, as I
indicated, Congress' responsibility to decide whether and how statistics
that we and other statistical agencies produce are going to be used, and
so in that sense, deciding that the statistic would be used one way rather
than another, would not be breaking new ground. I do not know of any
cases in which Congress has previously decided to index something to
the CPI minus X.

Do you know of any such case?
Mr. Dalton. No, I don't. I know that at various times there have

been, for example, in Civil Service Retirement at one time there was a
stipulation that prices had to go up by at least 3 percent before any
adjustment was made. Though Congress has, in various legislation, used
different escalators, not necessarily fully proportional ones.

Representative Saxton. The Boskin report suggests that the CPI is
overstated somewhere between .007 of a percent and one point-what
was the higher number?

Ms. Abraham. I believe it was 1.6 percent.
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Representative Saxton. Somewhere between .007 of a percent and
1.6; .007 to 2 percent, I am told, in the interim report? So there is some
question about what the real number is, if there is in fact an
overstatement within what that real number is.

Ms. Abraham. The report indicated that there was some range of
uncertainty in the Commission members' minds.

Representative Saxton. Do you know, then, why or how the
recommendation was made that the reduction ought to be 1.1 percent.

Ms. Abraham. The 1.1 percent, as I understand it, was what the
Commission members, in their best judgment, believed was the most
likely number. Actually, that statement is not quite accurate. I think the
Commission members would say that they believe that that is still a
conservative number. I am not the best person to speak for the
Commission.

Representative Saxton. Well, let me ask Mr. Dalton.
Obviously, you are very intimately involved in CPI matters. Can you

suggest to us, or give us a couple of examples? If we were to move
forward and adopt the Boskin recommendation, tell us, and I know that
this has been discussed in other quarters, but tell us, in your best
judgement, what effect it would have on Social Security and what effect
it might have on our Federal tax policy?

Mr. Dalton. No, I don't think I could answer that specific question.
I would like to point out, though, that I believe the Boskin Commission
has not made a specific recommendation about how much Congress
ought to either change the Social Security escalator provision or change
the CPI. I think that is accurate, so they have said that there are some
overestimation issues that can be reliably estimated, more or less reliably,
and that there are several issues, principally having to do with changes
in quality and new goods, that very little is known about, and that their
estimates are essentially informed conjecture, and they are not
recommending either to the Congress or to the BLS that we take that
estimate as an objective assessment of what the overestimate might be.

Representative Saxton. You certainly agree that would have an
effect on a variety of Federal programs in the form of tax increases or
benefit reductions, if we were to proceed?

Mr. Dalton. Well, yes, in the following way: We know, for
example, and I believe it is based upon the CBO study, that a 1 percent
change in the CPI triggers about $8 billion worth of either tax reductions
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or spending increases. So clearly changing the CPI has very large fiscal
impacts, or changing the way the CPI is used would have very large
fiscal impacts.

Representative Saxton. And, of course, Congress would have the
prerogative of adopting a variety of changes in a variety of Federal laws;
certainly Congress wouldn't have to have an across-the-board change in
the CPI. We could, if we chose, adopt a variety of changes in specific
Federal programs that use the CPI. Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Sure. As I was trying to say earlier, Congress is free
to use the information that we are providing in whatever way Congress
deems appropriate.

I might add, if Members of the Committee would be interested, we
have brought some packages of information detailing in a somewhat
more technical fashion our reaction to the Boskin Commission's report
and some related materials which I would be happy to produce.

Representative Saxton. So you have produced an internal analysis
of the Boskin report. Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. We are still looking at some of the recommen-
dations. It is a long document, 100 pages long, so there are things we are
still continuing --

Representative Saxton. Is that part of the package you just made
reference to?

Ms. Abraham. The report itself?
Representative Saxton. No, your analysis of the report.
Ms. Abraham. Yes, our analysis, our initial reaction to the report

with respect to its most immediate recommendations are contained in this
package.

Representative Saxton. That is fine. If you would leave that with
us, we would like to make that part of the record.
[BLS material related to Boskin's report appears in Submissions for the
Record.]

Ms. Abraham. Great.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Maloney.
Representative Maloney. I would like to defer to the senior Senator

from the great State of Virginia.
Senator Robb. I thank Congresswoman Maloney for deferring to

the senior Senator from the great State of Virginia. He is not here.
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But I would be pleased to follow up, if I may, Mr. Chairman,
particularly on the question of the CPI.

Many of the other statistics that are released are of interest to
numbers crunchers, but the CPI has a direct impact on many citizens and
many programs, particularly as Congress chooses to use that Index to
adjust programs that are within the purview of Congress and I think you
have accurately stated that point.

Maybe it would be helpful just to state what the CPI is intended to
reflect. I think most end-users or consumers believe that it is an attempt
to figure out what the cost of living, or the change in the buying power
of the consumer would be, as brought about by all the various changes in
the prices of individual goods and services, measured by a market basket
of products. I think most Members of Congress interpret this to mean
that in order to give the consumer the same degree of buying power, how
much additional resources would the consumer need to keep some
essential parity.

Now, maybe just at the outset, Dr. Abraham, you might want to
comment on what the CPI is intended to be and what in the judgment, at
least of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, it is useful to use it for, as a
threshold question?

Ms. Abraham. Okay, let me try to answer that question briefly,
without getting bogged down too much in the way of technical detail.

The CPI, as you indicated, is a measure that tracks the cost of
purchasing a fixed market basket of goods and services. Maybe I should
say a little bit about what our objective here is, or rather what the
principles that guide us in producing this measure are; clearly, the CPI is
used in a lot of contexts as a proxy for the change in the cost of living.

What is happening to the price of purchasing a fixed market basket
of goods and services is not quite the same thing as what is happening to
the cost-of-living. One reason for that is that when the relative prices of
different kinds of things change, if the price of one thing goes up and the
price of another thing goes down, people adjust their consumption habits
accordingly.

Senator Robb. Dr. Abraham, I would ask you to explain that,
because it is one of the contentions of the Boskin Commission that the
CPI does not adequately reflect substitution, where a particular product
happens to increase in price to the point where a substitute is sought for
it, that somehow the CPI doesn't adequately reflect that change.
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Would you give us some indication of how the current CPI, or

current Index is adjusted to reflect that change and how you might differ
from the Boskin Commission's suggestion that it does not adequately
reflect the substitution?

Ms. Abraham. Actually, on that point, I would agree with the
Boskin Commission, that if what you want is a measure of the change in

the cost of living, and if you knew how to do it and had a technically
feasible way of producing it, that you would want a measure that took
account of the kinds of substitution in their consumption bundle that
consumers make in response to relative prices changing.

Senator Robb. Well, how about with respect to the other principle
suggestion made in the Boskin Commission report, that when a price of
a particular product increases, that the CPI adjustment doesn't necessarily
reflect an increase in quality, which gives the consumer more value for
a higher price. If you could explain both how the BLS addresses that
question and how you might differ from the Boskin Commission in their
concern that the increases in quality and price are not adequately
compensated.

Ms. Abraham. Let me just add one thing on the substitution effect,
lest I am unclear about where I agree and disagree with the findings in

the report. I agree with the Commission in principle, that if you could
produce it that you would want a measure that took substitution into

account. We may have some minor disagreements about the magnitude
of the effect.

But I think these issues that you have now turned to-how we, in
producing the CPI, take account of changes in the quality of the goods

and services that consumers are purchasing-is a much more difficult
issue from a technical point of view. We do have procedures in place in
producing the CPI to try to account for changes in quality. Those
procedures make a big difference to the numbers that we report.

We analyzed a subset of the CPI market basket-commodities and
services account for about 70 percent of the total index During 1995, the
most recent year for which we have information, prior to the application
of our procedures designed to take quality change into account, that
portion of the Index went up by 4.7 percent. After the application of our
procedures it, as reported, went up by only 2.2 percent. So we are doing
things that make a big difference in the price change that we are
reporting.
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Are we getting quality adjustments exactly right? Probably not.
Almost certainly not.

There are components of the Index that account for about half of the
bias estimate reported by the Boskin Commission where I would readily
acknowledge we have real difficulties. Measuring change in the quality
of medical care is a really difficult thing. I am sure we are not getting
that exactly right. Dealing with the new variety of electronic goods is
very difficult.

Clearly we have issues in the quality measurement area; I can't say,
because I don't know how to measure these things, whether their specific
numbers are right or wrong.

Senator Robb. My time has expired.
Mr. Chairman, could I ask one additional question?
First of all, I understand you are in the process of revising the data

that you use to come to the ultimate figure, and you are in the process of
revising the types of sources of change that you use to come up with the
report. Could you be a little bit more specific about the kinds of changes
that you are going through in order to prepare that report and when that
change might be reflected in a new Consumer Price Index that would be
available for Congress to use or not use as they felt was appropriate?

Ms. Abraham. We make changes to the CPI on an ongoing basis.
We made some changes back in 1995, we made some changing earlier
this year. Effective with the data for this month, we are improving the
way we construct the hospital price component of the Index.

The big thing that we currently have in the works is the introduction
of an updated market basket as part of our, roughly, every 10-year
revision. The current weights in the Index reflect consumption patterns
from the period 1982 to 1984, and we will be updating that so that the
market basket reflects patterns 1993 to 1995.

That would go into effect in January of 1998.
Senator Robb. But with the changes that you are proposing in that

area, would you think that your Index would more accurately track the
conclusions of the Boskin Commission or would you still be at some
variance from the Boskin Commission?

Ms. Abraham. That change in and of itself will probably slow the
rate of growth of the CPI from about .1 to .2 percent each year. We can't
be sure until we have done it. That change does not address this
substitution bias issue. It gives us a more recent market basket, it doesn't
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correct the substitution problem, and I think that even in the Boskin
Commission's estimation, substitution bias was only .4 of the 1.1 percent.

A big hunk of what the Boskin group was talking about was this

quality, new goods, into kinds of stores sort of problem, and I think that
we are only going to be able to address that piece by piece, over an

extended period of time. The report did not contain recommendations for
us that were things we could implement to fix the problem.

It was an estimate of bias, not a set of recommendations for how we
fix the problem. And I have to say that I think it is going to be a very

long time, indeed, if ever, before we have, in our production of this
Index, addressed all of these issues to everyone's satisfaction. Some of

these problems, at least at this point, are intractable.
Senator Robb. But if Congress is the end-user of this particular

product, and others may use it as well, is Congress relying on an effective
gauge of the changes? If it is our intention not to provide an unintended
windfall, depending on whether you are looking at the payments that we

make through entitlement programs or changes in the tax bracket, would

Congress be better, in your judgment, to rely on an unadjusted number

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, or should it accept the fact that these
numbers may not truly reflect precisely what Congress is attempting to

incorporate in terms of the change of the effect on the taxpayer or the
recipient of entitlement services?

Ms. Abraham. That is not really a question that I can answer. We
are producing the best overall Consumer Price Index we know how to
produce. There are issues with it. We can be as clear as we possibly can

about what those are, but what you do with it is not something I can -
Senator Robb. Let me ask a question, Mr. Chairman, and this will

be my last question.
Is there some additional information that the Bureau of Labor

Statistics could provide to the Congress to let Congress know when it is

using the CPI for a particular purpose, whether that best tracks the actual
changes to the taxpayer or the recipient of entitlement services in trying
to eliminate the inflationary factor. It is our responsibility as to how we

use any changes in the CPI that the Bureau of Labor Statistics comes up
with-but can you better inform us as to when it is an accurate gauge of

the change in the precise sector that we are attempting to influence?
Ms. Abraham. Well, that is an interesting question. The CPI is

designed to track the change in the cost of purchasing a fixed
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consumption bundle, where the bundle is defined based on the
consumption patterns of all urban residents. So it is not designed to track
the consumption pattern of any specific group. So that is an issue that
one presumably might want to think about.

We can provide to the Congress, sticking with the overall CPI,
estimates of the magnitude of the substitution bias in the CPI as a proxy
for the change in the cost of living. There is probably some additional
information about that that we may be able to provide in the future.

With respect to the bulk of the 1.1 percent bias identified by the
Boskin group, however, we have very little information to provide; .7 of
the 1.1 percent relates to things where the Commission didn't have the
CPI contrasted with some alternative measure that they believed was
better. It is more bits and pieces of evidence that they have compiled and
judgments that they have made. It is not things that have been measured,
and we have therefore, I am sorry to say, have little additional
information to give you in helping you make your decision.

Senator Robb. Mr. Chairman, You have been most generous with
your time, and I thank you. There are obviously additional questions in
this area, but I will wait until my turn returns.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Hinchey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
MAURICE D. HINCHEY

Representative Hinchey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, and thank you very much for your report. I would

like to see if I can understand more clearly what the numbers mean, both
for the short term and the long term.

Yesterday, for example, we saw a major increase in the Producer
Price Index (PPI). It was a pretty substantial jump.

Ms. Abraham. Due mostly to increases in energy costs.
Representative Hinchey. I am sorry?
Ms. Abraham. Due mostly to increases in energy costs.
Representative Hinchey. Yes, that was the point that I was hoping

you would substantiate, that that is due mostly to the most volatile
aspects of the economy, energy costs primarily and then secondly, food,
which also tends to be linked in some way to energy costs and also
somewhat volatile.
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So you do not, then, see in this jump in the Consumer Price Index,
any dramatic shift in the overall rate of change in the economy? We
seem to be growing continually at a modest but steady pace. Do you see
any indications of slowdown in economic growth?

Ms. Abraham. Well, I can really only refer to the statistics that we
have in front of us.

Representative Hinchey. Yes.
Ms. Abraham. In terms of employment, the pace of growth of

employment over the past year was slightly ahead of where it had been
the year before; a little faster in the last quarter of 1996 than earlier in the
year.

Representative Hinchey. Are there any indications of the economy
heating up dramatically beyond this jump in the Producer Price Index?
Do you see any overwhelming indications of inflationary pressures in the
economy?

Ms. Abraham. I guess with respect to the Producer Price Index, I
am somewhat more inclined to focus on what is happening to the
so-called "core rate," the producer prices excluding prices for food and
energy items, which last month was up by just .1 percent.

I don't know if you would want to add to that in terms of the PPI and
the CPI?

Mr. Dalton. Well, the same core rate, as it is called, is actually
finished goods, excluding food and energy, in 1996 rose .006 percent,
and that compares with an increase of 2.6 percent last year. So there is
a noticeable deceleration in that component.

The same to a lesser degree is true of the so-called core rate in the
CPI, which through the first 11 months of 1996 rose 2.7 percent, and that
compares with an increase in 1995 of 3 percent.

Representative Hinchey. Okay, I see.
Ms. Abraham. A series that people do often look at is the average

hourly earning series for production and nonsupervisory workers. It has
risen 3.8 percent over the year, compared to 3.2 the year before, 2.7 the
year before that. That series is watched because it is something we have
every month.

We do have, however, a better measure of what is happening to labor
costs, which is our Employment Cost Index. That, unfortunately, only
comes out quarterly, and we don't yet have the fourth quarter number.
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Through the third quarter, it was not showing the same kind of
acceleration that the average hourly earnings number was.

Representative Hinchey. Do you have any notion of why we saw
that large jump in energy prices?

Ms. Abraham. I will defer to my colleague, Mr. Dalton.
I don't know if you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. Dalton. No, I don't really.
Ms. Abraham. I don't know.
Mr. Dalton. I don't really know. I could only repeat what I have

read in the newspapers, and I am not sure if -that is an accurate
assessment of reality.

Representative Hinchey. All right. Let me ask you a question with
regard to long term, then.

Beginning in the early 1980s, we saw in our national economy the
beginnings of a continual drop in manufacturing jobs and also slippage
in hourly average wages. Now, if I interpret your recent numbers
correctly, that trend seems, at least in this recent report, to have been
stopped or perhaps even reversed.

You seem to indicate that there is a growth in manufacturing jobs,
say, from January of 1993, until December of 1996, there seems to be an
increase in manufacturing jobs, and there also, over that same period of
time, seems to be an increase, slight increase at least, in average hourly
wages.

Ms. Abraham. Just looking at manufacturing employment first,
taking the period from, say, I don't know, December.

Representative Hinchey. Say, from January 1993 until your most
recent report.

Ms. Abraham. Yes, employment in manufacturing was up a bit on
net by about 164,000, though that certainly hasn't been the result of
steady increases. Employment had been falling from about March of
1995 onwards. So it has not been a picture of steady improvement.

Representative Hinchey. No, but you can say looking at the change
between January of 1993 and this most recent report, there seems to be,
if I interpret the numbers correctly, an increase in manufacturing jobs
over that period.

Ms. Abraham. On net, manufacturing employment is up over that
period, by about 164,000.
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Representative Hinchey. Right, and with regard to average hourly
wages in that same period, what we saw beginning in the late 1970s,
early 1980s, was a decline in average hourly wages over a prolonged
period of time. That seems now to have changed. If I have your
numbers, real average hourly wages using the constant 1982 dollars that
you use, in January of 1993, was about $7.40, and in November of 1996,
that was $7.45; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Representative Hinchey. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Dalton, I would like to return to the

matter of the CPI once again, if we may.
Back in December, The Washington Post ran an article that was

headlined, "CPI Report Coming Under Fire." Part of that article quotes
Secretary Rubin as saying, and I think he was speaking for the
Administration, or at least for himself, he said that cuts in Federal
benefits tied to the CPI will happen unless "the experts come back with
a broad-based agreement on how much the CPI may overstate inflation."

Then Michael Boskin replies with this quote with regard to

broad-based agreement. He said: "Most of the professional colleagues
I have heard from indicated that after thinking about and reading the
report, they think the number is too low, while others think it is a little
high."

Can you help me understand whether there has been more
broad-based agreement than would be indicated by these statements?

Mr. Dalton. No, I don't think so. I don't have any special insight
into whether or not there is broad-based agreement. I think I have sort

of a knee-jerk reaction to any statements that begin "most economists
agree.'"

Maybe that is saying enough.
Representative Saxton. So your indication, then, probably would

confirm that there is not broad-based agreement, and based on the
historical-

Mr. Dalton. I don't know whether there is broad-based agreement.
I don't know how you would determine that. I think what I do know is
that the biggest part of the estimate of upward bias comes from the
quality-change issue, new-goods issue and quality change, and the
estimate contained in the report is largely conjectural, based on very
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limited empirical information. Certainly, it does not provide for BLS a
course of action to remedy anything.

Representative Saxton. Is BLS inclined in any way, based on the
Boskin report or other information and knowledge that you have, to
change in any way the computations that result in the Consumer Price
Index from time to time?

Ms. Abraham. We, of course, always welcome new information
and new ideas about how we might do things. We had been prior to the
issuance of the report, and are continuing in line with the recommen-
dation of the report, to look at a change in the way that we aggregate the
prices that we collect to produce the index. I think that the report really
has raised our consciousness about the importance of taking steps to get
new items into the Index more promptly than has sometimes occurred in
the past.

I think the report encourages us in thinking that if we have the
resources to do it, that making more use of techniques that make changes
in the specific characteristics of the goods and services we are pricing
specifically into account would be a good thing. So I think there are
some things that we will be looking at that are consistent with the
recommendations in the report.

Representative Saxton. The magnitude of the recommendations in
the Boskin report I don't think can be overstated. The Boskin report
actually makes some projections as to the cumulative effect of a change
in the CPI.

Mr. Dalton, can you speak to the cumulative effect of the
recommended changes?

In other words, it is not a change that would occur in just one year.
As each year passed by, the cumulative effect would become rather
dramatic, according to the Boskin report; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. The effect of the size of the Federal deficit that you
are referring to?

Representative Saxton. It would have an effect on the size of the
Federal deficit, but it would also have an effect on benefit levels, as well
as tax responsibilities on the part of individuals; would it not?

Mr. Dalton. Well, yes, certainly. I guess I am not expert in
forecasting or calculating what those impacts might be. I can only retreat
I guess to what I said before, and that is that CBO has stated that a 1
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percent change in the CPI triggers something on the order of $8 billion
net fiscal effect for the Federal Government.

So, yes, if you reduce either the CPI or the benefits and tax rates that
are calculated from it by something on the order of I percent per year,
that will accumulate into large amounts of money fairly rapidly.

Ms. Abraham. That is not something that we really have the charge
to look into. We have not constructed estimates of those sorts of things
ourselves.

Representative Saxton. The Boskin report actually concludes that
within a decade, the amount of revenues collected, for example, in the
year 2008, which would be a little more than a decade from the time that
they had begun their projections and calculations, that the additional
revenues that would be coming into the Federal Government would be
something in the neighborhood of $60 to $70 billion higher than they are
today, strictly because of the change in the CPI.

Does that sound reasonable to you?
Ms. Abraham. Those are eye-catching estimates. I have no reason

to think that they are wrong, but I also don't know whether they are right.
That is just not something that we have looked at independently.

Representative Saxton. They likewise suggest that the savings,
because of lower benefits paid to Social Security and Railroad
Retirement recipients, would be somewhere in the neighborhood of $50
to $60 billion less, primarily because of the adjustment in the CPI.

Does that sound like it is reasonable as well?
Ms. Abraham. Again, we just don't have any independent

information to offer.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mrs. Maloney?
Representative Maloney. Thank you.
For budgetary reasons, the Bureau no longer publishes unemploy-

ment rates for certain States, including New York State. I would like to
know how you have changed the way you produce these numbers, and
are these numbers reliable?

Ms. Abraham. It used to be that for each of 11 large States, and
New York City and Los Angeles, we calculated unemployment rates
directly from data in the Current Population Survey, rather than using the
method that we long have used for the other 39 States, which is to
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produce unemployment rates using a modeling procedure that makes use
of the Current Population Survey data and other information.

The change that we made a little over a year ago was to begin
calculating the unemployment rates for the 11 large States, including
New York, and also New York City and Los Angeles, using the
model-based procedure that we had previously been using for the other
States.

This was a cost-cutting move. The main cost that we saved was the
cost of collecting data for enough households in each of those 11 States
to be able to calculate the unemployment rate estimates directly from the
survey.

In New York State in particular, the reduction in the number of
households where we collect information was modest. We had been
collecting information from 4,088 households. We now collect infor-
mation from 3,307 households.

It is my understanding that the folks in the New York State office
that are responsible for labor market information in the State are quite
happy with the new estimates that we are producing. Their major
advantage is that they do not jump around as much from month to month
as the old estimates did. Because the sample size in the State was not
huge, we used to get big jumps in the estimated unemployment rate from
one month to the next that were just a result of sampling error, not telling
you about anything real.

The new estimates are considerably smoother, and they view that as
desirable.

Their drawbacks are that we do not have them on the first Friday of
each month when we report the national number.

Representative Maloney. Do you consider them reliable with the
cutback in sampling?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, I think that we are happy with the quality of the
estimates.

Representative Maloney. You reported today the average hourly
earnings rose by six cents in December following a nine-cent rise in the
prior month. Some economic policymakers, not in the White House,
think the economy is growing too fast, that we are generating too many
jobs, and they pointed to the upward trend in real hourly wages for
production and nonsupervisory workers.
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Since last December, what has been the average monthly increase in
the civilian labor force, which I understand is your estimate of the
number of people available for work, roughly?

Ms. Abraham. It has been somewhere in the vicinity of
2.-something million, 2.6 million, so about 217,000 a month increase in
the size of the civilian labor force.

Representative Maloney. So just to keep up with the growth of our
labor force, our economy must produce around 200,000 new jobs each
month; is that a correct statement?

Ms. Abraham. Well, of course, the rate at which the labor force
increases may be a function as well of employment opportunities, so
another way to look at this would be to ask what increase would you need
in employment just to hold the share of the working-age population
holding jobs constant. That would be a somewhat smaller number.

Representative Maloney. So we have created-
Ms. Abraham. About 140,000, just to hold the employment-

to-population ratio constant.
Representative Maloney. We have been, roughly, consistent in

doing that; right?
Ms. Abraham. We have been running at a slightly faster pace of

employment growth than that, which I am not suggesting is bad.
Representative Maloney. I am not either.
Thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. Senator?
Senator Robb. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Could I just finish up with a couple of questions on the CPI, because

that is a matter of considerable public interest and focus, and I think the
more understanding that we can have on that issue, the better off we are.

Maybe you could give us some indication of the types of users of the
Consumer Price Index. Now, I realize that your responsibility is to
provide the statistical evidence of change and not to be concerned about
who uses it or how they use it. But, nonetheless, you are, I am certain,
aware of the broad generic category of users of this product.

We have focused primarily this morning on the Federal Government
and the way it uses the Consumer Price Index, both in terms of tax
bracketing and in terms of changes in the payments for entitlement
programs. But of course, there are many other entities.
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Could you just give us some sense of the kinds of institutions or
entities that, to the best of your knowledge, rely on your work product?

Ms. Abraham. There are an awful lot of people who make use of
the CPI in their decision-making processes. We have already talked
about uses within the Federal Government, and there are a lot of
programs that one way or another are indexed to the Consumer Price
Index.

Senator Robb. How about in terms of labor management
negotiations over wages and benefits; do you have some indication of
how many contracts are premised on the CPI?

Ms. Abraham. I did hear a figure that was cited by someone at the
AFL-CIO recently. It was 20 or 25 percent of collective bargaining
agreements, if I am remembering correctly, and I will check the figure
for you, that are indexed explicitly using the CPI, though this person also
made the point that even in cases where there wasn't an explicit provision
saying that wages would go up based in some fashion on the CPI, that the
CPI was often viewed as a reference point in negotiations, if you will.

I am certain the same is true of many other employers, that one of the
things that they look at, among other things, presumably, in deciding
what they are going to do with wages, is what is happening to the
Consumer Price Index.

There are other sorts of uses. The CPI is referenced in rental
contracts, for example. It may not be the overall CPI, it may be some
subcomponent of the CPI. It is sometimes referenced in alimony
agreements, child support agreements, that kind of thing.

So there are a whole range of uses involving long-term relationships
between parties, where information on the CPI is considered in the
process of coming to agreement.

Senator Robb. I think it is important that we do recognize that the
Consumer Price Index is used by a lot more entities than simply the
Federal Government. As you know, there will be a great deal of debate
during the next few months in both the Houses of Congress, because the
CPI has such a direct impact on many of the fiscal and budgetary matters
that we are considering, I assume, but I would like you to clarify, if you
disagree, that any proposal that the Congress should come up with that
would have a direct impact on either the revenue picture or the
entitlement picture, the preferred approach would be to address it as a
change in the programs that are enacted by Congress, rather than an
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attempt to make any internal changes in the way the BLS actually
computes the Index.

Would that be a fair statement on my part?
Ms. Abraham. Yes, I very much hope that the Bureau of Labor

Statistics will be left alone, with advice and scrutiny and so on, to make
the best technical decisions about producing the CPI that we can, and that
changes in the way that the Index was going to be used would be handled
separately.

Senator Robb. I invited your answer on that because I think there
are many Members who have not focused specifically on how the change
would be made. There may be some concern, particularly by end users
other than the government, that the change might be, in effect, prescribed
to BLS in terms of how you do your job. Ultimately, it is going to be a
political choice, which is what we are here for. Any change that we
make, if it were made in such a way that it reflected how we use your
product, rather than how you produce your product, it would seem to me
it would be perhaps less disconcerting to those who might be tangentially
affected. Is that a fair statement?

Ms. Abraham. Even beyond that, I think any precedent that was set
that involved the Congress telling a technical agency, such as the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, how our data ought to be constructed, would be
extremely unfortunate in terms of the credibility that all of our data
products have.

Senator Robb. You think it would be appropriate for the Congress,
on its own initiative, to determine how it uses your end product?

Dr. Abraham. It is more than appropriate, that is clearly the
Congress' responsibility.

Senator Robb. I happen to concur in that judgment.
Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, my time has expired.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Hinchey?
Representative Hinchey. No questions.
Representative Saxton. I would like to thank you, Dr. Abraham, for

being with us again this morning and for doing your best to answer our
questions.

I guess I would just like to say, in conclusion, that it seems to me,
and I think my colleagues, particularly Senator Robb, would tend to agree
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that before we enter upon a course of action that significantly alters either
the computation of the CPI or our use of it, that we ought to move very
slowly and deliberately to make sure that we don't do something that is
going to have unintended effects on either the way the Federal
Government administers its programs or the way the private sector
intends to, or does use the CPI from time to time in its many facets of
economic and other activity.

It seems to me it is a very, very serious issue, one where there is at
least a great deal of discussion currently under way in the economic
community, and one where a broad consensus certainly has not been
achieved, at least at this point.

So I guess it would be fair to say that, at least for my part, I hope that
we move slowly and with some caution with regard to this issue.

I thank you once again for being here, Senator Robb.
Senator Robb. Could I just make one request?
Since a number of Members who might have questions, particularly

because we have had an opportunity to discuss not only the CPI, but
other factors, that the record remain open for any written questions that
Members who could not attend the meeting might wish to submit?

Representative Saxton. Certainly. Without objection.
Senator Robb. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Dr. Abraham. We

look forward to seeing you in a few weeks.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 10:50 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

It is a great pleasure to welcome Commissioner Abraham before the
JEC once again. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) is one of the most
objective, professional, and respected statistical agencies in the world.
I would like to thank BLS for maintaining its high standards of
objectivity, and for its assistance in the work of this committee over
many years. We have forged a good relationship that will continue to be
strengthened in the years ahead.

I am pleased to announce that yesterday the Speaker designated me
chairman of the JEC for the 105t Congress, the first Republican House
member to hold this position in over 40 years. It is a responsibility I take
very seriously, and I look forward to working with JEC members from
both sides over the next two years. I am confident that together with
ranking minority member Senator Bingaman, we will be able to move the
committee forward. I would also like to welcome the other committee
members here this morning.

The employment data released this morning shows that the
unemployment rate was unchanged, while payroll employment posted a
solid increase of 262,000. The December payroll employment should be
viewed in the context of a very modest rise in the previous month.
Despite an increase in employment for the month of December,
manufacturing employment over the 12 months of 1996 declined by 94,
000.

Turning to another issue, among the important economic statistics
provided by the BLS is the consumer price index (CPI). The CPI is a
fairly old statistic, and a committee headed by George Stigler reported to
the JEC in 1961 its findings on issues related to this index involving
substitution, quality changes, updating market baskets, treatment of new
products and other issues. More recently, the Boskin commission report
reviewed many of these same issues, and this report sparked considerable
controversy.
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I think it is fair to say that although there is a consensus that the CPI

may overstate inflation, the extent of this overstatement is debatable. It

is also worthwhile to note that Congress, rightly or wrongly, chose to

index a variety of federal benefits and tax provisions after the Stigler

committee issued its report in 1961. There would seem to be ample

reason for Congress to examine this issue carefully before making hasty

policy decisions.
After all, the policy decisions made regarding the CPI would affect

many millions of Americans over time. According to a recent JEC

analysis, about 40 percent of the direct effects of legislative reductions

in the CPI would comprise tax increases on primarily middle class

taxpayers, while the remainder would fall on entitlement beneficiaries.

Congress should consider whether this mix of policy for deficit reduction

achieves the desired result in the best way.
In closing, I would like to say that I look forward to working with my

colleagues on both of the aisle, and with the BLS and other agencies,
over the next two years.

38-697 97 -2
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHERINE G. ABRAHAM

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I
appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning and comment on the
labor market data we have to release.

Nonfarm payroll employment increased by 262,000 in December,
with the gains widespread across the major industries. Average hourly
earnings rose six cents over the month, following a nine-cent gain in
November. The unemployment rate was unchanged in December at 5.3
percent.

The services industry added 112,000 jobs in December; between May
and November, monthly job growth in services averaged 81,000. Health
services added 16,000 jobs; and computer and data processing services,
which grew by a robust 11 percent over the year, added 15,000 jobs.

In amusement and recreation services, employment was up by 12,000
in December and by 87,000 through the year as a whole. Employment
in help supply services increased by 12,000 in December, following a
decline of 30,000 in November and little change in September and
October. Even with this recent weakness, this industry, help supply, was
one of the largest job gainers over the year.

Retail trade employment increased by 48,000 in December. This
increase was about the same as the average monthly gain for all of 1996,
although month-to-month changes were erratic during the year. This
volatility was, to a large degree, tied to swings in employment in eating
and drinking places.

Employment in miscellaneous retail establishments, such as
drugstores, gift shops, and catalog retailers, rose by 15,000 in December;
job gains in this diverse industry have totaled 77,000 since May. Jobs
were added over the month both in furniture and home furnishings stores
and in building and garden supply stores. These industries were among
the fastest growing in 1996.

Turning to the goods-producing sector, the construction industry
added 23,000 jobs for the second straight month in December, boosted
in part by milder-than-usual weather across most of the country.
Employment in construction was strong in 1996, rising by 287,000, more
than two and one-half times the 1995 increase.

Manufacturing added 19,000 jobs in December, following no change
in November and a gain of 13,000 in October. Despite this modest
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resurgence, the industry ended 1996 with, as you noted, 94,000 fewer
jobs than at year-end 1995. The over-the-year declines were concen-
trated in three nondurable goods industries: Apparel, which lost 61,000
jobs; food products, which lost 22,000; and textiles, which lost 22,000.

In durable goods manufacturing, employment in aircraft and parts
increased by 5,000 in December and has risen by 28,000 since June.
Instruments and related products also experienced job gains over the
month. Employment in electronic equipment declined by 4,000 in
December. This industry has lost 14,000 jobs since its most recent peak
in July, after being one of the few manufacturing industries to experience
steady job growth during 1995 and early 1996.

Government employment increased by 31,000 in December, even as
declines in employment continued at the Federal level. Most of the
seasonally adjusted increase in December resulted from the change in
employment pattern for election workers this year; fewer than normal
were reported on payrolls in November, so fewer were subsequently let
go.

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers in
the private sector rose six cents in December, reaching $12.05 per hour.
This follows an even larger gain of nine cents per hour in November.
Over the year, average hourly earnings rose by 44 cents, or 3.8 percent.
This compares with increases of 3.2 percent in 1995 and 2.7 percent in
1994.

Average weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers rose
one-third hour in December to 34.8 hours. Month-to-month changes in
weekly hours have varied widely in 1996. Average hours in manufac-
turing also rose one-third hours in December, reaching 42.0 hours.
Factory overtime rose .2 to 4.7 hours. In 1996, these factory workweek
measures recouped most of the losses they had sustained in 1995 and
have returned to near-record levels.

Turning now to our survey of households, the unemployment rate
was unchanged in December at 5.3 percent. Unemployment rates for the
major demographic groups showed little or no change. The total civilian
employment level also was little changed over the month, although it
increased by 2.8 million over the year. The number of persons at work
part time for economic reasons increased by 355,000 in December,
reversing a similar decline in November.
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Before concluding, I should perhaps note that this is the month in
which we update our seasonal adjustment factors and make annual
revisions to previously published seasonally adjusted household survey
estimates to reflect an additional year's information on seasonal
variations in labor market activity. All the seasonally adjusted data in
today's news reflect these revisions.

In summary, nonfarm payroll employment continued to expand in
December, and unemployment was unchanged. Average hourly earnings
showed a sizeable increase for the second straight month. For all of
1996, payroll employment rose by 2.6 million, compared with an
increase of 2.2 million in 1995. The unemployment rate edged down
somewhat in the second half of 1996 and, at 5.3 percent, was three-tenths
of a percentage point lower in December than it had been a year earlier.

My colleagues, Mr. Dalton, who is the Associate Commissioner for
Prices and Living Conditions, and Phil Rones, who is the Chief of our
Division of Labor Force Statistics, and I, of course, will be happy to
answer any questions you might wish to depose.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: DECEMBER 1996

Nonfarm payroll employment increased in December, and the unemployment rate was unchanged at
5.3 percent, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Departmnent of Labor reported today. The number
of payroll jobs rose by 262,000 over the month, with gains occurring among most of the major industry
groups. Average hourly earnings rose by 6 cents in December, following a 9 cent rise in the prior month.

Chat 1. UneOr-As r959 seat9y adpZed. Cht Z NW-1 tm9 m0vI- - l59yl acl-sefs.
e.e Jaoaay 1994 -remember 1996 ,o Jay 1994 -Dem9er 1996

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

Both the number of unemployed persons, 7.2 million, and the unemployment rate, 5.3 percent, were
unchanged in December, although both figures showed modest improvement in 1996. Decemberjobless
rates for the major worker groups-adult men (4.4 percent), adult women (4.9 percent), teenagers (165
percent), whites (4.6 percent), blacks (105 percent). and Hispanics (7.7 percent)-showed little or no
change over the month. (See tables A-I and A-2.)

Total Emplovment and the Labor Force (Household Survev Data)

Total employment, at 127.9 million in December, was little changed from the November level, but has
expanded by 2.8 million over the past year. This gain was split nearly evenly between men and women.
The proportion of the population 16 years and over that was employed (the employment-population
ratio) was 63.4 percent in December, unchanged over the month but up 0.7 percentage point from a year
earlier. (See table A-l.)

Seasonaly adjustedhosehold data have been revised to inmoposate updated seasonal
adjustment factmos, which reflect 6te 1996 expeence; data back to January 1994 are subject to

revision. TheJanuary-Dec ber 1996u m loymertrates asnrignallypublisledandas
revised, appearon page 5,along withadditionalinformation ondthevis.tsn
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Table A. Major indicators of labor mnarket activity, seasonally adjusted

(Numbers in thousands)
Quarterly averages Monthly data Nov.-

Category 1996 1996 Dec.

111I r lV Oct. Nov. I Dec. change

HOUSEHOLD DATA Labor force status

Civilian labor force...........................

Em ploym ent................................

Unemployment............................

Not in labor force.............................

All workers.......................................

Adult m en...................................

Adult women......................

Teenagers....................................

W hite...........................................

Black............................................

Hispanic ongin...........................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment......................

Goods-producing i......................

Construction ..........................

Manufacturing.......................

Service-producing i.....................

Retail trade............................

Services.................................

Governm ent...........................

Total private.....................................

M anufacturing.............................

Overtim e...............................

Average hourly earnings,

total private.................................

Average weekly earpings,

total Drivate.....................

134,118 134,830 134,636 134,831 135,022 191
127,042 127,705 127,617 127,644 127,855 211

7,076 7,124 7,019 7,187 7,167 -20
66,732 66,627 66.637 66,632 66,614 -18

Unemployment rates

5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 .0
4.5 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 .0

4.7 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.9 0.1

16.6 16.6 16.3 16.8 16.5 -.3
4.6 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.6 .0

10.5 10.6 10.7 10.6 10.5 -1

8.7 8.0 8.2 8.3 7.7 -.6

Employment

119,958 p120,483 120,311 p120,438 p 1 20,700 p
2 6 2

24.273 p24,313 24,264 p
2 4

,
3 0 8

p
2 4

.
3 4 8

p
4 0

5,438 p5,
4 8 7

5,464 p5,48
7

p5,5I0 p
2
3

18,266 pl8,260 18,254 p18,254 p18,273 p19

95,685 p96,170 96,027 p96,130 p96,352 p
2 2 2

21,682 p21,840 21,803 p21,835 p21.8
8

3 p48

34,529 p
3 4
.
7 8 8

34,709 p34.771 p
3 4

,
8 8 3

pI 12
19,536 p19,503 19,508 pl9,4851 p195161 p31

Hours of workV

34.4 p34'5 34 34.3 p4.5 p
3 4

.
8

p0.3
41.7 p41.8 41.7 p41 .7 p42.0 p.

3

4.5 p4.' 44 p4 5 p4.7 p.2

Earnings'

$11.86 pS1t.98 S11.90 pSl.99 pS12.05

408.50 p413.72 408.17 6413.66 661934
' Includes other industries, not shown separately.
a Data relate to private production or nonsupervisory workers.

pS
0
.
0 6

n5.68

p = preliminary.
NOTE: Household data have been revised based on the experience through December 1996.
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The number of persons employed part time for economic reasons rose by 355,000 in December to 4.3
million, after a decline of similar magnitude in November. The size of this group held at or near 4.3
million for most of 1996. (See table A-3.)

About 8.2 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than one job in December. These
multiplejobholders comprised 6.4 percent of all employed persons, up slightly from a year earlier. (See
table A-9.)

Both the civilian labor force and the labor force participation rate were essentially unchanged over the
month, though both measures have risen over the past year. The labor force grew by 2.6 million in 1996,
with women accounting for three-fifths of the increase. The labor force participation rate rose by 0.6
percentage point over the year, to 67.0 percent in December. (See table A- I.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.5 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
December-that is, they wanted and were available for work and had looked for jobs sometime in the
prior year. These persons were not classified as unemployed because they were not currently looking for
work when surveyed in December. The total number of marginally attached workers was down slightly
over the year. (See table A-9.)

The number of discouraged workers-a subset of marginally attached workers who were not
currently looking forjobs specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them or there were
none for which they would qualify-was 334,000 in December, also down slightly from a year earlier.

IndustrM Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonfarm payroll employment increased by 262,000 in December to 120.7 million, after seasonal
adjustment, and rose by 2.6 million over the year. The private sector added 231,000 jobs in December.
(See table B-i.) Private sectorjob growth during the fourth quarter averaged 218,000 per month, well
above the third-quarter average of 147,000.

Employment in the services industry increased by 112,000 in December, the largest gain since May.
Increases occurred in nearly all components of the industry. Business services added 45,000 jobs,
following a small loss in November. Computer services employment continued its rapid nse. Help
supply added 12.000 jobs in December, following a net decline over the prior 3 months. Elsewhere in

services, job gains continued in health services, engineering and management services, and amusement
and recreation.

Retail trade employment rose by 48,000 in December. Much of the gain was in eating and drinking
places, where estimated growth has been inconsistent during the year. In December, employment
continued to rise in furniture and home furnishings stores and building supplies retailers, each of which
added workers at a brisk pace in 1996. Following strong seasonal hiring in October, employment in
general merchandise stores declined in November and December, after seasonal adjustment. Wholesale
trade showed sluggish job growth for the second straight month.

Employment in transportation and public utilities edged up by 5,000 in December, as strength in air
transportation more than offset declines in trucking, communications, and public utilities. Finance.
insurance, and real estate employment rose by 17,000 in December, continuing its relatively strong
growth trend. Gains were concentrated in finance, particularly in nondepository institutions, security
brokerages, and holding and other investment offices.

Manufacturing added 19,000 jobs in December. Over-the-month job growth was widespread, with
notable increases occurring in aircraft and in food and kindred products. From September through
December, factory employment increased by 32,000. Despite this gain, 94,000 factory jobs were lost in

1996, as steep declines in nondurable goods industries were only partially offset by gains in durables.
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Aided by unusually mild weather across most of the country during the December reference period,
employment in the construction industry rose by 23,000 in December. Over the year, construction
employment increased by 287,000, more than 2-1/2 times the rise in the prior year.

Government employment rose by 31,000 in December, after seasonal adjustment. Most of the
increase was in the noneducation component of local government, reversing a decrease in the prior
month. Fewer poll workers had been reported in November than expected by the seasonal factors, so
that there were fewer to dismiss following the elections. Since federal government employment reached
its most recent peak in May 1992, job losses have totaled 322,000 (not counting the Postal Service,
which has added workers).

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls
increased by 0.3 hour in December to 34.8 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek
also rose by 0.3 hour to 42.0 hours and factory overtime, at 4.7 hours, was up by 0.2 hour. Both the
manufacturing workweek and overtime hours were at their highest levels since early 1995. (See
table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm
payrolls rose by 0.9 percent, seasonally adjusted, to 139.2 (1982=100) in December. The manufacturing
index increased by 0.8 percent to 106.9. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Eamings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm payrolls rose 6
cents in December to $12.05, seasonally adjusted, following an increase of 9 cents in the prior month.
Average weekly earnings increased by 1.4 percent in December to $419.34. Over the past year, average
hourly earnings rose by 3.8 percent, while average weekly earnings increased by 5.3 percent. (See
table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for January 1997 is scheduled to be released on Friday, February 7, at
8:30 A.M. (EST).
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Revision of Seasonally Adjusted Household Survey Data

At the end of each calendar year, BLS routinely updates the seasonal adjustment factors for the labor
force series derived from the Current Population Survey (also referred to as the household survey) to
incorporate the experience of that year. This year, seasonally adjusted data for January 1994-December
1996 are subject to revision. (Seasonally adjustedestablishment data will be revised in June, concurrently
with the introduction of annual benchmark adjustments.)

Table B summarizes the effects of the revisions on the overall unemployment rate since January 1996.
Rates for 7 months were revised, in each case by 0.1 percentage point. Revised seasonally adjusted data
for major labor force series, also since January 1996, appear in table C.

The January 1997 issue ofEmployment andEarnings will contain the new seasonal adjustment
factors for major series for the January-June 1997 period. The publication also will contain a description
of the current seasonal adjustment methodology and revised data for the most recent 13 months or
calendar quarters for all regularly published tables containing seasonally adjusted household survey data.
Historical seasonally adjusted monthly and quarterly data also are available on the Intemet. Intemet users
can access these data from the ftp://stats.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/lf directory.

Table B. Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates and change due to
revision, January-Decenber 1996

Month and year Asld f A, Change

L996
January................................ 5.8 5.7 -0. 1

February..............,-.,,,.,,,,,,.... 55 5.5 .0
March............................... 5.6 55 -.1
April.5.................... 4 5.5 .1
May .......... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. 5.6 5.5 -.1

June, .......................... 53 5.3 .0
July.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ............... 5.4 5.4 .0

August ... ,,.......... ... 5.1 5.2 .1
September...5........................ 5.2 5.2 .0
October ............................... 52 5.2 .0
November . ........,,.,,.,.,,, 5,4 5.3 -.1
December .... 15..,,,,,,.......... '54 5.3 -.1

'Not published

Planned Changes in the Household Survey Data

Effective with the release of data for January 1997, revisions will be introduced into the population
controls used for the household survey. These revisions reflect primarily new information on the
magnitude and demographic characteristics of net imrnigration, and will result in an upward shift in the
estimated civilian noninstitutional population 16 years and over for January 1997. The changes will add
approximately 470,000 on top of trend growth between December and January. The bulk of the
adjustment will occur among Hispanics and the "other races" category. The changes and their effect on
the estimates of labor force change and composition will be described in an article slated to appear in the
February 1997 issue of Employment and Earnings.
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents siutistics from two major surveys. the

Current Population Survey (household survey) and the Current

Employment Statistics survey (estabbshment survey). The household

survey provides the information on the labor foume, employment. and

unemployment that appears in the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD

DATA. It is a sample survey of about SO,000 households conducted

by the Bureau of theCensus forthe Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

The establishment survey provides the information on the

employment. hours, and emarings of workers on nonfarm payrols that

appears in the B tabhos, marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This

information is collected from payrms records by BLS in cooperation

witb State agencies. In June 1996. the sample included about 390,000

establishments employing over 47 million people.

For both saveys, the data for a given month relate to a particular

week or pay period in the household survey, the reference week is

generally the calendar week that contains the 12th day of the month. In

the establishment survey, the reference period is the pay period

including the 2Lth which may or may not correspond directly to the

calendar week.

Coverege, definitions, and differences

between surveys

Honsehold suryey. The sample is selected to reflect the entire

civilin noninstitutional populaim. Based on responses to a series of

quedotnus on work and job search acvities, eac person 16 years and

over in a sample household is classified as employed, unemployed, or

ono in the labor force.

People are cassified as .mplyed if they did any mort at all as pasd

employees during the reference week: worked in their own buiness.

profession, or on their own farm; or worked without pay at least 15

hors in afamilybusinessorfarmn. Peeplearealsocoumnted asemployed

if they were empormily absent from their jobs because of illness. bad

weather, vocation, labor-anagemnet disputes, or personal reasomn.

People are classified asanenplyed if they meet all of the following

criteria Theyhadnoemploymetmduringthe referenceweek theywere

avilable for woth at that time: and they made specific efforts to find

employmem sometime during the 4-week period ending with the

referenceweek. Persoshoidofffrom ajobandexpectingrecall need

notbelookmngforwkthtobeemintedasmemployed Theunemployneot

data derived ftrm the housebold survy in no woy depend upon the

ebgibiDity for or receipt of unemployment insormCe benefits.

The civilin iborfa-re is the sum of employed and unemployed

persons Those not classified as employed or unemployed areoz in the

lhorfo-re. Tbe -tploymen ratm is the mumber unemployed as a

percent of the labor force. The bborfor pardtcpon rte is the

labor force as a percent of the poplatiuon, and the empioysst-

popalarios -dio is the employed as a percent of the population.

Estabhishnsent-ervy. Thesarspleestablishmentsaredrawnfrom

pdivateonmwfacmhboinssesuchusfacfouies.offices.and stormasweii

as FederaLSate,andlocalgovenmm entiendes. Emplobyceonaoigbn

poyrowLr are those who received pay for any pait of the reference pay

period, including persons on paid leave. Persoes are counted in each

job they hold. fHowrs mind croiga data are for pivate businesses Vmd

relate only to production workers in the goods-prodating sector and

nonsupervisory rorkers in the servtce-prodcing sector.

Differeaces in employrnent estimates. The numerous conceptual

and methodological differhnces between the household and

estahbishment surveys rest importantdistusctons in the employment

estimates derived from the surveys. Among these are:

* The household survey inCludes agrircultl workers. the self-

employed, unpaid fanuly workers, and pfivate household workers mons

the employed. These groups -ro estluded from theestablishment sary.

* The household survey includes people on unpaid leave among the

employed. The establishment survey does not.

* The household survey is limitedto workers 16yesofge ndolder.

The establishment survey is not limited by age.

* The household survey has on duplicadoi of indviduals, because

indniduals are counted only once. vens if they hold sore than onejob. In

the establishment survey, employees working at more than one job and

thus appearing on more than one payroll would be ou nted separately for

each Appearance.

Other differences between the two surveys am described in

"Comparing Emoployment Estimates from Household and Payroll

Surveys," svhich may bh obtained from BLS upon request.

Seasonal adjustment

Over the course of a year, the size of the nation's labor force and

the levelsofemploymentand unemploymentundergo sharp fluctuations

due to such seasonal events as changes in weather, reduced or

enpanded production, harests, major holidays, and the opening and

closing ofschools. The effect of such seasonal variation can be rosy

large: seasonal fluctuations may account for as much as 95 percent of

the month-to-month changes in unemployment

Because these seasonalevewst follow amore or less regutlarpattem

each year, their infiluence on statistical trends can be eliminated by

adjustingthestatistisfrommmonthto bth. These adjustments make

nonseasonal developments, inch as declines in economic activty or

increases in the participation of women in the labor force. easier to

spot. Forearople, the larg numberof yonth entering thelaborforce

each June is likely to obscure any other changes that have taken place

relative to May. making it difficult to determine if the level of

economic activity has risen ordeclined. However. becamse the effec

of students finishing schdol in previons yeats is known, the statistirs

for the current year can be adjusted to allow for a comparable change.

Insofar as the seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted

figure provides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in

economic activity.
In both the household and establishment surveys, most seasonally

adjusted series are independently adjusted. However, the adjusted

series for many major estimates. such as total payroll empleyment.

employment in most major indusnry divisions, total employmesnt, and

unemployment am computed by aggregating independently adjusted

component seres. For example. total unemployment is derived by

summing the adjusted series for four major age-sec component: this
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differs from the onemployment estimame that would be obtained by
directly adjusting the total or by combining the duration. reasons, or
more detailed age categories.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal adjustaneats ate
recalculated twice a year. For the household survey, the facton are
calctdated fortbeJauary-June periodand again fortheJuly-December
period For the establishment survey, updated factors for seasonal
adjustment are calculated for the May-October period and introduced
along with new bencbmarks. and againforthe November-April period.
In both surveys, revisions to historical dama are.made once a year.

Reliability Of the estimates
Statistics based on the household and establshment surveys are

subjectto both samphng and nonsampling error. When a samplerather
than the entire population is surveyed, herei Is a chance that the sample
estimates may differ from the "true population values they represe
The exact differeoc, or suarlisg crror, varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this variabilty is measured by the
standard error of tbe estimate. There is about a 90'peremt chance. or
levelofconfiderce,tbatanesdmatebased onasamplewiUdifferbyrno
more than 1.6 standard error frsm the "true" population valuebecause
of sampling error. BLS analyses am generally conducted at the 90.
percent level of confidence.

Forexample, theconfidence intervalforthemontdlychangein toed
employmen4 hfomthebousebold survey is on the orderofplusor tims
37600. Suppose the estimate of total employment increases by
100,000 from one month to the next The 90-percent confidence
interval on the montldy change would range from -276,000 to 476,000
(100.000 +/- 376,000). These figures do not mean that the sample

results am offWby these magnintdes, but rather that them is about a 90-
percent chance that the 'true" over-the-month change les within this
interval. Sincethisrangeincludesvalamoflmessthanzero.weudnt
say with confidence that employment had, in fact, increased. If,
however,thereportedcmploymatrinsew shalfamiUion, thenallofthe
valru within the 90.percentconfidence interval woubdbegreater than
zero. In this case, it is likely (at least a 90-percent chance) that an
employment rise had, in fact, occurred. The 90-percent confidence
interval for the monthly change in unemployment is +1- 258.000. and
foirthemonthlychangein theunemploymentrate itis +1-.21 percentage
point

In general, estimates involving many individuals orestablishments
have lower standard ertrrs (relative to the size of the estimate) than
estimates which are based on a small number of observations. The

precision of estimates is also improved when the data are crmulated
over time such as for quarterly and annual averages. The seasonal
adjustment process can also improve the stability of the monthly

esurnates.

Tbe household and establishment surveys am also affected by
rono Wling error. Nonsampling errnr can occur for many reasons,

incu dngthe failure to sample asegment of the population. inability to
obtain information for all respondents in the sample, inability or
unwiliingnessofrespondentstoprovidecorrectinfoematononatimely
basis, mistakes made by respondents. and errors made in the collection
or processing of the data

For example,. in the establishment survey, estimates for the mast
recet 2 months are based on substadnsally incomplere remurns: for this
reson. these esdmates are labeled preliminary in the tables. It is only
after tsoo successive revisions to a monthly estimate, when nearly all

sample reports havebeen received, that the estimateis considered final.
Another major sotate of nonsampling ertor in the establishment

survey is the inability to capture, on a timely bhais. employment
gereratedbynewfirams. Tocorrectforthissystemadcunderestimation
of employment growth (and other sources ofestor), a process known as
bias adjustment is included in the survey's estimating procedures.
whereby a specified number of jobs is added to the monthly sample-
based change. The size of the monthly bias adjustment is based largely
on past relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employmenst and the total comt of employment descibed below.

The sample-based estimates from the establshment survey a
adjusted once a year (on a lagged basis) to universe counts of payroll
employmentobtained fromadministradve records ofthe unemployment
insurace progran- The difference between the March sample-based
employment estimates and the Marmh universe counts is known as a
benchmark revision, and serves sa rough proxy for total survey error.
The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in the classification of
industies. Over the past decade, the benchmark revision for toead
nonfarm employment ha averaged 0.2 percent ranging from zemo to

0.6 percent

Additional statistics and other Information
Mom comprehensive statistics are contained in reployrnce and

Eairngs.pubbshed each month byBILS. It is available forS 13.00 per
isaue or $35.00 per year from the U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington,1DC 20402. Allorsdermustbeprepaidbyseordingaceck
or money order payable to the Supeintendent of Documents, or by
charging to Mastercard or Visa

Erplosnmnt and Eanrsigs also provides measures of sampling
error for the household survey dam published in this releae For
unemployment and other laborforce categanes, these measures appear
in tables I-B through I-H of its "Euplatutory Notes.' Meaures of the
reliability of the data drawn fhm the establishment survey and the
actual amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are provided
in tabls 2-B through 2-4 of that publicauion

Ifformation in this reheso will be made available to sensory
impaired individuals upon request Voice phone: 202-606-STAT:
TDD phone: 202-606-5897: TDD message referral phone:
1400-326-2577.
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Table A-I. Employment stats of the Civilun popylatio. by sex and age

ph-6- i. 0-sft)

Not seasonally adjusted Seasonally adjusted'

Employener sla61 Ses and age _

_ _ _I _9_6 199 = I 1 I = 1996

TOTAL

Qls,L-aob59O,6 a105601ati8 199.508 201.463 201.636 1s99.50 250.s47 201.06 201.27 201.463 251.63
CW- n~b s,10.se______TOTAL 1 lD32.008 134.973 134.563 133420 133A98 134.291 1348636 134.631 1335=2

panbtseon I _ _ _ __ _ _ 682 87.0 66.7 66.4 66.7 66.9 66.9 689 67.0

E.O ynd 125.13S 12B.157 127SC3 125.066 126S.6 127248 127.617 127.644 127.55

0,59ssle-sspw lse146 ___ _____ 62.7 636 63.4 6.7 632 63.3 63.4 63.4 63.4

Alpt0,849 - 3,072 3,253 3.131 3.344 3.416 32460 3.450 3.354 3.426
Neao ~ 1 122.0.4 124.904 124.772 121.724 120.570 123.768 124.167 124.290 124.429

UNoudass l 6.872 816 6660 7,354 6.910 7.343 7.019 7.167 7,167

Itemoloynot ol _____&2~___ . 2.0 5.0 5.6 5.2 5.2 5-2 5.3 5.3
Nol h bbor __ | 67.50s 66.489 67.053 67.086 66.949 66770 66207 66.62 66,614

Men, 16 years and over

CWsan 001066,01a yops10So . 95.661 96.654 96.742 95.661 56.3 94.47 965,56 96.854 96.742
C 60 f0 _ _ _ 70.630 7Z1619 71.959 71.363 71.961 72.967 72.363 72.363 7Z.414

Pa6bq, e ,l...... 74.2 74.8 74.4 74.8 74.7 74.7 74.9 74.9 74.9
E.11e0d6 _ 67.049 66.545 66.434 67.200 68.368 6SA.04 68.647 66.5D9 68.707

En~ol~wllS.9e5895,1 0141 ___________ 72.1 70.9 7D.7 7052 7120 73.8 71.1 71.0 7120
Un.q71syed -388.77 3.55 3.320 4.073 3.393 3.783 3.716 3.773 3.787

LnOw-me 6| 5.5 4.9 4.9 57 5.0 52 5.1 .2 s.1

Men, 20 years and over

Cblfa-lr618lLbo1 PWW48O1 86.170 86971 89.040 88.172 66.650 66733 66.640 86.971 89.540
GMTr 055 48 67.164 68.375 66 78203 6.044 66,006 66.273 683910 66.369

Pab b.oe o 782 76.9 786 76.3 70.8 76.7 76.9 763 76.6

E0 red 6961 65. 645633 63.97 65.165 4S 7 65.209 65A349 63.367

EnspsWnseJop~fnh l 88__ _____ 72.5 73.0 73.4 72.6 73.5 70.2 73.5 73.4 73.4
A6,10ft- Z.121 2.34 Z2.23 2.20 2347 2.366 2.400 2.35 2.354
NolAgoo,6,a61 45966181 61.840 63.178 63.112 61.740 623.18 632.62 62.899 63Z994 63.611

U-Mn71yed 3.23 2.874 2.95 3.336 2.6179 3.076 2.674 3.042 3.=
U rs* " 7 na | 4.8 42 4.3 4.9 42 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.4

Women, 16 years and over

761r _ ,1111hb18 6aa70 0 1633647 104869N 104.894 1063.47 104.512 104.614 104.717 10460A6 104.694
Cl,65 kW1148 ____________ 61.072 63.654 G63.64 61.066 61.837 62.204 62.273 63.406 62.S

P.Upab.1el -M. __ _ __ _ 58. 6060 .59.7 58.8 59.3 55.5 59.5 59.6 S&7

E F _ pd 5.5067 5s3s3 59,469 57.778 5863 ss6.944 58.976 59.055 59,148

Eeo~syn~l.0,spsla~O 1858 __ _______-- 55.9 56.9 58.7 55.6 56.1 58.3 58.3 5(.3 56.4
UnlpI.led _ 296 3.261 3.156 3.291 3,317 326 3.303 3,414 3,486

thlonoslf 4.9 52 _0 54 54 52 5.3 5. 5

Women, 20 years and over

Crvi. nara98n1l p | 96633 69736 97.43S7 96.633 97.14 97 97.3 0 97.366 97.457

CI,51a W.I108 57.586 55.100 55.993 57,33 585. 56.349 58.432 56.574 56.729
Potopawn nu~e 59.5 66.7 60.4 59.3 59.6 89. 60.1 80.2 a"25sloe - 55.049 58.35 563 54.6680 55.496 55.644 55.661 58.753 53.971

Enl6455lal*84451 68P ______ 57.0 57.9 57.7 58. 57.1 67.2 57.2 5723 5723
A4189st85. 771 760 715 631 us 84 800 786 712

N9-lakcl h1.964 - 542s76 55.635 55.538 53.649 54.672 54.969 54.981 54.967 53.669

118en196 - 2454 2.705 2.666 2.654 3732 2.705 751 2.63 2.957
ur iO " 8 __ 4.3 4.6 45 4.6 4.7 4.6 4.7 4 4.9

Both sexes, t6 to 19 years

00661 .b~o 19681666816801818 14.703 15.120 15.139 K4.33 13.061 13.101 15.143 15.120 13.133
CrW- koi k- 7.338 7.498 7.463 7.785 7.624 7.8886 7.931 7.866 7.9

Pb.Ematon 188M. _______ 49.9 49.6 4923 529 50.7 522 52.4 5.9 52.

E,11710564 6.125 61 63,324 69 6.0 6.620 6.637 632 6,617
41.7 41. 41.6 43.5 42.0 43.9 43.9 433 43.7

Ap-dt-50 1SO 189 20 206 245 270 200 213 206
N018011838.681445818 S.946 6.09 6.121 6.135 8.85 6.356 6.387 G= 6.319

Un.0.y7189d 1,213 1.337 1.139 1.39 1.59 1,2 1.294 1.34 1.31

159611789116 1858 I________ 1. 18. S12 7. 1720 180 1. 18.8 18.9

1
The Aopab. fg -n M *.M 10 80 ,ela= NOTE Snas *sod 856h-b858 d an d .8 8 4 l 6 9964

656,851 W 1855 . ft46 .*.Wla 884 6ee91y97454ed8h._5 600.. Dev..b8 1966.
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Table A-2. Employment status of tle civilian population by race, sea, age, and Hispanic origin

auntas nM O0944)

Not seasonally adjustd Seasonally adjusted'
Emrnplyent status, race, se. age, and

Hispanic odgi.

I9 I1. 19 1996 9

WHrrE
Csasa lonlaoti.Wna pae19ow.. _____.. 167.545 I96.24 169.044 167.545 168.489 199.639 19.7118 960.924 169.044CMTue Jaetlln .f....- 111.616 113.881 113.M7 lZ2.5 112.904 113.334 113.12 1136816 113,991

Patopaton ras ... 66.6 67.4 672 66.9 67.0 672 673 67.4 67.4
Ernloelnd 109.490 908.900 108.689 106.5= 107.90 109.217 108.527 Joe.=7 196.734Eopbnyr~snt-nplO~ lasfi .______ 63.6 64.5 6423 63.6 64.0 642 64.3 64.3 64.3IJI-elloynd 5 _________ .126 4.9611 4.667 5.59 5.991 5.117 5.098 5.246 5.297UsPloy~nsanla -et 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.9 4.5 4.5 425 4.6 4.6

Men. 20 Years and ower
MM.~a 89b660 57.675 06.46 58.510 57.795 589347 56.543 06.539 58.549 68.6233Petbcqlanu99 76.7 77.3 772 76.9 77.3 77.2 77A 73 7

E.Jplqyayed 55.256on 04410 56.36 53.311 56.143 54604 54.294 56.27 54 .356
Eo-Plabe.eljtnrao......73.5 74.5 74.3 73.6 74.4 742 74.4 7423 74.4Unalnoloynd ______-- 2.~~~~~~~~~419 3.136 2.28 2.464 2.204 2.301 2.245 2.21 2.967U~n.npbo -4 eaata - - - 42 3.6 3.9 4.3 3.8 3.9 3.0 3.9 3.9

Womsen, 20 Years and ovrer
0441105 hb.ens t- - . 47.764 49.9811 4B.749 47.99 48.162 46.39 46,390 46.596 49.96W

Pan0onlt -s__ _ _ __ _ __ 5. 60.3 69.0 59.0 59.4 59.5 09.6 09.8 09.9Ereoeyn - 45.934 47.02 46.99 45.994 46.= 46.394 46.439 46.53 46.614
EavlPbyteedtild 1 __ _ __ m0. 57. 1070 54.5 57.0 6572 '572 57.3 57.2Unlesplayed 13 995 1.880 2.012 193 1.90 1.941 Z.526 Z072Unn~~eplayneel 996 __________________ ~ 3.6 42 3. 4.2 4.0 4.9 4.0 42 423

Both saxes. 16 to 19 yeams
CrtOvink h rIone 6.177 6.354 6.323 6.534 6.395 6.677 6.756 6.709 6.68
Epeloyed9eSe____________ 522 53.0 53.7 043 03. 56.0 56.9 56.0 53.Eneloped ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~5.300 5.461 5.524 5.53D 5.478 5.761 5.794 5.764 5.764Eoelatioes5n 6 45.7 46.6 46.9 47.7 46.9 461.5 4905 49.1 48.0

toleneles~~~~~~~~~n4 .. 6~~~~79 993 896 1.004 917 996 912 945 516Un-npln-eer 1se 4.2 14.9 12. 99.4 14.3 13.4 13.6 96. 13.7
Ma__ __________ 153.4 15.6 14.9 16.1 15.7 14.8 15.4 15.5 14.9Wonon .... - 13.5~~~~~~~~~~I& 13.4 11.3 14.6 12.9 1 1.9 11.6 12.6 93.6

BLACK
0156. n*Wb99kn" laP`ePj96l 239419 23.762 39794 23.419 239650 23.690 23972a 239.7 237.79

0isl1005611nra 9469 939 1.294 14.943 15297 15.154 15.26 15= 15.30EpeiMlb rae_________ 63.6 64.4 66.9 63.8 64.7 64.1 64.4 642 64.3Eooloy ant-p 3.4119 13.772 13.782 13.413 13.99 13.59 13.647 13.673 13.W3EnInye Wnplan 100_______ 7.6 S560 57.9 67.3 57.9 5723 5705 57.9 57.0l.891pl0yed - . _.39 9.5 1.472 1.39 I9.55 1.698 1.639 1.617 1.613UJ-sPbrnantI ftat 9.4 96.0 9.6 10.2 10.4 96.7 10.7 15.8 99.5

men. 20 years and ovear
Collan hnte fae . _______ 6.999 6.916 6.096 6.713 6.974 6.834 60839 6.699 60839Perodpa~ rale 71.3 15.9 71.7 71.9 73.0 73.6 72.4 72.7 12.0
61e_ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ .960 6.594 4.261 6,067 6.309 6.174 6.1995 6.264 6.39

E~qb)..tV.W~d-,.W 65.1 6&3 65.9 64.8 6&9 69.6 63.6 66.0 69.7U81n.IPbnd 60 S 547 654 573 am 639 B 5w9tkeeplflner4 Iesl - 9.0 80 .0 9. 63 9.7 9.3 92 9.8

Worsen,1 20 years and over
Cr41099e00109 7.37 7.53 7.581 7.287 7.477 7.435 7.487 7.499 7.54Pel8~tiee st _____________ 6 63.4 63.6 63.0 63.9 62.7 63.0 63.0 63.3

Employed 6015 6.910 6.63 6.742 6= 6.768 6.822 6.939 6.9514,npnyln~a*.pnena-o rah0 _________ 0.0 59.9 58.2 57.3 57.4 57.2 57.4 57.4 57.0
U~rns'4oyld 512 637 648 545 675 647 s65 6SW 693SroevlospnnoaWe 7.0 8.3 6.5 7.5 9.0 8.7 8.9 89. 9.2

Bot9h eSes, 1810o19 years
C~ilan IWo oes _______ ____ _ SWo M4 864 943 546 995 901 8920 m

Pe~~ItJ. sl nee___________ 36.0 35.9 362 40.7 39.6 38.0 39.6 3725 3B82
anPleynd 594 569 595 614 596 604 628 576 637rE~plnyno~n.peedon mob_______ 29.7 23.9 2425 261.5 2590 291 26.1 242 2594
Ltmenvabre 298 276 279 329 350 399 395 316 32Lklepobr~net M. __________ 39.5 33.7 32.3 04. 37 540 542 3. 34.M.1 37.7 37.5 3706 3E.9 38.2 572 36.5 412 39.8

Wele 27.5 2613 270 31.8 35.8 3089 31.9 30.0 329

S. I.Wlo M and olbla~ .
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Table As2. Employor status of Xth. oivl popu8o. by mm. sex, age, and Hispanic origin- Continued

(inbes}i ..

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Not seasooully adjusted Seasonally adjusted'

Empfoylenr status. 9ce, seX, age. and
Hlispanic odgin _ -

D0. N-. D- DM Aug S9 0O IL . 089
1969 1996 199 ' IN9 196996 19 1996 1666 1996

HISPANIC ORIGIN
C14942 79019494910 1,8 19.4S4 19,999 19.88 19.= 19.346 19.39S 19.454 1.9-89

Co___1149o~l016 12.374 15,948 13.151 1.9 12,894 1.71 12.919 l3.192 1.ISO

Po9~~~~~841 190 ~~~~~~~695 691 67.4 99.6 69,7 9MS 67.0 67.9 67.4

taoXswd 11.267 1Z183 12.216 11.tD4 11.736 11.801 11 _ t O.94 12.141

E.1p11lo.*9PWWW4 48o _______ 9.6 895 us, 59.3 89,9 61,0 61.9 6292 622

191.1o910944 1~~~~~~~~~~.189 1.065 9gm 1.196 1 .129 I.091,61 I.069 1.900

L996r~91l1414 964 _________________ 9,9 6.0 7.1 as6 6J. 6 9,2 9.3 7.7

~~~~~~~~~~~Ihdd IsId b uW t h. aoe nd blk dn owwd wopr S- y -*W u
NOME- tI h- b- ,,d bsadh o Int. a - ftoug h nD tdone, taDt 1 996.

Table A4. Selected ernplayinent Wndicoa s

8069644148)

Not seasonally adjusted Seasonslly 6djusted

c98eg14y

D-9 6N- 989. 989 Aug, OmL0. 9 8
19s6 1896 1996 1955 1996 1896 16 196 1996

CHARAcTERIsTI

_.W _PbY9IL 16 Y- al 129.136 * 19617 127.9063 125.069 18 96 127.243I 4 127.617 127,644 127.05

M-W14 411 49014 P-riil 4Z2.19 4Z6891 42.9 4ZO96 4299 42.339 42.617 42.831 42.87

1114.1d48 909 . -001 p-149 -036 32,967 32.913 3Z.671 3Z6069 90.67 92.537 50.59 32.831

96141448114 tenses4 148 7.9 7.498 7.443 7.271 7.33 7.499 7.39 7.44 7.969

OCCUPATION

M41494114I444 
9
1514141414I 494049739.8861 37.5"M 37.411 359698 36.0 39,798 39,917 37.177 37.234

and44 44,4448.41414.4 7.474 3.589 39,9 37.152 37,918 37,9129 37.501 37.821 37.=

5 -42594 08v484 19,736 1M7.26 17069a 16864 17.3,43 17.435 17=29 17.494 17.271

9144844410480441.909.41414944 13.494 13- 13.95 13.467 13.089 I3.66I 13.987 13.906 13.574

04.2486.15011984.4414049019,9 18,476 19,439 19.90 19891i Most6 19,93 MM26 19,319

F-ft k 9. I48d8 3264 366 3.164 3614 3515 3.537 3.s6s 3.445 3.456

CLASS OF WORKER

4449444145094494 1.818 1.757 1.712 1.776 1.814 1.834 1,913 1.90 l.808

Sdl- 4 6k5 1.4922 1.435 1,989 1,935 1,925 s,57 I1,8 1.469 I.475

I9h814w 414194329 el 50 42 64 61 71 so es

Pile .d |M4Y 4l94 113.894 13.177 19515 112.742 114, 14s2769 115.016 s11.1s3 1152I2
00142144.19 19~~~~~~~~~,3.74 18,454 L3391 16.99 58.90 Is.8 19,190 168,79 19,290

P41414114844146 94,9~~~~~~"l9 97.9 97.186 94.53 96.24 69,6713 99,886 9L6.88 69,948

Pd1on 673 953 961 964 973 961 892 956 894
064111 td49144 89.36 66.390 96.903 90,97 9591 95,9 95.64 95.997 96,612

644..4219194 W0OSS Sim________ ,8 9.905 9.120 9,86 .896 6.911 9.96 6.02 9,1098

U66.b91441 n2 97 190 137 105 199 129 137 140 1

PERSONS AT WORK PARTTIMIE

P49 tt4511I 4 4.410 3.899 4.390 4.411 4.339 4.309 4.2136 3.973 4.9
9508951444114909146290 Z052 Z.470 Z4492 2437 2.398 2.258 2.107 2.353

C14484496d P.F94 490 1.48 1.499 1.54 l,989 1I596 1.617 I.69 1I'm 1.99

PM16r 9 6 1 14 19,477 19,996 *asss 17.406 54.164 17=3 17.754 17,97 17J166

padwa8c. -ft01124116644318 3.700 4.140 4.55 4.182 4.130 4.118 3.9l5 4.126

S04k 4941 o9 2.491 1,959 2313 2Z394 2,3190 2.24 2.147 2OM1 2214

C96911409944 wa 9444441 1 I6 .480 1,529 1,98 1.9 1,989 l. 647 1.54 1.90

P8ca4 Io.r9fi lird 9 1 7,es 16.751 16,997 1 9779 1 772,14 17.123 17,913 1737

t01 . 5490.4. 194 4 49M... C r1rd. M= 6 4 40 82 64661
na864964 e. 4495189 1 54404 444444 9454 411 902499 141444441146 41249111= 594196
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Table A.4. S1l6c1ed un9mploy.-t m94ly d9ic , se son19117 djustd

HOUSEHOLD DATA

N4.1,9616

Categooy d U O.

98- 60. D-0 D-e .9 ~ 0. Nl D9
1995 16 n 996 199 1996 I 1996 1|996 1996

CHARACT7ERISIC

T.WtLISY6416lW 7.354 7.187 7.197 5.6 92 2 9.2 593 953
hft6 10 y- Id e3. 306 3.042 3.08 4s 42 42 44 4s4 4
W99M y0n1 2.654 2.821 2.S7 4.6 47 4.6 4.7 4.8 49
BM 8 .16 b 19 7 1,394 1 084 1 17.9 7.0 6.0 16.3 I9. 165

W19 -P.- W6 I= 1,0 1. 1 1306 9 232 2.9 S. 3. 30 3.i
6601199 9~~96 w96 1.39 1397 126 7 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.9 37
W0.Oon 5o 31 715 686 68 6.9 .3 8.5 9.8 8.4

FW4h9 5.9139 S.BOO 5.754 5.5 so 9.1 9.1 9.3 5Y 2
P m199 891 I.442 1.34 1,425 5.9 9.9 9.6 96 9.6 9s

OCCUPATION

MoWd ess W69 . 890 6u 899 22 2.2 2.3 22 2.3 2.4
T60-8L 4I9 .d4.4i .eppo I.719 I.9S 1837 4 4.4 45 45 4.5 4.6
Poe _n, d. d n 8Pa 611 770 98 .3 5.4 .5 5.7 5.4
op06WM r8.18 a bb- 1676 1.524 1.50 5.4 9.o 725 77 7.7 7J
F1. b1 9.8 6.19 296 6s 293 786 6.4 7.1 790 7.7 7.7

D4DUSTRY

I
4
19 49199 p

1 4
1 -18864 68p99894. - .83 9.M9 5.036 9.9 5.4 5..3 3 9. 94
ro899.1969..1918 89699189 1239 1.717 1,699 6.5 5.7 ss SJ 91 s 9s
849918 ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~43 30 44 6. 45 9.1 96 7A

9M733 M;9 833 11 3 9.1 9.3 58 19.3 94
u s9998461919 1.096 I.ER I.072 50 47 4.4 4.7 4.7 4.

N ftb 548 563 94 4s4 4.0 4.2 4. 4.9 47
N.OdAbb9.ft04 109 437 43 5.8 9.6 4.7 S.; 51 SI0

s0 3p& .9 399 ss 7 389 5.5 5.2 52 S.1 .2 92
T1 lin I'd . I, 130 3395 250 232 4. 4.1 4.1 4. 32 410

Vbn6 s _ 110 1,700 1.654 1597 65 6.3 62 6.2 6.3 62
Farm -.9 9 .1 89 181 215 211 230 22 2.5 3.0 22 22 5.1
Fn, 1.744 1.763 1.7380 .5 952 .3 530 .3 952

G0 .kn 509 533 572 2.7 2.0 e o 229 2.6 2.0
AW11ki8 -g. .0 Wy -k- 81 249 224 216 12.3 726 10. 10.0 10.9 I3(3

U.bI . o9t f.k9169909 666 48 00999 "I6. .1,.g91680199.099 66 6681169 dk 19~ 069099
= = -Vbam m .dl*MloC- N0T:Wh-b -_b.W.V- 19

bcooofl b984 9060189198 918 19 8189 84619 69 19 1019. 99.9.61996968918 0999961966 966g 988199d506

Tab9. AS. D-undon of mmployment

Not se.... Y ld 96880y aduwted

Dunaton__ _
OD- N9. D-8 D-9 AIV 9491 ck 91*0-
1 99 9 1996 1M 15N6 1 1996 1996 11 9

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

509601899-9.10_________ 2.397 Z2.71 2.313 2,993 2.S34 2.53 2.996 2819 2.67
918149.610 2.403 210 2409 2.3B 2.199 2.245 2265 22 2.37
15610942.1403 1.56 1'983 2.36 2.273 22277 229.4 2.184 2179

15 W 26 .W. 12014 907 883 1.120 1263 . 1.040 120 12016 876
279k9196d6 - 1.125 1.79 1.079 1247 1270 1W 1=5I 1.18 193

A... (m ) . .. _la. 192 152 19.6 19.4 172 16.9 16.7 160 19S.
l.M.d.. . h il6 2 7J 7.7 9.2 9.9 9.6 8.3 77 7.9

PERCENT DSRIBUTION

T189 I.mby 1090. 1a0 109.0 1090 101.0 150.0 101.0 150.0 1090
5006609589919 _________________________ 33.9 39.9 34. 362 36.2 3.8 39.9 31S 37.1
9 1 14 _h_ 35.0 30.9 39.0 31.9 31.4 31.8 31.9 312 32.7
I5w..1964o.31. 29.1 304 31.9 32.4 39.3 39.2 301 3012
15 1 25 _110 14. 13.3 132 I1I 14.3 1 4.8 14.9 14.0 13.5
27 _91 '69 _ __ 1. IS8 191 16. 19. 176 173 151 197

NOTE. S _..ay .d. 8a 1h. . b9 8.d 64 d 9 .Ih - 8 91 D.b 199S
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HOUSEHOLD DATA

Table A96. R8 son for u.-9pl8y.-9t

(uers 6 r d)

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Not Eosonaly djoqted Sesnl9 y djoo19d

D-e Noe. D- D-e A445 15.6 0. N0. 0
105 1998 19 19 0 18 1996 1999 196

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

.Jo rr nd r oo 69_ 8r0 
8

y 
8

_ 3.8 &128 3230 3.512 3.995 33236 3&171 3261 3521
C89918yh9 ar 1 1"o 871 1.45 1.024 931 989 91 84 997
N. - ,p.0y b3rf Z443 2.255 2184 2.489 Z164 247 2214 2.27 2.234
P89 pb6

1
1816 1.715 1.549 1.514 "I ~ () () ' '

8 .ERPWhora8104591 727 706 670 cl) C') C') ('C C') ,)
job 795 8a8 771 879 775 am 797 &S 845

r0989699 ______________________ 2.998 2.379 2.189 2.43 2467 2441 2.489 2.52 2.16
000.98019 _________________ ~~~~~448 482 491 Su7 152 559 577 188 Ws

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

TOWj9Oe w d o 109.0 189. 1DD. 18098 109.0 18980 1ODO 189.0 100l
J99 196 8,8 7699.9 99848101 9 14 45.9 48.3 47.3 44.9 48.8 45.1 45.3 44.
O.n rP, n rr 15.9 12.8 I. 3S6 13.5 14.1 13.6 139 136
N699~ 358y56 8. 3.1 32.7 33.5 31.4 319 53.5 31.5 898
Nkbbolffu ________________________________________ h11.6 12.3 11.5 11.9 11.2 11.4 11.5 115 11.7
r_989899 xs.5 349 9z9 3899 3.8 34.7 35.4 3.1 35.3

69~ErER .65 7.1 7.3 7.9 O 79 82 8.1 6

UNEMPLOYED AS A PERCENT OF THE
CaIVAN LABOR FORCE

.bb r966 no r 8n8 1989rl r181r7 pc 2.7 2.3 2.4 Z7 23 2.4 24 2A4 14
J.1 W9 A A A .7 6 6 .8 I A

_0091N99 IJ______________________ 19 19 16 19 19 1 ' 18 1s 19
N_ .3 A A A 4 A .4 .4 .5

'NM 1I8. Nrt0 D60b 1899
NO1. S.Vy *.W dm h- rn Wd rad fv0 _.

Tabl. A-7. Rqngo of alt.n-tW. 19996 ot Ibor dno liBatlon

Not G-199mf98 069809140 8d]90l6

M~~~m ~dju tod 9 dw

291 N8..D D.. ka4 5969 019 D-8. 29
1098 s N m D m 1998 19989 1958 19 1 998

U-l Pr -89 d 15 b-76.
69* r9 r r r988rin kh r9J1.8 15 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.8

u,2Jcbro.- udrd- t

8r09198 .Z7 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.3 Z4 Z4 2.4 Z4

W- T.Wu s" n d tir
rM550t9. r 94r to 08 u nt 8) 5.2 5.s o .5 5.6 52 5.2 52 9. 5.3

U 4 T95 .19661899 881 di9.88d

Pk. d9.98.0d 5.5 5.3 52 () (') (1) (') (I) (I)

UWS Tcu Pk. 1..984 99o Pk. a an-r
.dw -19o. 988d 89 6 1 bp19.1 m.819.9

8 8O 9 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8. 81 8.8 (9) (') (9) (') (') (')

*900999D7.s984.609889.7 89 92 (') (9) (8) (I) (I) (I)

' Nd09849 _ _ o Pn 88997891819n9698198198899804187 8846888.88.
N0TE Th. -V d b7 - d bbor.0 W-Mdn. in n r n d an

Ut84.17 8999 p.86994 1U8 A.7 88 899 ptd9 B 1994. Mp.IRy -ftb94W hd9r8 .*4 M9 bot h 989 98 F0
W 6919871 809 4 a- .W98 01 n r999 bd9 t8 9 19 991 b 91 91 b. 1995 I91d4.9ht989 L.0 d90 S6b11

8. r- - U. 9 099 0 . A d19 = h9ke0950 899 8 189 h 19 b 886888918-180996 b.014
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HOUSEHOLD DATA
HOUSEHOLD DATA

Table A-S. Unmplayed pt r0at by M ndO 696. - Wy .dusld

Ap~~~ and m
889 22d 688 t fn8d0)

5e- N.. 068. D.. A.19 8964 O 8 0

1 M 996 198 lsss 9916 1898 108 1g 9986

791
9

89
8

fl. 7254 7.107 7.167 5. 5.2 '5.2 5.2 15.3 '52
___________________________ _ 2. 8 2.31 J 2. 15328 12.4 11.7 158 17 11.4 Isi

16012 1 1.34 175. 4 I.m 17.9 17.0 96.0 182 15. 98.

9t-8l' 9596SW a o 2 985 .8 97.4 18.8 97.0 93
1S909719096 742 760 87 1.2 15.7 14.7 15.3 17.0 14.7

169419999 s 9I= 1.7 1.218 82 8.8 89 L8.8 88 91
2890249*90 ____________________ 4.784 4.45 4J96 423 4.8 49 48 4.1 .95

25 ______4__y___,_______ 4214 4.131 4.147 4.4 41 2. 423 43 42

889*0819000 553 493 5423 3.5 3.2 3.2 52 5. 39

167 is 06989 487 3.773 3.707 85.7 8. 852 5.1 82 85.1

low _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ .466 1.37 9.38 110 L2. 92. 92.3 92.5 12.3

181249698707 731 705 90.9 ILI 1725 IL1 18.4 17.4

98.99owl 3S4________ gw9 s43 292 29.5 t9.2 9.8 18.91 288

wa8.979906 XS ud ° 1493 448 384 172 98. 18.2 97.1 18.8 ISA

_________ ___ f27 6_9 697 8.4 8.0 8.9 9.2 692

259054 =- 2.08 509 2.0 4.5 &. 4.2 4.0 4 3.9

s55,9090096 20 283 306 3.4 32 .2 3. 8L 3.1 3.4

vv~~ Is y- ad &2~~5.1 3.414 3.486 85.4 IL4 ILI I52 8. '5.5

98969169. 9891696*04008 9~~~~~~~~.186 1.153 1.160 99.7 992 90.9 118 112 11.

989029616 08 0 am 98. 95.9 94A4 94.4 95.2 15.5
6909870 305 248 286 19.8 182 18. 982 98.9 &8.

1890996329 348 313 552 '12 98I 13.4 918. 94

96909591698 535~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ 886 857 8.8 88 8.7 8.9 982 8

25y.4- 60_____________ 2.174 2.240 2.35 4.2 42 42 42 4.3 IS5

289*96669090 ~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~1.9 2.033 19 423 423 4.2 4 42 4.7

5596909*09069 3~~~~~~~~~~~~54 210 5 3.7 &D 3.4 8.4 5 3

Table A-4. Pa9o9ft WtIn t boT fton 601K mistlip
4
0 jobhOldef, by 864, not _89981adllY &QWW

01 h 2-)

Tobl M. Woi-

1995 t908 1995 IwS 9IM8 09

NOT N THE LABOR FORCE

T 9 h6168901616 8786 67.805 24.725 24.7853 42." 42.2O6
p

6 99096
44909049908

0
086408 ~~~~~~5.486 4.746 2.318 2.845 514 238

8616991681608596d969h86900819l90691 1.619 1.3 a0 707 619 758

R 66901689969099691980on0886 425 354 289 199 964 135

R- W .N- IS- 9-0 =.194 1.128 547 586 647 0

MULTUwL! JOBOULDERS

TIM -99,6 mtm0o869 7.700 8.219 5.96 4.223 3.735 5.08
P.'aaad |1909able 8.2 6,4 5.9 82S 8.4 8a

_______________pI 1742 4.586 2.498 2.692 1.8289 1

P90wy-4-4l016868
4 4

9p6808_____________________ .749 1.90 894 932 1. om90

8696 9697 16 998.wy 90 96691697 lob____________ 2948 1286 158 384 584 6fb-yea~~~~~~~~~b~~~lp | s~~~~~~403 -12o9 we9 sr2 s749 fB

I O96 d9op-8 th--91i90 919 8o8 ft80 2 i96 906 dmot.6 ad _ 0 . ed .p. -M - Iy99

086do 0088lo8 944 0* 969no_0ca 16* 449 net 68I584fl8990
6 hi01 no8*690088 89916508. ~986*0 085. ~449069 _9888 law 960 pal 9 o we9806d p469aa9 . k0 W681*966

-3 llma' d not Bobb"kOr ak 4 _0 1l U
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ESTABUISHMENT DATA 
ESTABUSHMIENT DATA

Table 6-1. Employs an non-an payrolls by kdney

(In Mousawds)

I~~~~d~~~srd ea
.alay atusted I Seasowfy ad usd

b 1 9_bP 1o88r088 aL29
_ *99 1996P 0996

Tota ............. ... .... . .. 118.938 121.242 121.526 121.501 118.136 120.052 120.050 120.311 120.438 120.700

Total pioazn........... ................... .. . 899228 101.454 101.553 101.920 89.789 100.448 1'00.531 100.823 100O.953 101.184
Good5.plod88l............ .-, -.- - 24.090 24.648 24.5,06 24.274 24.180 24.28 242~57 24284 24.300 24.248

bl~rng ........ ........... ........... 570 572 572 885 570 570 567 568 587 585Metl rrnnog ............................... 00.2 51.6 52.0 01.9 01 02 52 52 03 02C04alnIn~g............... ~ ... ...... 102.4 97.9 87.7 88.9 102 88 88 88 87 8701landgas avactior ............., 313.2 310.8 312.0 310.3 310 311 300 300 300 30Y7Nodsealic ntnenais. nep eplls; s 103.9 111.3 1 008 100.4A 107 100 100 158 158 158
Conlstructin. .......................... - ------ 5.131 5.733 5.930 5.415 5.22 5.43:7 5.448 5.464 5.487 0.510GeealnoWilding =tranln..-... --............ 1.1882 1.271.7 1.280.6 1.240.9 1.202 1.232 1233 1233 1238 1.245Hey otstsmcdon, aeept buildrng .. ...... 705.4 842.1 788.7 718.7 700 770 765 765 '783 785Specai trade 8800a01ors15 -- 33327.7 3.618.4 3,572.3 3,454.7 3.271 3.435 3.451 3.40 3.488 3.800
lIVIELvM1 .....h..... -18.3889 18.34 16.304 18.284 18.367 18.291 18241 18.254 18254 18.273PI0488881nworkers................I.. 172.7 12.888 12.645 12.633 12.708 12.82 12.891 12.806 12.805 12Z817

Dnrable gnoos ......... .............. 10.885 10.715 10.718 10.734 10.667 10.711 10.675 10,884 10.88 10.708Plnd88,1on workers .................... - -.. 72332 7.342 7.341 7,353 7.38 7238 720 7.318 72321 7.3301801be88 mid oo products ............. 762.0 777.8 772.6 770.2 783 788 788 788 770 771Furttcese ard flx56s,5 .-----.... 5093 501.8 503.8 50005 508 499 500 488 501 5SWStmve. clay, arid glass P0485d ....... 528.1 548.8 542.8 533. 534 538 537 538 837 538Prirtary mud irdursvies 711. Z 702.7 703.8 784.5 788 700 706 702 702 702Bls ursstSai anI 18886808 88 Pleof p048 -. 241.6 23338 334A4 234.5 248 2337 237 234 234 2333Fabricated must produ6 .........s. 1.448.9 1,482.8 1482.6 1,488.1 1.441 1.458 1.458 1.459 1.481 1.4881148*5ial MCnla eY and eq~apneM.--.. 20868. Z.880.2 2.083.6 2,893.4 2.084 2.011 2.882 2.088 2.887 2.000Canpuler and 081ecv ellopisent.....~. 357.1 35982 388.2 388.9 357 358 388 280 280 388EBedr*o and5 nOw ef 6511104 equiponln -.. 18651.6 1 A50.2 1.85.7 I848.7 1.645 1.8 1.8 1.149 48 1.84 1.843gooi88r0c *58ponetsand accessories - 600.4 810.5 610A 812.0 800 615 813 611 611 611TranoPn-asa aywpnnl . 1.780.0 1.788.? 1.775-2 1,79.5 1.764 1.784 1.784 1.764 1.772 1.781M v wthicie1,5 and equipmern 9.75.4 9512 8508. 8827 858 887 855 658 881 853Airtrafl a0d parts 447.2 484.3 471.1 475.9 4.48 454 455 483 488 4741I5n.9nnnl end re1a04dP04885U..------------. 630.4 832.4 831.4 833.4 831 813 831 833 630 834IMsoellartecs marvufat8urng ..... ........... 388.9 580.9 388.0 38.2 388 380 384 384 384 388
Nomieablsne goods 7384 7.828 7.085 7.180 7,788 7.580 7.58 7.870 7.084 7,585R1d'fdsia 66O8,1 5288O 5244 5204 5380 52399 5257 5254 5288 5.34 5.237TFodandkWdredPr ducts 1,8 183 82.8 13851.8 1,838.4 1,874 I1.641 1.388 1.841 1388 1.65t2obacco products 44.0 43.2 42.8 4323 41 39 40 41 42 41Textile miff producs .. 6. 48. 633.8 830.9 628.6 8-48 833 831 833 838 628Apparel and 0oftr80 prnd88s-.... 880.4 840.9 832.3 618.0 683 837 835 834 827 833Paper andelbied pnoduots...--_..-....._ 88.4 673.8 8753 875.9 885 673 674 874 675 875Pflk881and puis"88~ 1,545.8 1,2.0 1.531.1 1.5,34.2 1.535 1.527 1.52 1.528 1.528 1.5233Chenimft andallied Proucts 1,834.1 1,016.9 1,014.6 1,016.0 1.025 1.021 1.017 1.017 1.017 1.017Penrdna and 0041 products ........ 137.8 140.0 138.4 135.4 1,45 139 139 138 128 138Rubber and rrtisc plastics pro4ucs.-...... 9M.0 874.8 874.1 878.2 887 876 871 871 874 974Leatar and lath~erprodu88s............. 100.7 84.8 93.3 8142 iQIi 84 93 93 92 84

S610138.p04588g ~........ - 4.84 96.594 87,030 87.227 93.878 95.754 88,793 88.027 98,130 88.352
Trarnsportatian and pubOolcuiltes 6,3 810 8287 8.403 8,435 8.249 8-24 823 8238 628 8.38T~ranSP~raOm5n-..-.--..... 4.040 4.103 4.112 4.141 3.877 4.058 4,082 4.058 4,005 4.077Na,5d -aonmP -a - 23357 332.4 2332.4 2330.7 337 330 330 231 331 331Loca end imertuban passenga ca1155 .-. 451.5 477.4 476.6 4789A 438 483 458 458 48D 403Trucilg aridwarehousing - --.,.... 1,827.7 1.301.7 12326 1.l182 1,874 1.88 1,87 1,877 1 872 1.868Watserrnsportation . .. ............. 168.8 171.7 188.5 167A 173 173 171 172 173 171Transp.rialitn by eis..- --- 68182 8082 887.5 682. 833 6S0 8 858 BOB am2pipeldes6. wcepn raluralgas...... .-... 14.4 13.8 13.8 13.8 14 14 14 14 14 14Tanutporatatimseeos . .. 422.5 4474 448.1 448.9 424 444 447 448 448 4500COMannrjawrsand 0 publc ubti0,5 ....-.. 2.270 2.8 Z2.31 2234 Z.272 2.2118 2.385 2.27 Z2.30 2.83Carur,18888ons . . . . 162. 1287.6 1,404.8 1,400.5 1.362 1288 1288 1.393 1,403 1.388B8ctric ga, and5 wtutarl, sw1~ev 9(887.8 88B8 885.9 86323 810 888 8871 00 8871 885,
Wholesale ad.. --- -.. -.. 8499 6,881 8,881 6,881 6.488 8.603 819 8.84 63 6.857Dulable gonds 3.81 3.881 3.86 3051 3,80 3.871 3.877 .8 3,8No"'itsebleg"Ofs ZM 2.780 2.774 2.768 2,88 2.732 2.742 .7s0 2.788 .7r84

See boo0, 01604en of table.
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ESTABUSHWMENT DATA £STABUSHIS ENT DATA

Table 9-1. Employ - nonfn.- pawyol by Indeotry - Ceorleed

(In 0housa9ds)

5No seasonally adjusted easonay adjusted

188 1098 jt9° 1885j 1886 jlO
5

198 19 J 19987

Retal8Oade .............. .... ......... 21.92 21.87 22.183 22.487 21.334 21.672 21.702 21.8AM 21,835 21.883
Building alat8"S a04 garden oupplies 871.2 9379 8934.1 832.9 883 923 830 983 940 945

Goenera mechandise .%e .5............. 2956.9 2.811.7 2,978.0 3.038.5 2Z874 2.745 2.737 2.765 2.763 2.748
Deparun~en stoas.. -.................. 2.583.4 2,4872 Z2.83.8 2988.0 2.34 2.422 2.41 5 2.442 2.437 2.421

Food sm e. a ......................... 3.481.1 3,457.0 3.487.4 3.519.3 3.402 3.442 3.440 3.454 3.454 3.457
Autorotive doaJl and seovojo stsamons 2.208.2 2.309.1 2.304.6 2.301.8 2.220 2.291 2.287 2.383 2.30 2.314

Ne, and used cr dealrs .... .......... 1.005.4 154.4 15042.8 1542.0 1.508 1.037 1.039 1.041 1.042 1.049
Apparel n e ssorys008S5e0 ... ......... 1.208.8 1.1012 1,154.2 1201.6 1.108 1.088 MOD0 1.108 1.108 1.101
F~muovoen 1001 homntoshings 0696 0 s..... 84.0 6999.5 1.038.7 1.059.4 845 889 691 698 1.008 1.017
Eating and drinift places .-.............. 7,388.0 7,484.4 7.462.8 7.501.7 7.441 7.489 7.504 7.517 7.52B 7.555
Msceltm0eous retai esta~bSlshenvat........2.845.6 2.7386 2.832.1 2.9342 2.884 2.05 2.703 2.722 2.731 2.746

Finance. 01418c0.8a8d 8al estate . o......... SW 7.007 7.016 7.034 8.88 8,99 7.009 7.038 7.038 7.083
Fiac .......... -- 3.- 2.38 3.342 3.356 3.37 3.26 3.33 3.341 3.355 2301 3.372

Depostroy institu8tio.s2020.3 2027.1 2.8319 2.0385 2.020 Z2.08 2.038 2.035 2.035 2.038
Co.Uoeo0)e bank10 . .... 1.408.1 1.472.2 1.477.3 1,483.4 1.465 1.471 1.474 1.478 1.479 1.481
Savings immu 50on 01 387.1 259.1 257.8 258.5 287 385 381 260 258 257

Nondepositoy 05s1515801ns 484.5 523.0 538.8 035. 484 518 502 538 030 534
Mortgage banlua. and broker 15 215.0 235.1 237.8 241.8 (1) (1) (I) (I) (1) (1)

Security and corunoditb10k015. 528.8 549.1 591.0 554.1 528 548 547 548 552 559
Holding 81nd0other investment 00869 0233.8 244.1 244.2 246.2 234 244 243 245 244 247

1nsuraroe8 ------.. ............. .... . . ..... 2.247 2.258 2.259 2.384 2.251 2.258 2.385 2.28 2.1W 2.38
Insuranooo caierdes....... ................... 1,542.8 1.547.5 1,548.9 1.55023 1.548 1.691 1.554 1.551 1.950X 1.502
Ifl546901agents. 0081(orr, rid Srvice 704.4 710.6 711.9 713.7 705 708 711 712 713 714

Rawesate08 . .... 1.394 1.407 1.401 1.39 1.370 1.401 1.403 1.408 1.412 1,414

So,,i.2 . ... 3302 34.914 34.784 34.739 23388 34.532 34.80 34.709 34.771 '34.88

AW404Ora4 5a1*88es 543.7 8449 6227 570.9 691 818 817 831 827 825
Hotels and ot er ogigOtmoss S 1.58023 1991.0 19254 1938.0 1.84 1694 1.j68 I.89 1.88 1.69
P811so1al5s108i8 ..... ..~1.102Z7 1.155.5 1.157.4 1.173A4 1.167 1.179 1.182 1.184 1.169 1.169
Business'405serv .- .. 7.02446 7.4249.4 7.37.8 7.38.8 6983 7288 7.38 728 7.281 73225

5810v0501684t1o 5888.8 692.9 88.4 88523 883 883 691 884 885 884
Pe150101e1 supply 69158.69.s . 5 69.7 2.83686 Z770.6 2.741.8 2.534 2.6986 2A91 2.89 2.870 2.69

Help supply service Z... 2B.32 2521.7 2.1453.2 2.42286 2.23 2.36 2.38 2.391 2.361 2.373
Cornuer and da4taprocessing services 1.13823 1236.1 12-0.2 1288.7 1.137 1.218 12 1. 1. 1.252 1.38

Aulo apair. serviom a8dparing0 1.84123 1.11723 1,1188 1.157.9 1.547 1.159 1.108 1.117 1.121 1.132
880c808118859 repair suvio08, 35798 388.0 369.9 369.4 369 388 287 388 371 371
1450m1 P08*5s 5082 5222 522.4 538.9 508 524 539 028 529 535
Armenlus nl8 arid recr885908108.80s -..- 121832 1.489.4 1383.3 1294.4 1.473 1.515 1.922 1.534 1.948 1.580
H4e0alth 08 .s -.nno.-ss.- 9.425.8 99640.8 9969.5 9991.0 9.412 9.691 9810 9.842 99961 9.8377

01Offic88ad clinis of redicaldoctor 1.641.A 1.68999 1.69.5 1.704.9 19635 19681 1998 1989 1992 16999
Nuorsigand personal a taffelin ....... 1719.0 1.7559 1.7023 1.784.0 1,715 1.749 1.751 1.754 1.757 1.761
Hospitals ............... .... .- 3.81S90 38881 3.87323 39981.8 3.818 3.848 3AM 3.86 3.875 3.682
Horne heafth cae serices 65.... ~ 8123 8839 65. 8839 858 858 881 663 694 682

Legal88~ 904 932.7 939.4 84123 924 MS5 934 937 841 943
Educa0184a services Z.. .- S-.- .62 2148.4 Z183. 2.13525 1.878 2.014 2.585 2.015 Z2.5 Z2.03

serv1008ces ~ 2.372a 2.425.' 2.430.9 2.4309 23580 2.392 2.410 2.416 42043 2421
Chldl day care seriie S 691. 594.0 695.4 002.9 587 577 575 690 579 579
Residenotia me WS.. ~ 88 670.1 87398 87496 649 872 872 673 675 875

1410e4rns880d b.otaa and zoological
gardens ~~~78.1 88.5 83.4 84.1 82 as 85 as as 87

Meolraoerp orgon~rlonsolr.2............. 1212.7 2.1409 2.142.2 2143.5 2.138 2.154 2.150 2,151 2.105 2.169
Engineering a0d0ma0age108nt seoroev . 2.887.5 29182 29387 2,934.7 2.821 Z.906 2.2 2.930 2.938 Z.95

Engineering Mid a80hite051r8l ser1ic08, 804 85723 885.1 857 839 848 802 884 869 861
Ma4age8981d said pusl; relabon - 8812 82322 9929 92332 889 887 917 832 831 937

9.08.88.0K, 48.0 48.0 45.9 46.2 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (2)

CGovenrvnenI . 19.710 18.788 19.973 19.88 192347 I 9.M 19.819 19.9081 19.485 19,518
F84881 .. 29819 2.718 2.718 2.749 2.769 2.739 2.739 2.731 2.732 2.738

Federal. iept 0Postal Service .~.~ 194.932 19A6889 19979 194.7 1.939 19988 1M 1978 1.872 1.884
S9698 --....--- . ........ ..... 4.722 4.758 4.781 4.732 49S34 49674 4.858 49640 4A838 4.648

Education .......... .... .......... .... -2.0824 2.69882 2.102.0 2.078.1 1*39 19984 1.975 1,985 1.96 1987
0018r 9508e 900811008111 . Z.9.~2 29979 2.8699 2985423 2995 2.690 2.683 2.88 2980 2.691

Local Z~~~~~121691 12.3161 12.4741 12.400 11.823 Z12.13 12123 I21371 12.115 12.148
Educe61 86,949 7.5832 7.15592 7.143 89"491 8 6 ,121 787 8.784 8.798 880
00w Iocal 9018081 mmem ..... 5.184.7 5.272 2918. 525599 5.274 5.231 5.,335 5.34 5.318 5.347

I T1ds series Is no sulabmbe kw 88011n acpls548r1 ause 11h 3 This s s a no, p
t

ithed sea8xna18y eapsted be8ause the

very 0 t7e seasoi and Irregu8ar meonent 1hus,.Omhot seasonally 8e 1 08r11168888 hich is 1a0d rotative 0o the unmadyce and
adjusted s8i9es c0n, be used for 8nalysis of cyclia804 beg-oorl Irrewglar4 o ents, p 081atbe sepaed wlh4 adlclin8 premsbin.

truds. 0o00810Idustr)ies. not shom seprety. r . pro ery.
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Toble B-2. A9o~t. wekty hones of peoduction or nonsupe-msoy -& Iorsen phwae r-lonan p.37.95 by tndultry

I Nor seasonally 42aldj 1Seasonefly adjusted
Industry Dec. Oct. NM.1 Dec. 1Oem Aug.] Seo. Oct. INM.] Dec

11995 1 99 I 19961) I 1996 1 1995 11996 1 1996 I 19965 [19969I 19969

T01al pn .........l.................34.5 34.5 34.5 346 3463 34.4 34.7 3463 34.5 34.8

Goods~produciog............... ........... .... 41.2 41.5 41.4 4168 40.6 41.1 41.0 41.0 41.0 41.3

ltniog...................................4550 45.9 45.4 46.4 44.7 44.8 45.4 45.4 44.7 46.1

Cktnoouc~oo.. ................................ 39.1 39.9 38.7 39.5 39.5 36.7 39.6 39.9 3968 36.9

Manufacturing .................... ~ . 42.0 41.9 42.1 42.9 41.2 41.7 41.7 41.7 41.7 42.0
0oentime hor....... ............ .. 4.7 4.7 4.8 5.1 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.7

Durable goodo . .................... . 42.8 42.6 42.8 43.6 41 .9 42.5 42.5 42.4 42.4 42.7
Otrerom hots .................... .. 5.1 4.9 5.1 5.5 4.5 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.9

1ur60 beandlood p910c4s0......... ...... 40.4 41.4 41.1 41.2 40.1 40.9 40.9 40.9 41.1 41.0
Fumnnee end floWre . .. .. 40.7 40.2 40.4 41.4 39.4 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.8 40.1
S9toe. clay. end glass prdue0..46.05 .... 42.6 44.0 43.4 43.2 42.9 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.1 43.5
Plenary metal odncles.v...................44A4 44.4 44.5 45.0 43.7 44.5 44.5 44.4 44.1 44.2

MaSt furnaces an4 baeoc Steel produtts _.44.6 44.4 45.2 4469 44.2 44.2 44.4 44.6 4468 44.4
Fabricated mestal produtse....... .......... .43.2 42. 4269 436 42.0 42.5 42A 42.4 42.3 42.7
Industria msacstneey and ectudpn ..-.. .... 44.1 42.9 4323 44.4 42.9 42.9 43.0 42.9 42.9 43.2
Electronicatd Other efeniol equipment _ 42.3 41.7 42.1 42. 41.2 41.7 41.6 41.5 41A4 41.8
Transportaltion equipmet....e ........ 43.9 44.2 44.5 45.6 42.7 44.7 4463 4369 44.1 44.6

Mdotor heflles end eqtipmoest 4565 4509 42.1 46.6 4326 46.4 45.2 44.7 44.5 49.2
Inslummemstand releted products. 42.1 41.7 42.1 42.9 41.2 41.7 41.9 41.7 41.7 41.9

.lc .eoumanuactouring ....... 40.5 40.3 40.6 4160 3965 3968 3968 3968 3969 4065

Nonclurablegoods 4096 4069 41.2 41.7 40.2 406 40.7 4065 40.7 4160
Omdmwmebmas ................. 4.1 4.4 4.4 4.6 369 460 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.4

Feed wtdlwddred PrmCIUS ...... . 4163 41.6 41.6 42.1 40.6 40.6 4160 41.1 41.2 4165
Tobccop~d= ----- ................. 39.5 41.2 412 42.4 39.7 3968 4063 3969 40.6 42.1

Ttuailemillproducts ........... ..... 40.6 41.1 41.6 416 40.3 4069 4069 4069 4163 41.6
Apparel encd other len9g produtms ....... 3763 37.6 37.6 38.1 396. 37A1 3763 37A1 3763 37.6
PaPereandellied PmdJUcs............... 43.7 43.7 44.1 44.6 42.9 433 4361 43A1 43.6 4368
PI~t~mg eetd publishing ......... ........ 3896 38.4 39.7 3a96 3768 38.4 3963 396 392 38.6
Charnisals ond 81118 Pmdod ........... ..... 4369 43.2 43.7 4463 43.5 4363 43.1 4362 4363 4365
Perlu, n ol dcs432 43.6 446o 44.4 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Rubber and rr plasticsproducs._-_,42.2 41.6 4156 42.7 41.6 41.7 41.6 4156 4162 4169
Leeatherad leatherproducts..______.......... 38.5 39.0 3965 3965 37.7 386 3968 38.4 3962 39.1

Sermeptducing ...... .. - . 32.7 32.6 32.6 33.1 32.6 32.5 3360 32.6 32.8 33.0

Tratsportatioe end public utilities 3~...... 9.6 396 396 40.1 39.6 39.7 40.1 39.6 3969 40.1

Wholesale Iae 3963 3896 3896 38.7 38.2 3963 396 39.1 3a66 38.6

Raelal nade-............. 2.... 960 28.7 28.6 3962 29.7 2396 3B96 287 396 3968

Finance. imiuance, asdreaj estale.......... 35.7 35.7 356 3668 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Sentne. ......... . 326 22.4 32.4 32.7 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

IData rlteo to productton wkwtos in mining0 0106 manulesounng; 9265
conslnucoo worlurs in cotmstrucoot a10 nensupetdoroy workers, in TheL.se ses are 1no1 Published seasonaily adjusted benusme the
InensPonalaon e eto lip1±3 oriites: wholesale a06 renai 11at finance. seasonede nspnpenrr h10ch as small relaore to the lrevdclyce and
insbrance, end reel estate: aet services. These groups acout lot koeg~tf ompopnents. cantim be separated .55h suffiient prtcaonho.
eprotomahely losr-910ss of the total employees en private nonfarm P .prielomatry.
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Table 8.3. Aecrge ho,0y and weeklY earregS Of prOduoijo o, noo- perelsery okner l onl pri-t nontarre payrols by Indesly

I A erage hoIIy earnsos I__ __ Averge weldy earnings ___

Indostry IDe.IOct. Nmv I061e ct[~.rD

191161 19965 j 1996 9 19 1996P -96 - 1996 L I09e

70114 povale . $11.61 $11.96 S1200 $12.07 $400.55 $412.62 $414.00 $421.24

Oeasonalyadps~~~~led.- . 11.61 ~~ 11.90 11.99 120 3922 40B.17 413.6 419.34

Goodsp.duci,0g ........... .............. 13.22 13.62 13-63 13.73 544.66 . 06523 564.28 673.91

Wiong ...................... ...... . . 1554 15.54 15.66 15.S6 699.30 713.29 710.96 735.90

Cms,xlclon........ .................... 15.13 15.73 15.50 15.64 576.45 627.63 600.33 662.14

Manufacturing .......................... . 12.60 12.84 12.92 13.09 529.20 520.00 542.93 06025

D010ble go0ods................--- 13.14 13.42 13.49 13.66 562.39 671.69 07727 565.58
Luolbe and wo0d p.04uts ............ ..... 10.29 10.96 10.67 10.65 415.72 437.18 434.43 438.78
Furnitre and foxtueS.... .............-......... 10 00 10.29 16.29 10.42 407.00 413.26 419231 431239
0t066. clay. a0d g9100poduts0.......... ..... 12.53 1 2.91 12.93 12.93 533.76 566.04 561.16 506.08
Prinnery rntl indai "4550 ....................- 14.75 15.10 15.20 15.21 602.66 970.44 676.40 694.49

Rest 5Jfl6606cl1 and 0 basc see p104duc .s 17235 17.99 18.12 18.12 772.91 7963.76 819.02 814.04
Fabricated metal pr0,4ts ............. 12.39 12.52 12.90 12.77 S30.05 534.60 540.54 556.23
11145,50al mchinery a04 equipment........ 13,47 13.71 13.91 14.02 094.03 098.19 509.59 622.49
61ed1camc 0616 61h00elecrica equipmentl .... 11.93 12.32 12.34 12.00 504.64 513.74 519.51 537.54
Transpollat6on eq~uipmrel .............. 16.92 17.30 17237 17.60 742.79 764.66 772.97 802.59

ktw5.hid. and equipment 1. -.......... 17.66 17.61 17.92 18.18 800.80 801.45 866.19 947.19
Inst-ulents 604 related peod-s .. ........ 12.88 13.26 13231 1328 042.67 602.84 5690235 574.43
6956560l005, m00,anuatuig ..... .......... 10.29.~ 10.48 .10.54 18.50 412.23 422.34 497.92 434.19

Nonldunolalg00ds. . ..... 11.84 12.01 12.11 12.28 483.07 491.21 4098.03 511.24
F0040d dkind0redp1466 . 11.18 11.18 11.40 11.0 461.73 465.09 476.52 485.A1
TobacoP16docts . ~ 17.84 17.99 18.91 181.84 697.54 741 .18 779.09 70.8
Teoalae m0ll pr0oducs ....... 9.67 9.72 8.76 9.81 388.5-4 399.49 466.02 41523
AppaeseIand 0her teortle r04661 .~.......... 7.82 8.02 8.01 8.14 291.69 301.69 201.16 318.13
9696r1a0d4al056 psodacts .................. 14.51 14.75 14.85 16.03 034.09 644.50 654.88 670234

Pft0neng04,fi4865i ....... 12.48 12.80 12.81 12.84 480.87 491.52 495.76 503.37
Cheemias ando le p041 duct5s0 .-.... ........ 16 .06 18232 16.40 16.44 705.03 705202 71648B 738.28
P... aeom 61166 pn0aoot,.. . ........ 19.43 18232 18.53 20.42 838238 842.35 808232 906.65

Rubb. Wr60 06. p5609cs Products ........... 11.15 11.27 11232 11.47 470.53 468.83 470.91 489.77
Leather a014 leather pr104661.5....... 82 ...... W4 8.72 8.73 8.86 317.75 340.09 244.94 349.97

Selvcrepr0odcin 9... ...---- 11.08 11239 11.45 11.52 362.32 371231 37327 381231

Transportalsitn a04 pu6S
6

06utilitie 14.44 14.54 14.61 14.91 071.82 578.69 582.94 500.86

Wh6l1esale lnd . ............ ...~.............. 12.61 12.91 13.04 13.17 482.96 484.45 488.43 5066.68

Retail terae ...... ..... .......... ... 7.80 8.11 8.13 8.14 226.20 232.76 232.52 237.69

Fmnance isuranev .804 real estate.......... 12.67 12.88 12.97 13.07 448.75 458.82 494233 480.88

seveloe .. ........ .. .......................... 11.66 11094 12503 12.18 376.62 386.89 309.77 3882

1 See 1,o66150.1. lola. 8.2. Oqepeulornm. and469669600a0i1 eqdapmles 1f011 Much4 188 lomrwa1 may

P -90560100. 48er slighSy from those preirious4y published becaus of 140615900015t0
NOTE: Arereage hourly and weady eminnngs for d5,a506 goo9s. the estimates for sw16crm19n1n00inclu0trie.

04,us0414 m600nery a,14 e6ipment. 140661000. and other electrica
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TabbB 8-4. Average hearty eanrdrb poge nz Pddtefl neea- e erye re
t

aon pae nonfan ,payrele by

Indsstay Om | Aug. S a NM. Om d
1995 1998 12EE7 12.5 1995P 1399 N .18

_ ~~~Del 1995

TstepWienst ..... .~ ..........es.. $143 1 46 1.61 145 14.5 14.50 14.58s -.

Comusnf~ls)Z r 2 ___ S7.41 SllB7 7,45 5132 1459 ,SNA. (o3S)

GodiodLsatesa _. -_.__.. 13.19 13855 132.9 12.91 13.02 13.70 .8.nn . ......... 1 551 1 5 43 15.67 1 SBS 1 55 76 1 sSAB2 B4

Retert tvade _... ................. __, 7.B 1 8.01 8.01 8.69 813 .156 .2
a ate. .......... ..... 1255 12.85 1292 12.88 132.1 13.01 3S11.7 11E2. 11289 1139 1 205 12.31 .

1 See teamoe 1. table 8-2. November 1998. thle beast naslh available.2 The CIsw m Pr.be rdes be Uo Wap Eml""" 4 Derhved by asswrng dsim oersme heats are paid at
ad aerd Wbes (CPI-W rs ased MD deflta thS re raxe at tle mid orte-inf.sees.a , NA. nra avadAe.3Ctatg was .4 parcem, brs stm e 1998 ID P -prebe*eay.
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Tablo ..e ~ i so ag.1 4. 0 01 9 t8.0810886 y hoors 8 ptod -odo -r no00 pa W -00y 1001k0 l 0n pd,,ate 8014011 p"21110 by lodu olty

(1082=153)

Ntseoson~a4y-oTed [: Seasooofy adjooed ___

odostoy IDe. I t.l o. I Nm D Dw0.1I Aug. [Sept. IOct. rNv. Dec
I 195 995 199P.1 19P1 199tt[08s 1998Ji 908 VI -L 1896P

Total Plvato. ........... .............. 135.4 138.8 138.7 140.5 134.3 136.9 138.0 137.1 138.0 139.2

Gbv.oos- oog ........................... 109.7 114.0 112.7 112.5 108.8 110.8 100.3 110.0 110.8 111.6

N.nng .................................. . 5386 08.1 552 58.0 53.2 0423 04.7 54.7 532 50.8

Consmxct ...... ...... ....... ...... 138.4 183.0 154.8 148.3 141.2 148.0 147.9 148.0 148.8 1500.

lManuavtatitg ................ ................ ... 107.7 107.2 A 107.4 108.0 1082 08 1 05.9 1059 108.0 108.9

Dutabl.goos ....... ........ .......... 10926 109.2 109.7 11129 108.0 1082 1082 108.2 108.3 109.3
Lumo s ad wood potado' ....... ......... 133.8 140.8 t38.5 138.3 132.9 136.9 138.2 137.1 138.0 137.9
Fumiare and ojtSimm . .. 128. 125.7 126.4 130.1 1238 12229 122.9 122.8 123.8 125.1
Sbote. day. aotapnd glaa. 105.4 113.8 11028 108.3 10U72 109.2 108.2 10929 1082 110.4
Pirsary metalrdustes, ........~... ... 93.2 92.2 92.7 939 9123 92.9 9. 92.6 Z4 9126 93.0

Blast totta.e ard basic0sled products 74.1 7128 73.1 7228 72.8 7226 72.0 72.5 73.2 71.7
Fabricatedtoetatpooduts ............... 11026 11629 11726 120.0 11228 1 152 115.3 11825 115.4 116.4

IndlyatdWmlieyad equipol ....... 106.3 102.5 153A4 10720 15323 1022 102.7 10228 1022 15328
Etec.0o ndo othe, e53tt08eqoipo~em t_ 110.7 109.1 109 2 1102 107A4 109.7 108B.0 107.4 10829 107.4

Tr~oa ti0on 5od e01 t08t.......... 122.1 122.1 123.4 128.1 11726 12502 122.3 121.4 122.7 124.4
Pvor whticesand equipmnt.M.--....~.109.2 182.5 1632 17120 16082 17229 184.5 1812 181.1 184.1

tostottetll ad0 retated plotkum. . 74.4 73.7 74.3 78.0 7226 732 74.0 732 732s 74.2
sclaneou080s man~f830trg5...~. .........~.... 153.7 104.7 105.1 10426 10226 101.1 101.1 101.1 101.4 103.7

Nontdurable goos...................... . 105.2 10425 1042 105.1 1532 102.6 10526 153.-7 102.9 153.7
Fooand tkinded Products ... ......... 113.86 11726 115.4 115.0 113.1 110.8 11128 112.4 112.1 114.8
Tobac Mducts1 66.02 6082 88.5 72.7 6123 072 8129 832 082 08.7
Teo~te t pdutos0................. 92.4 912 9225 93.1 912 91.1 902 81 9123gi 92.8
Appm100 an 11d oteote p0duct. ......... .... 79 2 78.1 75.3 75.1 79.2 7523 7429 742 74.1 74.2
PaperooadMd ptod..0ts................110.6 108.5 11025 112.1 10826 10729 10828 1082 10823 11020
Pintorg atd poisktft .... ..-.... .......- 1326. 1232 12429 1252 122.7 12326 12320 1222 122.7 122.4
GheocalsWWallida nprodont .......... 153.4 08.2 100.1 1012 10126 082 082 08.2 092 08.7
PettdletOdtCoal p04 tS . -..-. ... .... 7128 7823 7526 7423 7423 7528 70.1 73.4 7428 77.2
Robr ad rd..t oplasbm proedt...cm .... 14328 142.6 142.6 148.5 141.7 14228 142.1 141.0 1402 14323
Leather and 8011her p.0140cm04028 4328 42.5 44.2 4028 4320 42.9 4225 4228 4328

Se~~~v.0e-t004oc419 ~ ~~~~~ 148.8 150.0 150.4 153.1 145.7 148.7 150.4 148.0 15092 10126

Twasport.fion d pbaotiliotieso ..... ....... ..... 128.8 131.1 13126 132. 12772 129.4 1302 128.2 130.4 131.2

Wholesale tndo........... ................... 12323 12825 126.4 107.7 123.1 12523 13823 125.4 1082 10723

Retal toad. ............... 382 13026 137.7. 142.7 132.0 130.0 135.7 13025 138.4 138.3

F~ta8a 0001010 ard raw estate -. 1........ 232 12529 13823 13025 124.1 12823 12952 12520 10726 131.1

Sa0Sevcs ...... ~ . 1.. ....... 72.0 17926 178.7 190.2 173.4 17725 1792 179.2 179.4 19126

p -P-5--y.I Se loomot. 1. t.W. B-2.
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Tote syo Jon. Feb. Ma,. Ap,. MayI J.0.n IJy As. Sept Ot o. D

Pnvate ,stnaws payrits. 356 ewdustres
1

19 2 . 437 I3 50.0 57.3 55.5 50.1 52-2 4920 52.1 56.3 53.2 57.A
193 . . 65.0 6528 513 58.6 61.7 552 57.7 5720 812 59.7 61.8 59.6

1964. . 582~ ~~~~ 02.1 6.0 54.2 603 63.5 61.5 621 65.8 61.5 63.1 632
1585 . 63.2 582 54.9 ~~~~~~~~~54.6 51.4 55.1 54.1 57.4 51.8 542 56.3 58.4

9986 .......... ...... 52.4 63.2 60.0 524 62. 2 57.4 552 57.2 52.7 63.1 P6 6.

Ova, 3-nbonh spay:
1992..... 39.7 412~ 49.7 57.0 58.4 5528 5026 56.1 5228 54.4 5726 61.2
1983..... 6328 612 61.1 5982 63.1 8229 587 63.1 5425 67.1 6426 63.5

1894.................... 67.1 68.5 70.4 60.7 66.4 60.0 60.5 6152 652 6526 68.0 6728
1995.............. 602 63.2 5829 53.4 562 5229 582 5228 542 5426 582 57.0

1986............ 65.7 612A 612 60.0 61.0 632 652 58.7 6028 P5826 P6526

Ove 6.151h0 spat
1992.,-- 433 462 47.5 52.5 5429 58.7 532 522 6582 5726 6329 6129
1883 . ..... 62 6562 4.2 62.4 6529 65.7 6329 6623 6723 702 69.5
1994 .............. . 7028 7126 69.0 6028 60.5 60.5 692 60.0 6902 6025 60.1 6026
1995 . ..... 602 602 58.7 54.4 5322 54.1 53.1 5823 5629 54.1 582 612
1996 .......... 602 6229 632 6322 6226 58.0 652 P6226 P6226

Osa 12-51M0 sps
1992............. 47.2 4223 42.7 44.1 4926 5225 5628 60.7 598.7 61A4 62 62291993 ..... 6.. 42 6329 54.0 65.4 67.0 6726 6726 67.0 70.2 6902 692 70.1
1994 .............. ...... 70.2 7126 7128 7128 72. 712 712 72.1 70.1 60.4 65.7 65.0
1995 ............. 6226 6028 60.1 61.2 58.5 57.7 5425 58.7 5826 572 594 5982
19m6 ...... ... 62 61.7 16125 61.1 P62.6 PS5.2

Mamu14d01 pay56ls. 139 mit6striml

OvaI 1-nean span:
1982_-... .... 37.4 3929 4329 5682 50.0 4829 52.2 4426 47.5 4726 51.4 54.7
1993 ........ 52.5 58.5 50.7 45.7 54.0 45.7 492 4923 59.4 522 5322 55.5
1994 . ................. 5826 60.1 59.7 58.6 532 572 5726 5326 5628 54.7 57.2 59.4
1985............. ... 582 56.0 4620 4523 39.2 4023 4520 4520 42.4 4592 46.4 4725

1986.................... 42.1 48.2 49.2 3926 53.2 4926 4329 58.0 4426 5423 P46.2 P5229

O0a,3-r-nioh spa:
199 . 529 332 432 49.6 55.4 532 492 4728 45.7 472S 51.1 54.7
1983................... ... 602 5823 53.2 4728 4892 54.0 50.4 5823 5726 59.7 54.7 5726
198. .:: 63.7 54.4 66.2 6028 56.1 5682 6528 5826 5420 56.1 60.1 6028
1985.: :........60.4 512 4325 3429 33.1 32.0 52.1 3526 3082 392 4026 38.8
1996................... 3828 3929 3728 43.2 4523 4725 45.7 4096 50.7 P46.0 P52.2

OMa 6-0505 5Pa.:
1992 . ............ . 32.4 3429 3929 4628 522 5423 492 4728 51.1 51.1 se82 56.5
193. .. 5825 58.0 5682 5624 50.7 5729 594 5825 5726 5826 84.4 992
1994 ............. 622 64.4 60.4 61.5 5820 582 5825 57.2 65.1 5628 09.7 582a
1995 .................... 56.4 4520 3892 33.5 27.7 2828 528 3092 5325 33.1 342 3828
1986 ................. 32.0 37.4 37.1 39.1 42.4 3728 4926 P432 P45.5

OMa 12.51,6h span:
1982 . ....... ~~42.4 36.7 3823 36.0 3926 45.7 58.0 5628 572 5628 5823 56.5

,S93............ 5.82 5729 5528 5826 57.2 5726 582 58.0 61.2 59.7 60.1 5726
1994.............. 5729 5826 802 6028 6028 6323 59.4 60.1 .572 9928 4926 47.6
1995.... . . 42.1 4023 3929 4026 3425 31.7 2529 28.2 58.1 24.1 27.0 29.1
1986................ 33.1 33.1 3328 3526 P3623 P41.7

IBoned on easorally adjasted dama tor 1., 3-, 60 6.,m4h syons NOTE., Figmes awe the peatoni of irdastsies wdtl emtplesyoont
areS snadjasted data tat the 12-na(Ith spas. Data are m,6ered wothin ftlasiTo plus mne-halcd athe kdustres with wichattged mnpoyotont.
the Spa. hwtae 58 Pomm1 Sl'ntes on equat b5alame betweern h14usoes w61

P -pneta-dnay. -. 149eOaM md1 dmeaseog m1pb~y1110
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BRIEFING ON THE BLS REACTION TO THE FINAL REPORT OF THE
ADVISORY COMMISSION TO STUDY THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

December 19, 1996

Recommendation Concerning the Objective of the CPI

The Commission recommends that the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) adopt
production of a cost-of-living index as its objective in measuring consumer prices
(Recommendation i from the Executive Summary).

* The BLS already operates within a cost-of-living framework in producing
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and will continue to do so. As is stated in
the BLS Handbook of Methods, this framework guides operational
decisions about the construction of the CPI. We would expect to adopt
changes to the CPI that moved it closer to being a COLI, provided there
were not compelling associated disadvantages, in terms of timeliness,
understandability, reproducibility, objectivity or variance, for example.

* It should be recognized that the CPI is limited in scope. In economic
theory, there are many alternative cost of living indexes. Any COLI
reflects the ability of consumers to substitute among goods and services as
relative prices change. But a COLI can be defined either net or gross of
income taxes, including or excluding changes in services provided by
governments, or even including or excluding changes in the natural
environment. The CPI excludes income taxes and the services paid for
through taxes, and it excludes the effects of AIDS and other environmental
factors mentioned in the Commission's Report. Saying that the BLS
operates within a cost-of-living framework in producing the CPI does not
carry any implication regarding the appropriate scope of the index.

Recommendations Concerning the Formulas Used to Construct the CPI

Construction of the CPI Subindexes

* The Commission recommends adoption of the geometric mean formula
below the stratum level, arguing that it more accurately reflects consumer
substitution (Recommendation v). The Commission's estimate, drawn
from BLS research, is that this step would slow the rate of growth in the
CPI by 0.25 percent per year.
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* BLS is about to begin producing a monthly experimental geometric mean
index for users to see and evaluate.

• In some strata, assuming a high degree of substitutability seems
reasonable (e.g., bananas, or cakes, cupcakes and cookies).

* There are other strata, however, in which the assumption about
substitutability embedded in the geometric mean formula seems
less obviously appropriate (e.g., prescription drugs, or physicians'
services).

* A complete list of the CPI item strata and a brief description of the
geometric mean issue (with a list of examples of likely high-
substitution and lower-substitution strata) have been included in
your briefing package.

* Following a period of evaluation, the BLS will make a decision regarding
adoption of the geometric mean formula in producing the CPI. Any such
adoption most likely would not apply to all strata.

Aggregation of the CPI Subindexes

* Superlative measures use special formulas and current expenditure data.
Under certain assumptions about, for example, market equilibrium, they
accurately measure changes in the cost of living by taking account of how
consumers are actually substituting in response to relative price change.
Recent BLS research cited by the Commission indicates that superlative
measures constructed to account for cross-strata substitution have risen by
about 0.15 percent per year less rapidly than the CPI.

* These superlative indexes cannot be produced in real time precisely
because they require current expenditure data, which is impossible to
collect and process on a monthly turnaround.

* The Commission proposes that the BLS replace the formula currently used
to aggregate the component subindexes to form the overall CPI with a
geometric mean formula using annually-updated expenditure weights
(Recommendation iii). Such a measure would not be a true superlative
index. The Commission's apparent intent is to suggest a measure that
could be produced each month on a timely basis and would more closely
approximate, at least empirically, the movements of a true superlative.

* The specific measure proposed almost certainly would understate the true
change in the cost of living.
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* People often assume that substitution bias would be solved by updating
the CPI expenditure weights more often. This is not the case, either
theoretically or empirically.

* More frequent weight updates might well be desirable in their own right,
though annual weight updating could create its own problems (under
certain circumstances, it could lead to a bias called chain drift).

* Our initital reaction to the idea of adopting an ad hoc formula to correct
for substitution bias in the CPI is negative. We would strongly prefer to

devote our energies to producing a true superlative index, necessarily an
after-the-fact measure but something we could comfortably defend as an
accurate cost-of-living index.

The Commission also recommends production of an annual supplemental measure
that would use a superlative formula (Recommendation iv). It would be published
with a lag and subject to revision as new data become available.

* Such a measure probably would be similar to several experimental
superlative indexes that we have been publishing since 1993 (using Fisher
and Tomquist formulas, chained and fixed-base weights).

* We are receptive to the spirit of this recommendation.

Quality, New Goods and New Kinds of Outlets

* Nearly two-thirds (0.7 percent per year) of the 1.1 percent per year overall bias in
the CPI as estimated by the Commission comes from alleged deficiencies in the

treatment of changes in the quality of goods and services and the emergence of

new goods (0.6 percent) and the emergence of new kinds of outlets (0.1 percent).

* Impact of Actual Adjustments Made for Quality Changes

* Some seem to have the impression that the BLS makes no adjustments for
quality changes in computing the CPI. This is not a correct impression.

* The latest estimates of the impact of quality adjustments on the CPI cover the
year 1995 and measure the effect of all such adjustments made in the routine
compilation of the goods and services portion of the index (approximately 70
percent of the total index, with shelter the principal exclusion). During 1995,

more than half of the price change reported for goods and services items was
adjusted out: the price increase in this part of the index was 4.7 percent over
the year before quality adjustment versus 2.2 percent over the year after the
quality adjustments applied to produce the official index.
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* This does NOT mean that the methods used in constructing the CPI capture
quality change perfectly, only that the quality adjustment procedures currently
in place have a profound impact on reported price change.

The Advisory Commission's Quality/New Goods Bias Estimates

* Hard empirical evidence regarding the magnitude of biases from these
sources is extremely limited. The Commission's estimates of these biases
rely heavily on the members' best judgment as to the value to consumers
of various marketplace developments, as opposed to a comparison of the
CPI against any alternative measure that the Commission suggests the
BLS might implement. (As one of the Commission members has
commented, the numbers are "squishy")

* Some examples of conjectured impact of quality change or new goods on
the accuracy of the CPI follow (all estimated biases are upward; the
Commission looks at 27 categories of the CPI and finds no examples of
current downward bias):

* Food. "How much would a consumer pay to have the privilege of
choosing from the variety of items available (today) ... instead of...
the much more limited variety available 30 years ago? A
conservative estimate of the value of extra variety and convenience
might be 10 percent for food consumed at home other than
produce, 20 percent for produce where the increased variety in
winter (as well as summer farmers' markets) has been so notable,
and 5 percent for alcoholic beverages where imported beer,
microbreweries, and a greatly improved distribution of imported
wines from all over the world have improved the standard of
living. Increased variety and convenience in food away from home
... can also be credited with a 10 percent premium." (pp. 41-42 of
the Report) The conjectured bias in this area arises not because of
any alleged failure to measure prices accurately or to measure
quality change successfully, but rather because the CPI does not
account for an increase in the variety of products available.

* House furnishings other than appliances: "Regarding
housefurnishings other than appliances and video-audio products,
there is no available research to provide guidance... There have
been many new products in this area, including furniture and
fabrics that are much less susceptible to damage by stains and
childrens' accidents than was previously possible. This cateogry
also includes soap and cleaning products, where substantial
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progress has been made. We view a bias rate of... 10 percent over
the past 30 years as conservative." (p. 50)

New and used cars: The Commission begins by noting that there
has been a significant increase in the average annual increase in the
age of cars on the road. All of this increase is assumed to be due to
increased durability of cars. In addition, it is assumed that the CPI
incorporates no adjustments for changes in durability. Given these
assumptions, the Commission estimates that increased durability
has imparted a 0.59 percent annual upward bias in the CPI over the
recent past. No adjustment is made for the decreased incidence of
defects as measured by the J.D. Power survey; the Commission
thus believes its estimate to be conservative. (pp. 52-56) As noted
by the Commission itself, some might question whether all of the
increase in the average age of cars on the road reflects an increase
in durability. In addition, it is clearly wrong to assume that the CPI
does nothing to take increased durability into account. Your
briefing materials contain a list of some durability-related quality
adjustments to auto prices made in the CPI since 1992.

* Apparel: The Commission compares the CPI to an index
constructed using data on items from Sears catalogs that remain
unchanged from one year to the next. The CPI went up 1.92
percent per year faster than the Sears index over the recent past.
This figure is divided roughly in half to arrive at the Commission's
estimate of a 1.0 percent per year bias since 1985 in the apparel
component of the CPI. (pp. 50-51) No one would suggest that the
CPI be constructed using data from a single retail catalog. In
addition, given the importance of fashion in the apparel market,
prices for items that remain unchanged from one year to the next
may well show less increase than prices for other apparel items.

* High-tech consumer goods (pp. 48-49) and medical care (pp. 57-
59): These are areas where we agree there are important limitations
to our quality-adjustment procedures. Improvements in those
procedures are planned. Even after these previously-announced
changes have been implemented, however, issues will remain that
it may never be possible to resolve fully.

* In general, the Commission's discussion of quality/new goods biases does not
include explicit recommendations regarding the adoption of procedures to correct
the problems it believes exist.
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Progress on the Quality Adjustment Front

* As many have said before, dealing with the quality adjustment issue is the
"house-to-house combat' of constructing price change measures.

* Although it is not clear that we will ever find satisfactory means of dealing
completely with quality change, we do believe further progress can be made
and will continue to work toward this end.

* Activities that could be undertaken in support of this effort in the reasonably
near term, resources permitting, include:

* Use of hedonics for some additional components of the index.

* Adoption of more aggressive procedures for identifling new goods
and incorporating them more promptly into the samples of items
priced.

* Expansion of resampling efforts might allow the BLS to capture the emergence of
new outlets more quickly. Comparison of the prices charged by different retail
outlets is complicated by the fact that different outlets offer different shopping
environments. Research on the factors affecting consumers' choices about where
to shop ultimately may be helpful in devising appropriate procedures for making
such comparisons.

Conclusion

* The issues identified in the Commission's Report are not new problems. BLS has
been aware of the measurement issues concerning the CPI and, over the years, has
made efforts to study and advise users of the data about them.

* At the same time, we welcome new information and are confident that public
debate will contribute to the development of new and improved methods for
constructing the CPI.

* There are a variety of longer-run research activities that the Commission
recommends. These include recommendations that we investigate pricing of
vehicle services using leasing data; direct pricing of health insurance policies;
increased price collection on weekends; and a set of sample design issues. We
will pursue all of these issues as aggressively as time and resources permit
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ATTACHMENT E

Research Issues Rclated to the Geometrfc Mean Formula for Elementary Indexes

The possibility of using the geometric mean formula to calculate the elementary (i.e.,

the lowest level of aggregation or the within-stratum level) indexes in the U.S. CPI was first

raised by BLS researchers in the December 1993 issue of the Monthly Labor Review. Since

then BL.S researchers have continued to conduct research and have written a number of

papers, but not all issues related to the geometric mean formula have been resolved. This note

will briefly discuss the conceptual and empirical issues that arise in comparing the geometric

mean formula to the CPI's current modified J aspeyres formula.

\YTaTf does the geometric mean formttula do?

The modified Laspeyres formula currently used by the CPI estimates the price each

month of a fixed basket of goods and services. In contrast, the geometric mean estimates the

price of a varying basket of goods and services. If all prices within the basket increase by the

same amount, say 5 percent, then both the modified J aspeyres and the geometric mean will

show the index increasing by 5 percent. The two foin ulas will give different results, however,

if prices of items within the basket increase by different proportions.
For example, suppose that the sample market basket for lettuce in Boston consists of

two items, a pound of iceberg lettuce and a pound of Romaine lettuce. If the price of iceberg

lettuce increases from $1.00 to $1.50, while the price of Romaine lettuce remains equal to

$1.00, then the price of the fixed market basket increases from $2.00 to $2.50, an increase of

25%. That is the price increase that would be reported by the current CPI formula.
The. geometric mean formula, however, assumes that the market basket varies in a

specific manner with the change in relative price between iceberg lettuce and Romaine lettuce.

Jn particular, the geometric mean formula assumes that the quantities of the two types of

lettuce that are purchased adjust so that relative expenditures on the two items remain

constant. In our example, the mar-ket basket shifts to include roughly 20% more of the

Romaine lettuce (now relatively less expensive) and 20% less of the iceberg lettuce (now

relatively more expensive). The price of the market basket increases 22.5% under the

geometric mean formula.

Low-level Consumer Substitution

Since consumers do respond to changes in relative prices by changing their

consumption bundles, the conceptual cost-of-living index ought to incorporate those

responses. However, the data collected in constrcting the CPI do not provide enough

information about shifts in quantities and expenditures to determine whether consumer

substitution behavior at the lowest level more closely mimics the first, fixed market-basket

scenario, or the second scenario in which quantities are adjusted to hold the share of
expenditures on each item constant.

The issue, framed in terms of economic theory, has to do with the price elasticity of

demand, or the closely related concept of consumer elasticity of substitution. Economists have

shown that the geometric mean is the appropriate or "exact" cost-of-living index formula if

the elasticity of substitution is equal to one, whereas the fixed basket formula is the
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appropriate formula if the elasticity of substitution is zero.' Thus one important issue in
comparing the formulas is determining the best approximation for the within-stratum elasticity
of substitution.

Unforu7nately, determining this value may be quite difficult for several reasons. First,
the lowest level of aggregation is, by definition, the level at which the Consumer Expenditure
Survey ceases to provide much information on levels of and changes in consumer
expenditures. Thus the empirical information available for learning about substitution
elasticities is quite limited.

Economists have suggested some possible rules for inferring elasticities in the absence
of empirical data. George Stigler wrote, "The only general rule is that the elasticity of demand
will be (numerically) greater, the better the substitutes for the commodity." 2

A further complication is that relative price changes at this level can derive from many
sources. In particular, we need to consider at least the following factors:

I. Shifts in relative price between brands of items.
2. Shifts in relative price between outlets.
3. Shifts in relative prices between categories of items within the stratum. For example, both

roasted coffee and instant coffee are within the CPI coffee stratum, even though empirical
evidence shows that consumers do not substitute much between the two when their
relative prices change.

4. Shifts in relative prices between geographic areas. Several of the CPI strata are regional
aggregates containing a sample of metropolitan or non-metropolitan urban areas located
throughout a region. Also, some of the large urban areas cover a substantial geographical
area that may cross state boundaries. Rents and prices that are subject to state regulation
may be particularly affected by geographical differences.

A number of studies have suggested that the brand-level elasticity is usually quite
large, typically around 1.5-2.0.3 How relevant this estimate is to the CPI will depend,
however, on how much Factor I above contributes to the relative price change within the
typical CPI stratum. The recent changes in CPI methodology that corrected the formula bias
problem have removed the inappropriate weighting that had previously been applied to
temporary price changes, such as one-time sales or promotions. Consequently, if most relative
price changes between brands are temporary, then Factor I may not contribute much to the
long-run variation in relative prices.

One can think of examples where Factor 3 or Factor 4 may be important and because
of the lack of close substitutes for an item whose relative price has changed, e.g., insulin or
local telephone service, one could conclude on a priori grounds that the relevant elasticity of
substitution is much closer to zero than one. On the other hand, some consumer items, such as
home computers, have shown sales revenue growth while prices have fallen, which would
appear to be consistent with an elasticity greater than one. If the divergence between the

' These results are derived in a number of sources, for example, Robert A. Pollak, The Theory of the Cost-of-
Living Index, Oxford University Press, 1989.
2 George t. Stigler, The Theory of Price, 3rd ed., Macmillan, 1966, p. 24.
3 Gerard J. Tellis, "The Price Elasticity of Selective Demand: A Meta-Analysis of Econometric Models of Sales,"
Journal of Marketing Research, November 1988, pp. 331-341.

38-697 97 -3
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geometric mean and Laspeyres index formulas tends to be large in strata where the elasticities
of substitution are small, then the Waspeyres could provide the more accurate approximation to
a cost-of-living index. A lternatively, if the strata with large divergences between the two
indexes tend to have large elasticities of substitution, then the. geometric mean index may
provide the more accurate approximation to a cost-of-living index. Finally, it may be
reasonable to consider the case where neither an assumption of an elasticity of zero nor an
elasticity of one is universally appropriate, and different estimators might be used for different
strata.

Research plans

BILS researchers have been at the forefront in studying the geometric mean and other
issues related to the construction of the CPI. We expect the continuing BLS research to be
able to address at least the following two questions:

I . What is the decomposition of within-stratum price change among the four factors shown
earlier?

2. Using available data (e.g., the limited within-stratum data available from the Consumer
Expenditures Survey, data from other non-BLS sources such as scanner data, surveys of
published economic and marketing research) what can we learn about the magnitudes of
the price elasticity of demand or the consumer elasticity of substitution at the below-
stratum level?
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Examples of New Car Reliability/Durability Quality Adjustments in the CPI Since 1992:

I hnproved corrosion protection -body, electrical systemn, fuel tank, pump,
shocks, brakes and cables

O Increased warranties

. Body side cladding

Scaling improvements

Stainless steel exhaust

Longer life spark plugs - 100,OO mile life

JInproved steering gears

Powertrain improvements

' Dextron m transmission fluid - 100,000 mile life

W Water pump front face - 150,000 mile life

Battery saver

Increased catalyst load - 100,000 mile life

* Rust resistant fuel injection -100,000 mile life

* Clearcoat paint

* sided galvanized steel body panels

* Serpentine drive belt
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ATTACHMENT C

1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures

Leg.n& MAJOR GROUP -INTERMEDIATE AGGREGATE -Ep.dtu.m CLe- t te SDn;

1987 Itam Classificabon Sefuctue

FOOD AND BEVERAGES__ _ _

FOOD

FOOD AT HOME

CEREALS AND BAKUERY PRODUCTS

C and p- ft.

Whit. breed

Olar.am m e~ baoi an as

Celbe31pae, ~ala

00- -W -d&

MEATS, POUTRY, RSK AND EGGS

MEATS, POULTRY AND FISH

MEATS

Bee ad M .

Ged befO
Ch& ass
RCd ass

O ter eaoa, and pw e bf

RONSeeDLk tFH ADEG

SEAlo, PWTeRY N 6

R.et nd tki

Gnlti W-k

Perk
Beam

P.o* d ps
HRm
OXr, po, idkdng

Ote meebe
Obter m

Peetby

Fmsh aob dnd.,

Fleh o et-, e dam ae palm

Ced Fbe and ed
Fee rI e bet iend eefd

Egg.
Egg.

1998 aem Cmsiflcatibon StUct

FODDANDSBEVERAGES

FOOD

FOOD AT HOME

CEREALS AND BAKERY PRODUCTS

Ca. d cnel p..dA

Fleer end cpaseto beer raxe.

BebY peedaft

Bd
FCeet k b, ml.. -eld.

-and- P`-e

MEATS, POULTRY. FISH, AND EGGS

MEATS, POULTRY AND FISH

MEATS

and *nd mel

Un..kd W.and bef
Unrked bdee me.5
Uroked bee tkl N

Urcokd aer ben el n at

Pork
Bam. brsds umge. end sated pmheS

Hm
Fo* dmop.
O&a pok iaSdg s end pcni_

Olher mDe

Cr k

DO. P.Ay id-Vg tftydc

Flah N _eee
Fleeh fh, ANd deefeod

PF sd 6bt and seta

Egg.
Eggs
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1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures

L.5nt =ilAJORGROUP -iEDIIATEAGGREGATE 0PE0diurCi c iemSba

1987 Item irssification Sbructure
DAiRY PRODUCTS

Fr.reh .9iE aed Beanm
Frcsh WtI. miX
Oteir rih mk nd rnm,

Prr_.d dby p-dnfnt
Buner und 091t1 daiy pru&

I. Olson and reLtod pres

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Frrsth Boha s

Bus

TlaBBes

O9.r Bosh intls

FrMI - eblres

LCMe

Of e ifflh -9.Ublec

P.- r ud ft bu.

Cd pd drid fbut

Prr-.d -vtWAs

Frpe Ics~b

C..red and feer p..s-d abitcs

Ddry nd rrehled prdrs

Chaaoo aId reWd pr1d0

ix -ran and Wlated prodtls

Oler diiy und red pW.do1

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Frhesh rifts

Apped

O4an foals

Oter t-sh tout.

Fresh Vegeables

Poatores

Lre

Tomalcs

Obtr irrh b.ics

Prressrd Infi ed ., egees

Canned toots led oserbes

Frplan Imils nd ooge"tbls

Oth., prnood tots nd egetables nodeg Ed

NONALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND BEVERAGE MATERIALS

Juiocs end eerlotteIl donha
i a~rl.e dr X

PrIme rn juixs and delkf
inr rt td juces and dnnrIk

Banerag. etatenals ieladtg rnlee and lea

Ottrbev ge n,.nal. &reldg tea

OTHER FOOD AT HOME OTHER FOOD AT HOME

Segre sweets Sug rand 0W 6l1f

Ci.dy nd ot-e -s Sugtr nd artn -. t..

SogarW aed allwllal saeeteerO Cidy an r 105g g-
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1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures

Lsgat - MAlJOfRGROUP -INTRIEDIATE AGGREGATE -E tpede CMass- Itsm SWt

1987 Ben Classification Structue
Fats VW tado
Fats ean ear

Oth.fm prepered feeds
Caneed and p- I ea
Feare perd bds
Snadt.
Spit. x xdimongs sace
Otmpr mp ed fatd

bNasaeohaok be a
Ca.Oratad &dnkf

Otte n~erb ee d dnemb
Feed away fhm hoae

Mies meals act W ade.
Uream d brMed a eutered aftas

AbWhofi b-gt.p

Beer, ate, an aldic era
Dictied area at hfr e
Ware al hter
Akdli. b1 ges aeay tfrm hbar

H GUSlffG_ _ _ . _ _ _

SHELTER

PuM -.er x od

Res of dwertne
LaS hrbe ret of to.re
Loee wte at sdd

Reefat equdaee eat heo t raiWd ie ta
Oarters eqrr a tt met
Ureampted hOOffde insetane

Tretf b e
Tenitts a eea

det ettap er sesar
Fmpeo ty sr.tette e ret -panr xdat

1998 Item Classitfcation Stutue

Fat ard oiHs
Brlutetnd margar-e
Salad dresg :

Ofter fats Wad arit indadeg ptsu batler

Ofttr fetds

Fo ctm ferrer dned prepad rab

Snaeks
Spit e er r. e as

Baby fxd
Otrer rerseataruars toads

Fetd a pty fne hmee
FuA xn ereals eal. ads.
Larted xe-o eals ttttd teatck
Fed at eepeyee ites end ,W ehs

Fed free ardetea act mobae ara
Oteed aw eY tam ter

ALCOHOUC BEVERAGES

Aktarbl. b.eeaes at htoee

Ber., ala, a a ttrer meat ba-eaes at horen
Deiblad spiti at hee
Wste att Itame

AIatetthoe Ib 5e attay tem hame
Aftod baeges awy tho free

HO L__=o _ _ _ _ _ = -______ _-

SHELTER

aret at pt- ee
Rest at pftrary radare

Ledgtia ay m M are
Hrt a sWehxl e.dadte bwred

tter .. aay fwm htese erdaeg boteb d mra eb

0m e.-ed mt tta pdm7y esd
Owars erairt rent at preay rdes

Teneeft e'r h setd Iwmnr e
Te atsa rerhousdid rearane
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1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures

Logt _ KUJOl GROUP -INTERMEDIATE AGGREGATE -EPedt Cahs -Itam Stat

1987 Item Classitcation Stactae
IbX and emal co n

Othn - nl e
wasU aim utLrtlEs

Fuel oll and other fues
Fudlod
Otan fuel

Gas (pipee nnd deeant

Ultp nalud gas nsc

Other utises and -~ seKie
Telors sorw. lowl dlarge
water ard ueratee maottanaro
Otrmwsparom and nn to tcbbision

GOt mmgeac tan on

HOFUJEOW RiRtITIT S AND OPERATONS

Tenle louse bbbslsgs
Lnenn, matairo, doe, sewng nuleui

Fme Und bern

Sedg
-Lone thar fs asS bbbes

Otlterhelote

His elitE oppwanoes
RW.eW enn a . amet an

ores o, pote s, osrdoo adr ms

Offet hoesh eqeopestoanud hansslsgs

-' - nd irota cat
Tatoiae. eninrsr poo, onrefoo h eano
Late an- ganm oloo, h atdre
Seal1 bW eaares seetg tatitees, potable heaeglootg eqalip
vIsdor plants and fresh nit boers
Ussaniped lotnehols Keqasntt part3, small hnishbns

Hosekeeplsg supplies
La-Vy asc denatg pns
Htnlid ppr p induding s q

Oer houselold p s tas and - supplcs

1998 lHon C safioton Sluetuam

FUELS AND unLMES

FUELS

Fuel oIl and othr fuels
Fu.I oH
Oth. h.,.ehod WeIs

G# (pIped) asd eldty

El-&-WY
Waiy eateW gas sD r

Water and ser ad bosh t soesoes
W&er and onomage mua
Gama asd tosh acn

HOUSEHOLD FURNISINGS AND oPERATiONS

Wando and tloo, covelg and other lieens
Fbor -n gs
Wisdom cnesetgs
Othn lens

Funiuade and beddig
Bedm tureue
Wng one, IdtcAn, and anig hs ee
Other tomcasn
U-nopld hfestt

Applhes
M;4r npplianans
Ottr apptiaalso
Utsanpld _ppas

Other .hOld qu nt and turdnisgp
Olol Lp, Iand o r fthe
Isdosrplns and twers
Disos nd Iblfat
N _eela onia and tet

Too, hnda, outdoorequipem md supplies
Tools, h atorsd and supplies
Ouffocreqsgpmcnt and spplis
UnsampLd tools, hatre, Mutoor equipamert asu spplies

Housekeeping supplies
leh -dd peso-st
Iommhod paper pmducts
Mit us hld -pnd-
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1987 and 1998 ftem Classification Structures

Lege MIWOR GROU -INTERMDIATE AGGREGATE -EpedlbWe Clitrs .Iem

Houekbeing serices
Postage
Unsarnpled baby-siting
D.,.bc .,Ame

Other household sdain
Applinne and oinore reaip
Care of inel ds. eldedy, ri co-oleIsast n be hoir

Un led renrpair f ho-nhold ipot sound qe rtd
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1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures
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1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures
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1987 and 1998 Itemn Classification Structures
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1987 and 1998 Item Classification Structures
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Research Issues Related to the Geometric Mean Formula for Elementary Indexes

The possibility of using the geometric mean formula to calculate the elementary (i.e.,
the lowest level of aggregation or the within-stratum level) indexes in the U.S. CPI was first
raised by BLS researchers in the December 1993 issue of the Monthly Labor Review. Since
then BLS researchers have continued to conduct research and have written a number of
papers, but not all issues related to the geometric mean formula have been resolved. This note
will briefly discuss the conceptual and empirical issues that arise in comparing the geometric
mean formula to the CPI's current modified Laspeyres formula.

What does the geometric mean formula do?

The modified Laspeyres formula currently used by the CPI estimates the price each
month of a fixed basket of goods and services. In contrast, the geometric mean estimates the
price of a varying basket of goods and services. If all prices within the basket increase by the
same amount, say 5 percent, then both the modified Laspeyres and the geometric mean will
show the index increasing by 5 percent The two formulas will give different results, however,
if prices of items within the basket increase by different proportions.

For example, suppose that the sample market basket for lettuce in Boston consists of
two items, a pound of iceberg lettuce and a pound of Romaine lettuce. If the price of iceberg
lettuce increases from $1.00 to $1.50, while the price of Romaine lettuce remains equal to
$1.00, then the price of the fixed market basket increases from $2.00 to $2.50, an increase of
25%. That is the price increase that would be reported by the current CPI formula

The geometric mean formula, however, assumes that the market basket varies in a
specific manner with the change in relative price between iceberg lettuce and Romaine lettuce.
In particular, the geometric mean formula assumes that the quantities of the two types of
lettuce that are purchased adjust so that relative expenditures on the two items remain
constant In our example, the market basket shifts to include roughly 20% more of the
Romaine lettuce (now relatively less expensive) and 20% less of the iceberg lettuce (now
relatively more expensive). The price of the market basket increases 22.5% under the
geometric mean formula

Low-level Consumer Substitution

Since consumers do respond to changes in relative prices by changing their
consumption bundles, the conceptual cost-of-living index ought to incorporate those
responses. However, the data collected in constructing the CPI do not provide enough
information about shifts in quantities and expenditures to determine whether consumer
substitution behavior at the lowest level more closely mimics the first, fixed market-basket
scenario, or the second scenario in which quantities are adjusted to hold the share of
expenditures on each item constant.

The issue, framed in terms of economic theory, has to do with the price elasticity of
demand, or the closely related concept of consumer elasticity of substitution. Economists have
shown that the geometric mean is the appropriate or "exact" cost-of-living index formula if
the elasticity of substitution is equal to one, whereas the fixed basket formula is the
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appropriate formula if the elasticity of substitution is zero.' Thus one important issue in
comparing the formulas is determining the best approximation for the within-stratum elasticity
of substitution.

Unfortunately, determining this value may be quite difficult for several reasons. First,
the lowest level of aggregation is, by definition, the level at which the Consumer Expenditure
Survey ceases to provide much information on levels of and changes in consumer
expenditures. Thus the empirical information available for learning about substitution
elasticities is quite limited.

Economists have suggested some possible rules for inferring elasticities in the absence
of empirical data. George Stigler wrote, "The only general rule is that the elasticity of demand
will be (numerically) greater, the better the substitutes for the commodity."2

A further complication is that relative price changes at this level can derive from many
sources. In particular, we need to consider at least the following factors:

1. Shifts in relative price between brands of items.
2. Shifts in relative price between outlets.
3. Shifts in relative prices between categories of items within the stratum. For example, both

roasted coffee and instant coffee are within the CPI coffee stratum, even though empirical
evidence shows that consumers do not substitute much between the two when their
relative prices change.

4. Shifts in relative prices between geographic areas. Several of the CPI strata are regional
aggregates containing a sample of metropolitan or non-metropolitan urban areas located
throughout a region. Also, some of the large urban areas cover a substantial geographical
area that may cross state boundaries. Rents and prices that are subject to state regulation
may be particularly affected by geographical differences.

A number of studies have suggested that the brand-level elasticity is usually quite
large, typically around 1.5-2.0.3 How relevant this estimate is to the CPI will depend,
however, on how much Factor 1 above contributes to the relative price change within the
typical CPI stratum. The recent changes in CPI methodology that corrected the formula bias
problem have removed the inappropriate weighting that had previously been applied to
temporary price changes, such as one-time sales or promotions. Consequently, if most relative
price changes between brands are temporary, then Factor I may not contribute much to the
long-ran variation in relative prices.

One can think of examples where Factor 3 or Factor 4 may be important and because
of the lack of close substitutes for an item whose relative price has changed, e.g., insulin or
local telephone service, one could conclude on a priori grounds that the relevant elasticity of
substitution is much closer to zero than one. On the other hand, some consumer items, such as
home computers, have shown sales revenue growth while prices have fallen, which would
appear to be consistent with an elasticity greater than one. If the divergence between the

' These results are derived in a number of sources, for example, Robert A. Pollak, The Theory of the Ccst-of-

Living Index Oxford University Press, 1989.
2

George J. Stigler, The Theory of Price, 3rd ed., Macmillan, 1966, p. 24.
3 Gerard J. Tellis, "The Price Elasticity of Selective Demand: A Meta-Analysis of Econometric Models of Sales,"

Journal of Marketing Research, November 1988, pp. 331-341.
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geometric mean and Laspeyres index formulas tends to be large in strata where the elasticities
of substitution are small, then the Laspeyres could provide the more accurate approximation to
a cost-of-living index. Alternatively, if the strata with large divergences between the two
indexes tend to have large elasticities of substitution, then the geometric mean index may
provide the more accurate approximation to a cost-of-living index. Finally, it may be
reasonable to consider the case where neither an assumption of an elasiclity of zero nor an
elasticity of one is universally appropriate, and different estimators might be used for different
strata.

The following are some examples of item strata within which one might expect, on a
priori grounds, the items to have either high (near one or above) or low (near zero) elasticity
of substitution.

Low expected substitution elasticity HiMh expected substitution elasticity
Rent Cakes, cupcakes, and cookies
Electricity Ground beef
Telephone services, local charges Apples
Other apparel services (incl. shoe repairs, Refrigerators and home freezers

coin-operated laundry, alterations)
Intracity transportation Television Sets
Prescription drugs Men's shirts
Physicians' services Tires

Research plans

BLS researchers have been at the forefront in studying the geometric mean and other
issues related to the construction of the CPI. We expect the continuing BLS research to be
able to address at least the following two questions:

1. What is the decomposition of within-stratum price change among the four factors shown
earlier?

2. Using available data (e.g., the limited within-stratum data available from the Consumer
Expenditures Survey, data from other non-BLS sources such as scanner data, surveys of
published economic and marketing research) what can we learn about the magnitudes of
the price elasticity of demand or the consumer elasticity of substitution at the below-
stratum level?
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Examples of New Car Reliability/Durability Quality Adjustments in the CPI Since 1992:

* Improved corrosion protection -body, electrical system, fuel tank, pump,
shocks, brakes and cables

* Increased warranties

* Body side cladding

* Sealing improvements

• Stainless steel exhaust

* Longer life spark plugs - 100,000 mile life

• Improved steering gears

* Powertrain improvements

* Dextron m transmission fluid - 100,000 mile life

* Water pump front face - 150,000 mile life

* Battery saver

* Increased catalyst load - 100,000 mile life

* Rust resistant fuel injection -100,000 mile life

* Clearcoat paint

* sided galvanized steel body panels

* Serpentine drive belt
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Economists have noted for decades that the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) may

tend to overstate changes in the cost of living. But bias in the CPI became an important

policy issue only recently, when it became part of the debate over a balanced budgeL Alan

Greenspan ( 995) triggered this co)t)oversy in January 1995 when he told the Budget

Comnmittces of Congress, "[Tihe offici al CPI may currently be overstating the increase in

the true cost of living by perhaps 1/2 percent to 1-1/2 percent per year. ... If the annual

inflation adjustments to indexed programs and taxes were reduced by I percentage point

... the annual level of the deficit will be lower by about $55 billion after five years."

Subsequently, the Senate Finance Committee (1995) held a series of hearings on the

Consumer Price Index, and then appointed an advisory commission of experts to

investigate the bias.' The panel's interim report estimated that the CPI has had a bias of

1.5 percent per year during recent years, and projected a bias of ] percent per year in the

future (Advisory Commission, 1995).

The public debate over bias in the CPI was preceded by a flurry of new research,

much of it conducted by economists at the Bureau of Labor Statistics and other statistical

agencies around the world, as well as by academic economists. This research focused on

identifying and measuring the biases in the consumer price index. Table I summarizes a

range of estimates that have been presented. The range is clearly quite wide. The

diversity of beliefs is probably even greater than indicated in this tabulation, because

several of the experts testifying before the Committee declined to give an estimate (for

'The commission is chaired by Michael Boskin. The members are Ellen Dulberger, Robert
Gordon, Zvi CGriliches, and Dale Jorgenson.
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example, Katharine Abrabam, Janet Norwood, Robert Pollak, and Joel Popkin), and most

of these individuals were critical of the larger estimates. In many cases, the same

cvideuCD has been inteilpretd in a tnumber of different ways. Griliches (1995) said, "the

Committee assumes that we already know that the CPI is overstated. M11 the scientific

basis for this judgment is much weaker than the [Committee's] questions seem to imply ...

The various 'guesstimates' in these sources are not independent of each other.' For some

of the sources of bias, the evidence is based on case studies of a small number of

commodities. The differences between estimates seems to be largely determined by the

willingness of experts to extrapolate from these case studies to estimates for broader

categories of goods. The available research results may reflect a kind of selection effect,

where researchers have tended to study the goods for which there is a strong presumption

of possible bias-computers, prescription drugs, etc.

Bias in the CPI impinges on most of the measurements economists make of

economic growth and well-being. The CPI is often used directly to deflate nominal

measures to "real" units, such as real wages. The CPI component indexes are also used by

the Bureau of Economic Analysis to deflate personal consumption expenditures in

constructing the national income accounts, so biases in the CPI could lead to biased

measures of real growth and productivity3 The poverty thresholds are an example of

inother important economic indicator that is escalated by the CPI. As an example of the

potential impact of CPI bias, consider the lower endpoint of the interval estimate given by

2 Comnponents of the producer price index and import and export price indexes are also used to
deflate components of the national accounts, and presumably are affected by some of the same
biases as the CPI.
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the CPI Advisory Commission, an upward bias of 0.7 percent per year. Over a 25 year

period, a bias of that magnitude would cause the growth of quantities deflated by the CPI,

such as real wages, to be undestated by 19 perment. Bias of this magnitude substantially

affects how we assess the growth of our economy and the well-being of its members.

Larger biases would have a more dramatic impact. The upper endpoint of the estimate

given by the CPI Advisory Commission is 2.0 percent per year, which over a 25 year

period would imply that growth of real quantities are understated by about 64 percent.

Teachers of economics may find that the discussion of bias in the CPI provides a

useful case study in economic data and policy. Most of the biases discussed below are

related to simple economic theories that are usually taught in a principles course.

Discussion of the CPI may provide students with an interesting application of economic

theory that has important policy implications, and also teaches them some of the

difficulties associated with measurement of economic variables.

In this article I do not intend to provide another set of "guesstimates." However,

for economists who are consumers of the information contained in the CPI - or of the

related data derived in part from using the CPI to make adjustments, such as the GDP

accounts, productivity, and real wages - it may be useful to describe how the CPI is

constructed and then to review the recent evidence on bias in the CPI. I begin with a brief

description of the CPI program's sampling and estimation methods. Then, I will review

the evidence on each of the sources of bias, trying to indicate the nature of the evidence

and its strengths and weaknesses.
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An Overview of the CPI

The Consumer Price Index is designed to measure the change in the cost of

purchasing a fixed market basket of goods and services representing average consumption

patterns during sorme base period. An index based on a fixed, historical market basket is

called a Laspeyres index.3 The actual index is constructed in two stages.

Ai the stage of index aggregation, the CPI is built up from 44 geographical strata

(for example, the Denver metropolitan area) and 207 strata of items (for example,

women's shoes), which combine to create 9,108 strata indexes. These strata indexes are

aggregated into the all-items CPI using weights derived from the Consumer Expenditure

Survey. The weights have historically been changed at roughly 10-year intervals. The

current weights were introduced into the index at the beginning of 1987 and are based on

expenditures during 1982-84.4 Current plans for CPI revision call for the next change of

weights to occur at the beginning of 1998, using weights from 1993-95. The relative

importance of major CPI categories are shown in Table 2.

3 In the CPl, the index I.0.o measures the relative change between periods 0 and Tin the cost of a
fixed basket of goods from a base period B:

Xi QB Poi

where Qvi is the quantity of good i consumed during period B, and Poi and PT, are the prices
during periods 0 and T
4 Thus, it would be accmate to call the CPI a "modified" Laspeyres index, modified because the
market basket refers to a different, earlier, period (say 1982-84) than the period over which the
prnces are compared (say, 1987 to the present).
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At the disaggregated stage, each of the strata indexes is estimated, using a

representative sample of outlets and prices. To determine which actual outlets should be

visited to determine prices, a Point-of-Purchase Survey is conducted, in which consumers

arc asked detailed questions about the outlets ax which they purchased consumer goods

and services. The allocation of consumer expenditures across outlets is estimated from

the Point-of-Purchase Survey, which is conducted 1-2 years before a sample is selected. 5

From the responses to this survey, a sample of outlets is selected, with probability of

sC.]ctcion proportional to expenditures. Within each selected outlet, a BLS field

economist then selects one or more specific varieties of items - again with probability

proportional to sales -and the prices of these items will then be checked for the

following five years. Through this process, the samples for about one-fifth of the indexes

are replaced (or "rotated") each year.6 Detailed checklists are employed to ensure that

precisely the same item is repriced each month. Any changes in the quality or

characteristics of the sample item are Doted and lead to the quality adjustment procedures

discussed later in this paper. The overall sample sizes are 95,000 items from 22,000 retail

outlets for commodities and services other than shelter, which are repriced monthly or

bimonthly, and 35,000 rental units for measuring changes in rent and owners' equivalent

5 When the sample in a particular city is replaccd, prices are collected for both the old and new

samples and the indexes from the old sample are linked to the indexes from the new sample.

Linkage procedures are discussed later in this paper.

6 The selection of samples according to formal rules of probability, as well as the regular

replacement of samples, we-e processes introduced in 1978 in response to recornmendations made

by the Stigler Comrnission, a committee of eminent emonomists and statisticians charged with

reviewing government price statistics (Stigler, 1961).
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Anm, which are repriced every six months.7 The rent sample is continuously augmented

with a sampk of new construction.

A number of practical problems arise in this process. One especially worth noting,

because it relates to the conceptual issue of how the price index is developed, is that

direct infor)ation on base-period quantities is generaly not available; instead, the

household surveys provide information on total base-period expenditures on categories of

items. Direct information on the base-period price of the/sample items is also generally

not available, because the outlet sample of items is selected after the household

expenditure data are collected and processed. One area where quantity information is

available is for rent, where expenditure and price are the same, since the consumer is

paying for the use of one housing unit. However, for commodities and services other than

shelter, the index is calculated using information on base-period expenditures, adjusted by

relative price changes since that time.8 At the disaggregated stage, the base-period

expenditure weights refer to the Point-of-Purchase Survey period.

7A sample of about 35,000 owner units is also interviewed biannually, but the change in owners
equivalent rent is imputed from the rent change of renter units. Prices are collected at bimonthly or
serni-amnual frequency for strata of items that tend to have infrequent price changes, and the price
changes for those iterns receive 1n or 116 of the weight of price changes for items that are priced
every month.
S When direct information on base-period quantities are not available, the index formula is made
operational using information on base-period expenditures,

EBn = QBd PBc,

and relative price change:

Xi EBi (Poi /PBi)
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Cominodity Soiib1t1t0o1 Bias

A true economic cost-of-living index would measure the change in the cost of

obtaining a fixed leve of economic well-being, or utility. However, the consumer price

index calculates the change in cost of obtaining a fixed basket of goods, which is not

qvite the same thing. Most economists have used the cost-of-living index concept as the

standard against which biases of the CPI are to be measured.

The substitution bias reflects the failure of the fixed basket index to account for

the fact that consumers will tend to substitute relatively less expensive items in place of

kems that have become relatively more expensive. Several empirical strategies have been

employed to estimate the substitution bias. A strategy that was frequently employed prior

to 1980 was to estimate a system of demand equations and then, using this information

about what substitution would occur as prices changed, to calculate directly the exact

cost-of-living index associated with the demand system (Braithwait, 1980).

The more recent literature has avoided the difficulties of estimating a complete

demand system by relying on the concept of superlative price indexes, which was

itrduced by Diewert (1976). In contrast to the Laspeyres index, which requires

information on expenditures from only one period, and which for all subsequent periods

can be calculated using price information only, superlative indexes generally require

complete information on expenditures or quantities for each period. Diewert showed that

certain superlative index mnjbers - for example, either the Fisher or the Tdrnqvist
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index9-will closely approximate an exact cost-of-living index. Essentially, using

quantity and price infornatiom from each time period allows the sobstitltion to be taken

into amccont.

Several recent empirical studies have compared a Laspeyres index (like the CPI)

to superlative indexes. For example, Manser and McDonald (1988) relied on Personal

Constumption Expenditure data covering the period 1959-85, whereas Aizcorbe and

Jackman (1993) used data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey and strata price

midexes covering the period 1982-91. Both studies found that the Laspeyres index tends

to gi ow 0.2 to 0.25 percentage points per year faster than alternative measures that allow

for consumer substitution, such as the Fisher or Tomqvist superlative indexes. However,

these papers have not unequivocally resolved such questions as whether the substitution

9 The formula for the Fisher index is

F =(L -P)"2,

where L is the simple two-period Laspeyres index,

L = I Qo Pr/, I QO Pog,

md P is the index weighted by current quantities or Paasche index.

P= QnPn/IQnPoi.

The Laspeyres index is usually an overestimate of the cost-of-living index, while the Paasche index
is usually an underestimate. The Tornqvist formula is

T= exp(II(So + Sn)/211n(P-IPo,)J,

where

Soi = QO, Po;/I QO, Poj

is the expenditure share for good i in period 0, and similarly for S7..

38-697 97 -4
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bias increases with the inflation rate, or whether the rate of substitution bias grows with

the time elapsed since the last market basket update.

These superlative indexes also rely on certain assumptions that should be

remembered. For example, these measurements have assumed that consumer tastes have

remained constant over the measurement period. If demand for certain goods were to

shift exogenously-for example, a shift in demand for eggs due to scientific information

about the effects of cholesterol on health-it could confound the measurement of the

substitution effect because the quantity consumed could fall at the same time that the

relative price is falling.' 0 This 'simultaneity" problem has not been adequately addressed

in these studies of substitution effects. More generally, since these studies have largely

been based on the expenditures of a representative consumer, thus overlooking issues of

aggregation across consumers, they run the risk of confounding true substitution effects

with the results of geographical shifts, demographic changes, and changes in consumption

motivated by factors other than changes in relative prices. Also, these studies have

usually treated prices and expenditures as known amounts rather than as estimates subject

to sampling error.

It should also be recognized that Diewert's (1976) original result showed that the

superlative indexes provide a close approximation to any exact cost-of-living index only

if the income elasticities of consumers are equal to one for all goods (that is, if

piefererices are homothetic). If income elasticities of demand differ from I, then a rising

'°Brown and Schrader (1990) studied the demand for e-ggZs, a case in which consumption has fallen
despite a declining relative price.
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inconme level will be shifting the composition of the desired consumer basket over time."

Users of superlative indexes should iecogpize that income effects can matter, especially

for comparisons over long periods of time, such as several decades, and avoid confusing

these income effects wit h substitution effects from price changes.

The existing studies of substitotion bias have been limited to studying substitution

at the level of strata indexes and above. This may capture substitution from say, canned

soup to frozeD meals, but it will not capture substitution inside a given category, like from

oDC type of fhozen meal to another. The standard data soluces are not available to

investigate this issue because the Consumer Expenditure Survey does not provide

information below the stratum level. Recently, however, Reinsdorf (1996) and Bradley

(1996) have used supermarket scanner data to study low-level substitution bias for a

handful of grocery items. These results, although very limited, do suggest that low-level

substitution effects may also be important.

Formula Bias

A few years ago, BLS researcher Marshall Reinsdorf (1993) set out to explain a

striking empirical result: the fact that CPI for many food items had grown 1.5-2.0 percent

"Diewert (1976), however, also showed that with non-homotbetic preferences, under certain
conditions a superlative index will approximate the cost-of-living index for an intermediate
utility level, providing a justification for focusing on the superlative index in spite of non-
homothetic preferences. More generally, results from Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982)
show lhat the Tomqvist index, in particular, is the geotrkeuic mean of the cost-of-living indexes
with reference period and current utility levels under non-homothetic translog preferences. Balk
(1990) proposed an econometric method for calculating approximate cost-of-living index

tnimbers for arbitraIy base-period income levels.
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faster per year than average p-ice series calculated using the same data. In this paper, he

attributed the difference entirely to outlet substitution effects, which are discussed in the

next section. Subsequent research has shown that much of the difference between the

CPI end average prices is attributable to what has become known as "functional form" or

mernula" bias (Peinsdorf, 1994).12

Forniula bias arises in this way. Remember, about one-fifth of the sample is

totating each year. The base price for the sample item should represent its average price

during the expendituic base period. Because the sample item had not yet been selected

during the base period, neither the base price nor the base-period quantity is observable

and a method is required for estimating the base price. From 1978 until 1996 the BLS

used the following procedure: take the price of the sample item during the sample

replacement or "link" month and deflate it to the base period using the overall price index

for the stratum. This procedure causes items that are on sale or otherwise have an

unusually low price when they are introduced to the sample to receive a

disproportionately large weight, because the expenditure weight is divided by an

atypically low base pl-ice for the item on sale.' 3 These items are likely to go off sale the

12 The formula bias problem is closely related to a more general problem of upward bias for indexes
that are calculated using averages of ratios (Camuthers, Sellwood, and Ward, 1980; Szulc, 1983;
Dalen 1992; Diewer, 1995a).
13 Specifically, the mte modified Laspeyres can be written as

ZWi(PyinPoi),

where the weight

Wj = Eai (Poi /Pai)~ / E (Po /Paj)
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NCxt period, and thus show a price rise. Conversely, a relatively smaller weight is applied

to items that are off sale when the new sample is introduced, and may go on sale the

following period. The net effect is that the estimator may apply too much weight to price

increases and too little weight to price decreases immediately after the introduction of a

new sample or a new sample item. In other words, transitory price movements are

systematically related to the weights because of the way those weights have been

constructed.

Table 3 shows a Dumerical example of how formula bias can appear immediately

following sample replacement. In this example the sample consists of prices from three

outlets for a rclatively homogeneous item, such as tomatoes. Each month two of the

outlets sell the item at full price, $2.00, while at one of the outlets the item is on sale for

S .25. To keep the problem simple, assume that all outlets have expenditure weights

equal to $100. For the old sample, assume all items have base prices equal to $1.00, so

that the implicit base-petiod quantity purchased at each outlets is equal to dollar

represents the share of expenditures that would be spent on i during period 0 if quantities were held

fixed at period B levels. If period 0 represents the link month, then the base-price setting method
formerly used by the CPI reduces to

YSji(Pn/Poi),

where

Si = EB, /I Em

is the base period expenditure share. If (PoI/PBi) is smaller than the average for the stanum, as,

for example, if item i is on sale during the link period, then

SEi > WEi,

so the CPI method will apply too much weight to the outlet, relative to the modified Laspeyres
target-
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expenditures divided by base price, i.e., $100/5 I .0 per pound = 100 pounds. Although

the item is on sale at outlet B in June and at outlet C in July, the overall price index does

not show any overall price change betwcez), these months. This is because, with equal

expenditures and equal base prices in each outlet, the index change is calculated as the

ratio of the sums of the prices times the inferred base period quantities:

lOOx$2.00+lC0x$2.00+lG0xSl.25 $525
wlar100x$2.00+100x$l.25+100xS2.00 $525

But beginning in August a new sample of outlets is drawn, which raises the

problem of linking the two indexes. For August, prices from the old sample are used in

the index calculation, and again no price change is reflected in the index. When the new

outlets enter the sample, the first step is to discount them back to the base period given

the overall inflation in the strata; since there hadn't been any overall inflation, the base

prices in the new sample are taken to be the same as the prices when these outlets are first

sampled in August. Notice that as a result of the sample replacement, the base prices have

shifted. The outlet with the sale price during August, outlet E, was implicitly assigned a

quantity weight of $100/$1.25 per pound = 80 pounds. The two outlets that did not have

a sale were implicitly assigned quantity weights of $100/12.00 per pound = 50 pounds.

The change in the stratum index from August to September now involves calculating the

ratio that multiplies the implied quantities at each outlet times the price at that outlet, and

then divides the September figure by the August figure:

80x$2.00+50xS2.00+50xSl.25 $322.50

S"eP'80xSj.25F-50x$2.00+50X$2.00 $300.00
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But the reason behind this conclusion is that the outlet with the sale during August (outlet

E) received a low base price, and so the increase in price at that outlet was overweighted

compared lo the fall in price at outlet D. In the October index, again no change in the

index is sepoted. Although the formula bias cannot be guaranteed to disappear after the

frst months, empirical studies and simulations have suggested that the bias is usually

concentrated in the first month after the calculation of the proxy base prices.

A number of methods have been studied by BUS researchers for improving the

estimation procedure. Early iesearch focused on use of alternative estimation formulas,

like using the geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean (Moulton, 1993; Reinsdorf

and Moulton, 1994; Moulton and Smedley, 1995). The geometric mean has several

attractive econometric characteristics-in particular, it requires only information on base-

period expenditures, and it is an exact index formula under Cobb-Douglas preferences-

and several other countries have recently adopted a geometric mean estimator for strata

indexes. If the objective is to estimate a modified Laspeyres index, however, then the

geometric mean has been shown to produce inflation estimates that are systematically too

mall (McClelland, 1996).

BLS recently adopted a new method for addressing this estimation issue, which it

has applied to food-at-home items beginning in January 1995, and to all other items

beginning in June and July 1996. The approach is to hold out the new samples for three to

four months after the base prices are estimated (Armknecht, Moulton, and Stewart, 1995;

McClelland, 1996; Moulton, 1996). In the example in Table 3, note that the upward bias
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in calculating the August to September index change, immediately following the

rotation. Substantial simulation and analysis indicates that this pattern is typical: the

foijnula bias is concentrated in the first month or two following the introduction of the

new sample. Holding out the new sanple for several months thus sidesteps the problem.

The magnitude of the formula bias pi.hole-r, including the problem of

inapptnpriately weighting replacement samples, and a related formula bias in calculation

of bomeowners' equivalent rent, was estimated to be about 0.24 percent per year during

199 3394. 4 However, the changes that BLS implemented in January 1995 and June and

July 1996 have effectively eliminated this formula bias.

Outlet Substitution Bias

Another potential problem related to sample rotation, also originally raised by

Reinsdorf (1993), is the treatment of new discount outlets in BLS sampling and

estimation procedures. Discount outlets, like all other types of outlets, are selected for

CPI samples in proportion to consumer expenditures as reported in the Point-of-Purchase

Swvey The new outlets are linked into the survey as described in the example in the

pevious section. But the linkage procedure means that prices in the old and new outlets

' These calculations are based on unpublished estimates made by Kamin Snedley and Claire
Gallagher of BLS. The changes implemnented in January 1995 had an estimated effect of about 0.14
percent per year, and the changes implemented in 1996 had an estimated effect of about 0.10
percent per year. Simulations of the geometrc mean resulted in somewhat larger estimates, as large
as 0.5 percent per year including homeowners' cquivalent rent, but some of the difference between
the geometric mean and the CPI is due to the fact that it is estimating a different population target
span the modified Laspeyres index (Moulton and Smedley, 1995).
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are trot compared directly. Thus any savings that consumers potentially receive from

switching to discount ovtlets (aftei netting out quality differences) are not reflected by the

In many respects, the entry of discount outlets is a special case of the new goods

problem. Market entrants succeed by either providing improved services or lower prices,

and in ptinciple these gains to consumer well-being should be reflected in a true cost-of-

Eving index (Fixler, 1993). Bwt measuring the bias that results from linking of new

ontlets is a tricky empirical problem, since the measurement depends both on the relative

quality of services provided by the new and old outrets and the price response of the old

outlets. If the price difference of the discount outlet largely reflects a lower level of retail

services, then directly comparing the prices between traditional and discount outlets

would overstate the consumer gains from entry of the discount outlets. Similarly, if the

traditional outlets respond to the entiy of discounters by lowering their prices, then the

CPJ procedures would reflect those price changes.

At this point, the empirical evidence on the effect of discount outlets is quite

limited. Reinsdorf (1993) compared prices for food and motor fuel between old and new

samples during an overlap period when the samples were undergoing rotation. The

differences indicated that prices in the new samples were about 1.25 percent lower than in

the old samples over a 2-year period. these results would be consistent with an upward

bias of 0.25 percent per year (since one-fifth of the sample rotates each year), assuming

that the price differences are not offset by any declines in quality. But the Reinsdorf
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icsults are barely statistically signific'ant, and it would be very useful if this research could

be eplihcated for additional years.

A rough caloulation of the effects of discount stores can be made using

iilformatiou, on the size of the prie. djiferential between discount stores and traditional

ouifeIs, ard the rate of growt) of the discount stores. MacDonald and Nelson (1991)

provide evidence on the prije differential, by comparing the price of food warehouse

outlets to traditional outlets. They found that prices in the warehouse stores were about

13.4 percent lower. The rate of growth of the share of warehouse stores between 1983

and 1991 according to data published by the trade journal, Progressive Grocer, was about

0.7 percent per year. Combining these-a price difference of 13.4 percent, together with

a growth in market share of 0.7 percent per year-would imply a maximum bias for

grocery-store food of about 0.134 x 0.7 = 0.1 percent per year, assuming no quality

differential. If the warehouse stones provide significantly lower retail services, the quality

adjustment would further reduce the estimated bias.

The entry of discount outlets is not confined to food; in recent years, it has

probably been more important in categories like consumer electronics and hardware.

Evidence on outlet substitution bias for these other expenditure categories is not yet

available. Some retail services have also seen growth of discount outlets, e.g., discount

brokerages. But many of the services categories, which account for 57 percent of the CPI

market basket, we categories like rent, electric and gas utilities, and college tuition, which

are probably not much affected by outlet substitution factors. Outlet substitution is
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clearly an important issue whether the bias is 0.25 percent or less than 0.1 percent

annually, but like the related probloyn of new goods, precise estimation is difficult.

Qtality Adjustment

Many of the procedures used by the CPI program in processing data are

specifically designed for separating price changes from quality changes. The data

collection begins with detailed checklists that the data collectors use to assure that

precisely tbe same item is repriced from period to period. If the sample item has changed

in any observable way, one of three general procedures may be applied to the data. An

economist with specialized knowledge of the item examines information on the two

versions of the item and determines whether: a) the change has not resulted in a

significant change in the quality of the item, so that the prices of the old version and the

new version can be directly compared; or b) a significant change in quality occurred and

information is available for estimating the dollar value of the change in quality; or c) a

significant change in quality occurred and information on the value of the change in

quality is not available.

Manufacturers of a product are one possible source of information of what a

certain change in quality cost. An alternative method is hedonic regression analysis. The

hedonic method estimates the price-quality relationship by running regressions of price

on characteristics of goods. Tbe coefficients of these regressions can then be used to infer

the value of changes in characteristics of the goods in the sample. For example, the
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obseived valuation of computers with different processor speeds could be used to

estimate the quality improvement of a new computer with a faster processor. The CPI has

used hedonic methllods sincea 1988 for calculating the effezts of depreciation on rent, and

sit-e 1991 for quality changes ix apparel.'s

When hedonic methods aren't practical, then some other method must be found

Xi linking or imputing the effect of the quality change on price. To understand how such

a linkage can work, consider a simplified situation where a certain product is available

One month, but then is replaced the next month by a product of different quality. In a

linkage calculation, the first step is to calculate the rate of inflation during that month

based only on a class of other, similar goods, and completely ignoring the good which

was replaced. For the sake of this example, say that the inflation rate based on the other

goods was 2 percent, but that the new and improved product, when it appeared, cost 5

percent more than the earlier version. Then, linkage effectively assumes that of the 5

percent, 2/5 was due to the overall rise in the price of goods, and the other 3/5 was due to

a quality improvement.

The method of linking can produce the optimal quality adjustment under certain

ummptions; for example, if price levels are continuously at a competitive equilibrium

(more precisely, a competitive bedonic equilibrium in which prices reflect all quality

'51'r interpretation of the taditioual methods used in hedonic quality adjustment, see Gordon
(1990), Crilichies (1990), and Triplett (1990). For description of changes in CPJ quality adjustment
procedures, sec Randolph (1988), I egey (1993), and Reinsdorf, Liegey, and Stewart (1996). In
recnt years a Dumber of researchers have extended the tbeory of hedonic quality adjustment,
integrating the ruethod with the theory of the cost-of-living index (Triplett, 1983a; Fixler and
Ziesehang, 1992; Feenslra, 1995) and accounting for non-competitive market structure and
consunr hetcrogeneity (Berry, I.J.vinsohn, and Pakes, 1995; Goldberg, 1995).
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differences), and all items are close substitutes. Most of the evidence suggests, however,

that when price changes are relatively small and quality improvements are substantial,

finking tends to understate the value of quality improvements from one version to the

next. For example, in the move from 486 to Pentium-based personal computers, if one

subtmcts out the relatively small overall change in price levels, the remaining difference

X price doesn't seem large enough to capture the true increase in computer performance

fDon one generation of chip to the next. On the other hand, for goods that do not have

substantial quality improvements, the method of linking may attribute too much quality

change and too little price change to the replacement of models. Thus, in principle, any

bias due to the method of linking could be either upwards or downwards. Recognizing the

problems associated with linking, the BLS has taken steps in recent years to reduce the

dependency on linking, and increase the use of direct comparisons and direct quality

adjustments. When linking must be done, BLS has adopted new methods to determine a

more comparable class of other goods from which to calculate the inflation rate.

The direct quality adjustments and implicit quality adjustments due to linkage can

be significant-the change in the price index for new cars from 1967 to 1994 would have

been 80 percent greater if no adjustments had been made for quality improvements.'6 In

the past, the BLS has tended to rely on the linkage approach, and a number of studies

have compared BLS indexes to hedonic indexes for specific items or groups of items.

The most extensive of these studies is Gordon (1990), which found that because the BLS

"The automobile index in the CPI rose 172.1 percent from December 1967 to December 1994,

while over the samie period. without the quality adjustments, the new car component would have

risen 313.4 percent (Abraham, 1995).
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iDdexes failed to capture quality improvements fully, the inflation rate in consumer

durabkcs was biased upward by 1.5 percent per year over the period 1947-83.17 Large

upward biases were also found by Benadt, Griliches, and Rappaport (1995) for personal

computlers atid GrFiches and CocHburn (1994) for prescription drugs, which were

Attributed to overreliance on linking. In conuast, Reinsdorf, Liegey, and Stewart (1996)

suggest that linking may have led to downward bias for the apparel indexes, at least

during 1978-86.

To date, Ibe empirical research on quality bias has been heavily concentrated in

diuables and apparel. Since researchers choose to focus on sectors for which a problem is

perceived, the results from the sectors that have been studied may not necessarily provide

a useful guide to sectors that have not been studied. There are many sectors of the CPL

particularly services (including medical services), for which little research has been done

that would provide information on the magnitude or, in some cases, even the direction of

quality bias.18 Research on quality changes can be difficult and tedious, and not all quality

changes are amenable to hedonic or related procedures. Nevertheless, it would be very

useful if researchers could try to fill in some of the gaps.

17Because the BLS has introduced several improvements to quality adjustment procedures since
the beginning of Gordon's study (Reinsdorf, Liegey, and Stewart, 1996), the relevance of his
estimate of bias to the current CPI is questionable.
It Shapiro and Wilcox (1996) provide an interesting -ase study of inprovement in medical
tfeattnent of cataracts that is suggestive of large iualily bias for nedical services.
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New Goods

Somettimes Dew goods provide a service similar to an existing good, but with

higher quality or a lower price: a generic drug provides the same.service as its branded

predecessor; a compact disk provides higher quality recorded music than a vinyl record.

In other cases, new goods offer an additional variety of choices, but without

fundamentally changing the services provided, as happens when new varieties of blue

jeans are introduced. Firially, some new goods provide entirely new services that were

previously unavailable, like interactive video games or cellular telephones. For the

consumer price index, the appearance of new goods presents at least two important

problems: bringing new goods into the samples on a timely basis; and accounting for

differences in price between new goods and the old goods that provided the same or

similar services (Armknecht, Lane, and Stewart, 1994).

One of the purposes of the CPl's periodic sample rotation is to bring new goods

into the sample in a timely manner. As discussed earlier, one-fifth of the sample is

replaced each year. BLS is planning to change the Point-of-Purchase Survey procedures

during the next CPI revision so that more frequent sample replacements could be made as

needed for specific categories of items.

The procedure of sample rotation by itself, however, may not appropriately

account for improvements to consumer well-being that result from introduction of the

new goods. The sample rotation results in a linking of the old and new samples, hence the

implicit assumption is that prices in both samples fully reflect quality differences. In some
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cass this assumption may be appropriate, if prices of the old goods fall as a result of

direct competition fron the new goods. But if the new sample includes items which

provide the ste service-s at a c-btpr price, or new services tat we r previously

unavailable, and the prices of the, old goods do not fall commensurably, then benefits of

tbose improvements will not be fhilly reflected in the measured prim change.

Measlrement of the new goods bias appear to be pretty much guesswork at

present. Hlicks (1940) showed that for consistency with the economic theory of the cost-

of-living index, the consumer's smtplts derived from introduction of the new good should

be measured by reference to its reservation price. But estimation of reservation prices is a

tricky econometric problem. These estimates appear to me to potentially confound several

effects. The Hicksian consumer surplus from the introduction is the pure new goods

effect, but the introduction of new goods is often immediately followed by significant

quality improvements and price declines. Clearly separating the pure effects of new

goods from quality change bias and substitution bias is a difficult empirical proposition.

Most of the recent estimates of new goods bias in the CPL including the estimate in the

Advisory Commission report, are based on back-of-the-envelope calculations, and it

seems possible that some of what is being counted as a new goods effect is also being

included in estimates of quality change or substitution. If tre, this double-counting

would have the effect of overstating the overall upward bias in the CPI.

Several recent papers suggest that the CPJ is missing some very large gains in

consumer welfare because of the new goods problem. Hausman (1994) studied

introduction of new brands of breakfast cereals, estimating the Hicksian consumer surplus
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directly using econometric estimation of a demand system, and concluded that increases

in cousumer surplus that are missed by the CPI lead the price index for cereal to be

substantially overstated. This finding is surprising for a commodity that is not

undergoing major technological improvements.

However, Hausman's method for estimating the reservation prices for the new

brands involves extrapolation of the demand functions well outside of the sample region.

Nordbaus (1994) analyzed the cost of indoor illumination, and showed that there have

been dramatic reductions in the price of light, as measured in lumens, when new

technologies (such as compact fluorescent bulbs) are introduced. These product

innovations would typically be linked into the CPI as the sample rotation picks up new

products, rather than appearing as price declines in an existing product.

On the other hand, many economists have expressed skepticism about possibly

exaggerated claims for the importance of new goods. If a new good replaces other close

substitutes, it may be implausible to claim that its reservation price is much higher than

its market price. If the price of a new good falls dramatically, consumers will tend to

apply it to low valued uses (e.g., computers used for playing games, lights left on in

uoccupied rooms.) The current state of empirical research has not done much to narrow

be set of plausible beliefs about the effects of new goods.
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Coticluding Coimments

Besides thc vrioi)us components of CPI bias, other CPI issues deserve our

antirenien and may affect the inieipretaion and policy uses of the measure. For example,

should an eswalalor intcludc4 for a specific demogiaphic gpoup, such as Social Security

reipienls, regrent the expeDdim e paite) is of that group? The CPJ Advisory Commission

(1995) has argued not, based on several studies Mhat found line. difference between

indexes calculpltd for specific: gtoups. If the basis for this is empirical, however, changes

in ecemonomic conditions could cause this result to be reversed. Furthermore, the biases

themselves could have differing impacis across different demogtaphic groups. In my

view, further research is wan-anted on possible differences of inflation between the elderly

and the non-elderly, the poor and the non-poor, and other groups with different

expenditure patterns. Another issue is the effects of non-market goods, which affect

consumer well-being, but are not measured in studies that estimate cost-of-living indexes

based on prices of market goods. The purposes for which an index is to be used are

clearly relevant in determining how an index is to be defined. For example, Triplett

(1983b) argued that the usual expenditure-based cost-of-living index may not be the

appropriate index for escalation of Social Security benefits and pensions. Others,

including Griliches (1995), have questioned the policy of fixed escalation formulas.

The state. of knowledge about the substitution and formula biases in the CPI has

increased substantially in the last couple of years, and recent changes to BLS procedures

have essentially elininaemd the fonnula bias. However, the other categories of CPI bias
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call out for additional information. Although I have suggested that the net effect of outlet

substitution bias may not be large, entry of new firns is a pervasive phenomenon in the

retail sector and one that is amenable to further research. Many researchers have tackled

parts of the quality adjustment problem, but for selected categories of items. The new

goods problem is the least amenable to systematic study, though a number of provocative

papers have recently been written.

Perhaps the most encouraging outcome to date is the renaissance of research on

price measurement issues. New data sources, such as supermarket scanner data and

rmicrodata from retail and trade associations, are providing detailed information that

previously was not available. Although confidentiality restrictions have prevented general

distribution by BLS of microdata on prices, BLS has policies that allow researchers

access to the microdata for specific research projects (de Wolf, 1995). The tough

measurement problems associated with quality change and new goods provide ample

opportunities for researchers to do significant empirical and theoretical work, which

ultimately may lead to improvements in the quality of the price data produced by

government agencies. If the advance of a science is constrained by the quality of its

measurement, then these are issues that should engage our best researchers.
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Table 1.
Recncif Fstimcs of Bias ,i the U.S. Consumer Price Index
Author(s) Point Estimate Interval Estimate

Advisoiy Commission to Study the CP1 (1995) 1.5 0.7 - 2.0
Michael Boskin (1995) 1.5 1.0 -2.0
Congressional Budget Office (1995) - 02 - 0.8
Michame- R. Darby (1995) 1.5 0.5 -2.5
W. Erwin Diewert (1995b) - 1.3 -1.7
Robert .T. Gordon (1995) 1.7
Alan Greenspan (1995) - 0.5 - 1.5
Zvi Miliches (1995) 1.0 0.4 - 1.6
Dale W. Jorgenison (1995) 1.0 0.5 - 1.5
Jim Klumpner (1996) - 0.3 -0.5
Lebow, Roberts, and Stockton (1994) - 0.4 - 1.5
Ariel Pakes (1995) 0.8
Shapiro and Wilcox (1996) 1.1 0.7 - 1.6
Wynne and Sigalla (1994) less than 1.0
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Table 2.
RIelativc tancc of U.S. CPI Categories, 1 csyber 1995

xFpenditure caregory Relative Importance

F)ood tajid Be\cvape.s 17.3
Housing 41.3
Apparol and Upkep), 5.5
Transportation 17.0
Medical Care 7A
Entertainment 4.4
Other Goods and Ser vices 7.1

Total 100.0

Conlnodifies 42.9
Services 57.1

Total 100.0

Note: Relative importance is based on share of consumer out-of-pocket
expenditures during 1982-84, updated by price change through December
1995.
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Table 3.
Numerical Example of Formula Bias

Price
item Base Base June July August September October

Price' Priceb (link)

Old sample
A 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.25
B 1.00 1.25 2.00 2.00
C 1.00 2.00 1.25 2.00

New sample
D 2.00 2.00 1.25 2.00
E 1.25 1.25 2.00 2.00
F 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.25

Index 100 100 100 100 100 107.5 107.5
Percentage change 0 0 7.5% 0

'Estimated base-period prices for outlets in the old sample.
b Estimated base-period prices for outlets in the new sample.
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Given the importance of the Consumer Price Index
(CPI), both as an economic indicator that provides
timely information on the prices paid by consumers and
as a measure used extensively for indexation, not only
in a number of large and visible federal programs but
also in many private contracts, it's not surprising that
measurement issues pertaining to the CPI have garnered
substantial attention over the years.

I probably remember more clearly than most of you
the specific events that precipitated the recent
intensification of interest in the CPI. Back in the early
winter of 1995, Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan
Greenspan testified before the Congress that he thought
the CPI substantially overstated the rate of growth in ihe
cost of living. His testimony generated a considerable
amount of discussion. Soon afterwards, Speaker of the
House Newt Gingrich, at a town meeting in Kennesaw,
Georgia, was asked about the CPI and responded by
saying, "We have a handful of bureaucrats who, all
professional economists agree, have an error in their
calculations. If they can't get it right in the next 30 days
or so, we zero them out, we transfer the responsibility to
either the Federal Reserve or the Treasury and tell them
to get it nght."

I heard about this the next afternoon when I got a
call at home from John Berry, a reporter for the
Washington Posr, who read this comment to me and
wanted to know if I had any response that I'd like to
make. I said to him then Uhe same thing that I would say
to you today. If there were problems with the CPI that
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) staff knew about and
knew how to fix but were just refusing to address, I'd
agree with the Speaker: he should zero us out. That is
not, however, an accurate characterization of Uhe BLS
performance. Indeed, as other speakers have indicated
in their comments--and I would like to express my
appreciation for their kind words--the staff of the BLS
have been at the forefront of trying to identify problems
with Uhe way Uhat the CPI is put together, figuring out
how to fix those problems, and making improvements in
the index.

What I'd like to do in my time this afternoon is to
talk about some of the things that Uhe BLS has done
recently to improve the CPI, about some of the things

that we have planned for the near future, and about
some of the things that we'd like to do if we could
identify the necessary resources and/or could figure out
how to employ them. I'm not going to talk about biases
in Uhe CPI, other than to say that I'm considerably more
agnostic than the other speakers in my assessment of she
overall bias, if any, in the index. There are some things
related to Uhe formulas used to construct Uhe CPI on
which almost everyone agrees. Most importantly, as an
index based upon a fixed market basket, the CPI does
not allow for substitution in response to relative price
changes and thus has a slight tendency to overstate the
growth in the cost of living. There is less basis for
agreement around the issues of how well we adjust for
changes in the quality of goods and services, how we
deal with new goods, and how we treat changes in the
relative importance of different kinds of shopping
outlets. At this point, there is a great deal that we just
don't know about any possible upward or downward
biases associated with these things.

Let me turn, then, to talking about the Bureau's
continuing efforts to improve the CPI. I'm going to talk
about three things: first, some very recent changes
made to correct the so-called "formula bias" problem;
second, our production of a set of alternative measures
that answer different questions than does the CPI; and
third, some things that we are doing or would like to do
in the areas of quality adjustment, the treatment of new
goods and changes in outlet mix.

Let me start with the so-called "formula bias"
problem that was in the news this spring, a problem that
grew out of the limitations of the data that we have
available for use in putting the CPI together. The CPI is
designed as a measure of the cost of purchasing a fixed
market basket of goods and services. The market
basket concept refers to the quantities of goods and
services purchased, but the data we have available from
our household surveys give us information on the
amounts of money consumers spend on different sorts
of items at particular stores. After this information has
been compiled, our field economists visit stores to
collect prices for specific items within each item
category. Our procedure for constructing quantity
weights for the items whose prices we're tracking used
to be, first, to project the initial price collected for each
item backwards using information on price trends for
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similar items and then to divide the appropriate
expenditure figure by this backwards-projected price to
obtain a base period quantity weight for the item. This
may sound pretty straightforward. The problem is that
this procedure led us systematically to overweight items
that were on sale as of the point in time when we first
priced them--expenditure divided by a low price gives
you a big quantity weight The prices of sale items are
apt to rise in subsequent months, however, and our
procedures thus were imparting an upward bias to the
index.

We only began fully to appreciate the existence and
nature of this problem with the index during the course
of 1994. In January of 1995, we introduced changes to
deal with the problem for food-at-home items, and also
made some related changes in the way we were putting
the housing component of the index together. This
summer, we are making further changes that we believe
fully correct the problem. Going forward, then, the
"formula bias" problem should be a non-problem.

There are, of course, other outstanding issues
related to the formulas used to construct the CPI. As
David Wilcox emphasized in his remarks, there are a
variety of questions that you might use a consumer price
measure to answer. The CPI tracks the price of a fixed
market basket of goods and services, but, for many
purposes, a measure that allowed for substitution among
items as their relative prices changed, and thereby more
closely approximated a true cost-of-living index, would
be more appropriate.

The Bureau has done a fair amount of work
oriented towards producing alternative indexes that
answer different questions than the official CPI. We are
in the process of producing an experimental measure
that, within the most detailed cells in the index, uses
geometric mean aggregation rather than Laspeyres
aggregation. This measure may be more appropriate for
tracking the cost of living than the CPI if you believe
that it is a more reasonable approximation to assume
that consumers' preferences exhibit an elasticity of
substitution of one between items within item categories
rather than an elasticity of substitution of zero. We've
also produced experimental superlative measures of the
sort originally proposed by Erwin Diewert that take
substitution across item categories into account.

There are some issues related to these alternative
measures that need to be considered. The key question
about using the geometric mean formula for within-cell
aggregation is whether assuming an elasticity of
substitution of one across the board really is a more
reasonable approximation than assuming an elasticity of
substitution of zero. Evidence on this issue will be hard
to come by.

The superlative measures are theoretically elegant,
but are likely to be more difficult than the CPI for the

general public to understand. From an operational
perspective, production of the superlative measures
requires expenditure share data that are available only
with a lag. Our experimental superlative measures
currently are not available until the fall of the year
following the year to which they refer. It would be
difficult to shorten that production cycle by very much
even for an experimental index, and if we were to
produce a superlative index subject to the same sort of
review as the official CPI the necessary lag might well
increase. For certain purposes, it is important to have a
measure that comes out promptly.

There is also an issue about the precision of our
experimental superlative measures. The weights for the
superlative measures are constructed using data from
the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX). For the
official CPI, we use three years of CEX data to
construct weights that our statisticians have deemed to
be of adequate precision. For the superlative measure,
only two years of expenditure data are used, because the
superlative measure is based on the average of the
expenditure shares for a base year and an ending year.
To produce superlative measures that were of
comparable precision to the official CPI would require a
Consumer Expenditure Survey that was about 50
percent larger than we now have-and that would cost
money.

On the general topic of alternative measures, David
Wilcox alluded in his remarks to interest in the growth
in the cost of living for the elderly. We have for some
time now produced an experimental CPI for the elderly,
which we construct by reweighting price change data
that we already have using information based on the
consumption pattern of the elderly. This method has
shortcomings, but doing a better job would require
selecting a separate sample of outlets and items to
reflect where elderly consumers shop and what they
buy, and thus would be quite an expensive proposition.

Turning to a third topic, I would like to talk about
some things we have been doing or would like to do
that relate to our treatment of quality change, new goods
and different kinds of outlets in the index. With respect
to the treatment of quality change, the obvious strategy
is to try to make more use than we have in the past of
hedonic adjustments or other explicit adjustments for
changes in the features of the items that we're pricing.
How much of this we do is mainly, though not
exclusively, a resource issue. Making explicit
adjustments for changes in item features requires that
we collect information not only on item prices but also
on item characteristics. This would not have to be done
every month, but we would need substantially more
information than we now collect to be able to look
systematically, item category by item category, at the
relationship between price and item characteristics.
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Something that we have planned for

implementation as part of the ongoing CPI Revision is

the introduction of a new way of updating the CPI outlet

and item samples. The current procedure is to update

those samples each year for 20 percent of the areas in

which we collect prices. By moving to a telephone

survey to compile the underlying sampling frames, we'll

be able to change that rotation pattem. Instead of

bringing in new outlets and items geographic area by

geographic area, we'll be able to brtng in new outlets

and items for whole item categories in all geographic

areas at once. If there are categories of items for which

we know that there has been a lot of change in what

people are purchasing or where they are shopping, we'll

be able to bring in new samples for those item

categories on a more frequent basis.
Quite appropriately, there has been a great deal of

attention devoted to the way that medical care is treated

in the CPI. We're in the process of making some

changes there as well. Under the procedures currently

in place for constructing the hospital components of the

CPI, we sample and collect prices for very specific

items when we visit a hospital. We might, for example,

end up tracking the price of a unit of blood. The

problems with this approach have become clear to all of

us. Hospital care really isn't sold specific item by

specific item. In January of 1997--that is, this next

January--we will be shifting over to an approach to

tracking hospital care prices that involves visiting a

hospital, picking a patient bill, identifying the key

services covered by that bill, and then tracking the cost

of providing that bundle of services. This is not, of

course, a solution to all of the problems we have with

tracking medical care prices, but looking at whole

treatment bundles puts us in a better position to begin

thinking about how to accommodate changes in

treatment protocols in constructing the index.
There are a number of important outstanding issues

that I would have to say we don't have good ways to

handle. From an operational point of view, for

example, we simply don't know how to go about

comparing the prices of different items that may satisfy

similar needs or even the prices of the same item sold at

different types of outlets. Similarly, in an operational

context, we don't have any good way to deal with the

value consumers may attach to increases or decreases in

the variety of items available for sale. We're working

on some of these things, but I am not optimistic about

our ever arriving at implementable solutions to all of the

concerns that have been raised regarding the CPI.

As I've indicated, some of the things we could and

would like to be able to do would require additional

resources. Money is always tight, and it's even tighter

today than in times past. In addition to seeking extra

resources to do some of the things I've talked about, we

also need to be looking at whether we're using the

money we already have in the most efficient possible

way. Changing how we put together the area sample for

the CPI, for example, might allow us to reduce our

costs, and we've begun to look at that. When we update

the sample of geographic areas in which we're

collecting prices--something that we do roughly every

ten years--it might be possible to have more overlap

between the old and the new areas. The largest 30 or so

metropolitan areas appear in the sample with certainty,

and our area selectton procedures already are designed

to give some preference to smaller areas from the pnor

area sample. Most of the smaller geographic areas,

however, are replaced during our regular Revisions. It's

very expensive to go into a totally new area, hire staff,

and begin collecting prices. Having more overlap in the

geographic areas across area samples thus could save

some money.
It also may not be necessary to collect prices for all

item categories in all areas. The CPI sample of price

quotations currently is structured so that we have a set

of geographic areas and a set of item categories. With

the exception of certain special cases like postage and

used cars, we collect prices for all of the item categories

in all of the geographic areas. The prices of items in

certain categories, however, may be set in national

markets, so that filling in the whole areatitem-category

matrix isn't necessary.
Moving away from our current approach to sample

design would carry some risks. Further increasing the

overlap between old and new geographic area samples,

for example, might well make it more likely that we

would end up with an area sample that was not truly

representative of current reality. Similarly, selecting

and pricing items nationally rather than locally, even if

only in certain item categories, might increase the risk

of not representing in our market basket items that

account for a significant part of consumers' purchases

or of not accurately reflecting price trends in individual

areas. These rtsks are real, but I nonetheless believe

that we ought to be looking at and evaluating the sorts

of possible changes in our sampling strategy that I've

mentioned.
Let me conclude by saying that, as the BLS moves

forward, we can use all the help that we can get with

continuing to improve the CPI. We are very eager to

have ideas from any of you regarding how we could be

doing a better job, and I've gotten some good ideas

from the other panelists today. We are in the process of

constructing research data bases suitable for addressing
a wide range of price measurement issues and I'd invite

any of you to talk with us if you have a project for

which those data bases might be suitable and that might

contribute to an improved understanding of price

change in our economy.
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